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Abstract 

The thesis title is "Contributions to Spatial Uncertainty Modelling in GIS: Small Sample Data" . 

Environmental data is very costly and difficult to collect and are often vague (subjective) or 

imprecise in nature (e.g. hazard level of pollutants are classified as "harmful for human beings"). 

These realities in practise (fuzziness and small datasets) leads to uncertainty, which is addressed 

by my research objective: "To model spatial environmental data with .fuzzy uncertainty, and to 

explore the use of small sample data in spatial modelling predictions, within Geographic 

Information System (GIS)." 

ii 

The methodologies underlying the theoretical foundations for spatial modelling are examined, 

such as geostatistics, fuzzy mathematics Grey System Theory, and (V,·) Credibility Measure 

Theory. Fifteen papers including three journal papers were written in contribution to the 

developments of spatial fuzzy and grey uncertainty modelling, in which I have a contributed 

portion of 50 to 65%. The methods and theories have been merged together in these papers, and 

they are applied to two datasets, PM 10 air pollution data and soil dioxin data. The papers can be 

classified into two broad categories: fuzzy spatial GIS modelling and grey spatial GIS modelling. 

In fuzzy spatial GIS modelling, the fuzzy uncertainty (Zadeh, 1965) in environmental data is 

addressed. The thesis developed a .fuzzy membership grades kriging approach by converting fuzzy 

subsets spatial modelling into membership grade spatial modelling. As this method develops, the 

fuzzy membership grades kriging is put into the foundation of the credibility measure theory, and 

approached a full data-assimilated membership function in terms of maximum fuzzy entropy 

principle. The variable modelling method in dealing with fuzzy data is a unique contribution to the 

fuzzy spatial GIS modelling literature. 

In grey spatial GIS modelling, spatial predictions using small sample data is addressed. The 

thesis developed a Grey GIS modelling approach, and two-dimensional order-less spatially 

observations are converted into two one-dimensional ordered data sequences. The thesis papers 

also explored foundational problems within the grey differential equation models (Deng, 1985). It 

is discovered the coupling feature of grey differential equations together with the help ofe

similarity measure, generalise the classical GM( 1,1) model into more classes of extended GM( 1,1) 

models, in order to fully assimilate with sample data information. The development of grey spatial 

GIS modelling is a creative contribution to handling small sample data. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Spatial GIS Modelling 

Generally speaking, events that can not be described by precise deterministic laws, is of 

uncertainty. Uncertainty is considered an insufficient information state of intrinsic nature. The 

focal research objective of this thesis is to model spatial environmental data with fuzzy 

uncertainty, and to explore the use of small sample data in spatial modelling predictions, within 

Geographic Information System (GIS). 

1-1 

The methodologies underlying the theoretical foundations for spatial modelling are examined, 

such as geostatistics, fuzzy mathematics, Grey System Theory, and {V, ·) Credibility Measure 

Theory. Fifteen papers were written in contribution to the developments of spatial fuzzy and grey 

uncertainty modelling. The methods and theories have been merged together in these papers, and 

they are applied to two datasets, PM10 air pollution data of California and soil dioxin data of 

Midland County in Michigan. ArcGIS and Excel are used in the modelling process. The thesis 

papers can be classified into two broad categories: fuzzy spatial GIS modelling and grey spatial 

GIS modelling. 

In fuzzy spatial GIS modelling, the fuzzy uncertainty in environmental data is addressed. 

Spatially distributed fuzzy data is in nature in the form of fuzzy subsets (Zadeh, 1965), and 

therefore is difficult to perform spatial modelling and presentation using GIS. The thesis papers 

aim at creating a convenient fuzzy kriging methodology. This led to the development of fuzzy 

membership grades kriging approach by converting fuzzy subsets spatial modelling into 

membership grade spatial modelling, which is easy to handle and implement into GIS. Although 

the early papers (chapter 1, 3, 8) used classical fuzzy mathematics concepts and methodology, it 

emphasized the data assimilated membership function by determining parameters of membership 

function in semi-statistical manner. In the later papers (chapter 13, 14, 15), the fuzzy membership 

grades kriging is put into the foundation of the credibility measure theory, and approached a full 

data-assimilated membership function in terms of maximum fuzzy entropy principle. The variable 

modelling method in dealing with fuzzy data is a unique contribution to the fuzzy spatial GIS 

modelling literature. 
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In grey spatial GIS modelling, spatial predictions using small sample data is addressed. The 

papers started with a projection approach (chapter 2, 4), however, the two-dimensional order-less 

spatially observations are converted into two one-dimensional ordered data sequences, and 

therefore the grey differential equation models can be successful applied. After the earlier Grey 

GIS modelling applications, it is found that there are a series of fundamental issues affecting the 

creation of grey spatial GIS modelling with small sample data. Therefore, the later papers (chapter 

5, 6, 9, 10, 11 , 12) explored foundational problems such as the transformations, rationale underling 

GM(l , 1) model via variational calculus, and e- -similarity measure between two geometric curves 

(i.e. , functions) etc. It is discovered the coupling feature of grey differential equations together 

with the help of e- -similarity measure, generalise the classical GM( 1,1) model proposed by Deng 

( 1985) into more classes of extended GM( I, 1) models, in order to fully assimilate with sample 

data information. The development of grey spatial GIS modelling is a creative contribution to 

handling small sample data. 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The overall objective of this thesis is: 

· To model spatial environmental data with fuzzy uncertainty, and to explore the use of small 

sample data in spatial modelling predictions, within GIS environment. 

The aims of this thesis can be classified into two broad categories: fuzzy spatial GIS 

modelling and grey spatial GIS modelling. In fuzzy spatial GIS modelling, we explored spatial 

environmental data with fuzzy uncertainty, and in grey spatial GIS modelling, we explored the use 

of small sample data in spatial modelling predictions. 

Fuzzy spatial GIS aims: 

To develop and explore a new spatial analysis technique, fuzzy membership grade kriging 

with semi-statistical membership, in order to address fuzzy spatial data recorded as crisp 

numbers (chapter 3.1 , 3.8). 

To predict a spatial distribution of air fuzzy quality index, and to develop a small-sample 

based fuzzy spatial data analysis methodology based on grey differential equation theory, and 

convert order-less 2-dimensional spatial data into ordered data sequences (chapter 3.3). 
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To develop the concept of fuzzy copula on the ground of (v, ·) -credibility measure theory, for 

the characterization of the full relationship among fuzzy variables (chapter 3.13). 

To develop a kernel-estimation based on the maximum entropy principle under the framework 

of (v,·)-credibility measure theory (chapter 3.14). 

To establish a parameter estimation of the membership function in terms of maximum entropy 

principle on the ground of self-dual credibility measure theory (chapter 3.15). 

Grey spatial GIS aims: 

t To develop and explore a new small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology based on 

Grey System Theory (chapter 3.2). 

To investigate a new least-square theory based estimation technique under very small sample 

circumstances (chapter 3.4). 

To explore a new approach which addresses ill-designed spatial data, and to provide a better 

ordinary kriging results, and develop a mixed approach by combining grey differential 

equation models (chapter 3.7). 

To explore the transformation of the discrete data sequence, in Grey System Theory, and to 

develop two new transformations (chapter 3.5). 

fl To investigate a way to obtain the dynamic version of grey system reliability with sparse data 

availability, in terms of grey differential equation models (chapter 3.6). 

To investigate the underlying mechanism ofGM(1 ,1) model, particularly, the lifetime 

partition into average functioning time, (average) repair-improvement and random error via 

GM(l , 1), in terms of a variational viewpoint (chapter 3.9). 

To examine GM(1 ,1) modelling mechanism from its component-level models, and to propose 

families of extended GM(l , l) models via the coupling principle in GM(l, 1) model (chapter 

3.10). 

To develop a consistence measure in terms of the concept of grey relational analysis, and 

explore the evolving behaviour of a set of constraint functionals defined by ordinary 

differential equations in order to select the suitable functional satisfying the consistence 

measure during GM(1 ,1 ) modelling process (chapter 3.11). 
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f<c To examine the GM(l, 1) model from its component-level and therefore identify the 

interactive coupling nature of differential equation model and corresponding regression model 

constituting of a GM( 1,1) model (chapter 3 .12). 

1. 3 Overview of Thesis 

The thesis is divided into five broad chapters: chapter 1 - Introduction, chapter 2 - An Introduction 

to Methodology and Datasets, chapter 3 -Collection of Papers, chapter 4- Discussion, and chapter 

5 - Conclusion. 

In chapter 1, spatial GIS modelling is discussed, the aims and objectives for the thesis are 

stated, and a general overview of the thesis is given. 

In chapter 2, concepts and methodologies that are used to handle uncertainty in small datasets 

are introduced. The methods are: Impreciseness and Uncertainty, Geostatistics, Fuzzy, Logic, Grey 

System Theory, (V, ·) Credibility Measure Theory, and Geographic Information System (GIS); 

and lastly, the air and soil pollution datasets used in the papers are introduced. 

In chapter 3, fifteen journal and conference papers were written in contribution to the 

developments of spatial fuzzy and grey uncertainty modelling. Figure 1.3.1 provides an overview 

of the thesis papers within the research process. The numbers in the figure refers to the time 

sequence of the papers, the first paper being 1, and the last paper being 15. In the fifteen thesis 

papers, fourteen of the peer-reviewed papers were already published, and one paper is under-print. 

There are a total of three journal papers and twelve conference papers. In this chapter, the methods 

and datasets that are introduced in chapter 2 are applied and used in the papers. 

In chapter 4, the papers are actively examined and criticized, and an overall view of the 

current development in the research is discussed, and the future developments and new directions 

for further research are outlined. 

In chapter 5, a small summary of the thesis is given, stating the contribution of this thesis to 

spatial GIS literature, and examine the achievement of aims stated in chapter 1. 
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Figure 1.3.1 Overview of Thesis Papers within the Research Process. 
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Chapter 2. An Introduction to Methodology and 
Data sets 

2.1 Impreciseness and Uncertainty 

2-1 

In the recent years, it seems that geostatistical developments do not involve sufficiently the 

characteristics of spatial information which reflects the underlying physical mechanism, and 

consequently geostatistical models do not approach the realities well enough. One of the reasons 

why geostatistical models are moving away from geostatistical applications may root deeply in the 

modem scientific methodology itself. 

Just as Alvin Toffler pointed out sharply in the Forward- Science and Change of the book 

"Order out of Chaos" (Prigogine and Stengers, 1984), "One of the most highly developed skills in 

contemporary Western civilization is dissection: the split-up of problems into their smallest 

possible components. We are good at it. So good, we often forget to put the pieces back together 

again." In other words, it is often the practice in geostatistical modelling to isolate the focus point 

from its environment, and therefore to ignore the complex interactions of the problem and the rest 

of the real world. 

However, two aspects need to be addressed in order to deal with the fatal weakness of the 

modem dissection methodology. Firstly, in the modelling process it is critical to catch up the 

fundamental characteristic of the problem studied, because such a kind of fundamental 

characteristic is common to the problem itself and its environment as well. Secondly, it is an 

essential task to account for the environmental impacts, that is, the interactions between the 

problem studied and its environment. 

Uncertainty and certainty are one of the fundamental characteristics of our world surrounding 

us. In the human history, certainty is the first form of perception of the living world and often 

thought as a basic feature of existing world and an elemental human thinking pattern. Certainty is 

in nature a phenomenon resulting from all the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

occurrence of an event are satisfied. 

Only in the last few decades, uncertainty, particularly random uncertainty resulting from a 

partial of the conditions of an event' s occurrence, was understood and received by scientific 

community. Probability calculus and statistical methodology are the mathematical foundation for 
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the understanding and modelling random uncertainty. Since the 1960s, other forms of uncertainty, 

especially fuzzy uncertainty (Zadeh, 1965), which reflect the unclear boundary of events, received 

notice from the engineering community. 

Philosophically speaking, both randomness and fuzziness are objectively existing, inherent, 

and inseparable characteristics of the world reality. 

1. Firstly, every event occurred in realistic world, no matter how complicated it might be, 

always enjoys its own self-existence and self-specification and therefore it is objective and 

certain. 

2. The self-specification associated with each existing object does not often enjoy a clear and 

crisp boundary, although the pattern of change can be either evolving or sudden jump. 

However, it is not in general sudden jump from one level to another, but more possibly 

evolving from one stratum to another. In other words, between two different strata, there exist 

some middle layers. At each layer in-between, the event possesses features in various degrees 

from both strata. Therefore, vague boundaries and specifications are an objective existing 

form of our world reality. 

3. The occurrence of any event ought to satisfy its generating conditions. If all the related 

generating conditions satisfied, it would be a certainty event. If partial generating conditions 

satisfied, then the event will be a chance event. So the cause-effect relationship is also an 

objectively existing form of changes. 

4. The true states of existing real world are never completely grasped by human beings. What is 

available about the real world is the collected information. However, information collection 

itself is inevitably realized with the brand of times. The instruments and the depth of 

knowledge about our objective existing world are limited, by the level of science and 

technology achieved at the time. Therefore, the information collected at any time will have 

observational errors (random in general), and observational biases (fuzzy in nature). 

Fuzzy and random uncertainties are intrinsically associated with geostatistical information 

data. In order to correctly utilize data information in the modelling process, we have to understand 

the fundamental and intrinsic feature of information, uncertainty. Logically speaking, randomness 

and fuzziness are two different types of uncertainties. Randomness is logically the break down of 

the law of causality, because of the lack of some conditions under which the event occurrence is 
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inevitable. It is the traditionally well-received formality of uncertainty in terms of the usage of 

probability calculus by science and engineering. 

2-3 

However, just as Zadeh (1965) pointed out, "It has become increasingly clear that there are 

some important facets of uncertainty which do not lend themselves to analysis by classical 

probability-based methods". Fuzziness, which is logically the break down of the law of excluding 

the middle, is neither well known nor largely ignored in the community of reliability engineering 

and management. 

However, in the real world, fuzziness is sometimes inherent to the object observed, and 

particularly related to the evolution characteristics. In industrial environments, factors (or 

covariates) associated with system operation always change and evolve. Quite often we face such 

a situation where the outcome of a statistical experiment is not a real number, but described in a 

linguistic manner. Such a kind of fuzziness exists objectively whenever information extracted as a 

reflection, from the interaction between human brains, and the operating machine systems. 

Therefore, the existing certainty and fuzzy uncertainty are mutually coherent facets of the 

objective world. 

Once the spatial information is collected, how to extract the useful part and to what extend to 

summarize it for further analysis will inevitably introduce another kind of fuzziness , subjective 

fuzziness. This is because information extraction depends heavily upon the experiences and 

knowledge of the modeller. Even for some events with certainty and clear specifications, the 

information or image in human brains is fuzzy in formality. 

Furthermore, in geostatistical practices, a certain amount of factors and information may be 

neither random nor fuzzy, which can be called unclear information. The modeller could not grasp 

the underlying mechanism (facts), and therefore have no clear picture, because of the limitation on 

information collection or lack of the experiences in it. In other words, modellers have not touched 

the state of nature and reached any qualification or quantification on it yet. Such purely subjective 

and unclear information might be manipulated, in terms of subjective membership function, or 

subjective probability. 

Uncertain information can be therefore classified into two categories: strong form and weak 

form. Information with randomness and fuzziness , which is typically objective uncertainty, 

belongs to strong form of uncertainty while information with uncleamess and vagueness, which is 

typically subjective uncertainty, belongs to weak form of uncertainty. The weakness of 

uncleamess can be understood in two aspects: firstly whenever uncleamess coexists with 
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randomness and fuzziness it can be shaded or covered by the later; secondly when unclearness 

exist alone it can be represented by subjective membership function or subjective probability. 

2-4 

It is a commonly accepted principle in science that diversification of the world requires 

different methodologies. The two forms of uncertainty therefore need different mathematical 

treatments. It is true that the objectiveness of membership quantifications and usages is still a 

debatable issue, due to the fact that currently membership functions in applications are largely 

subjectively specified. However, it is wrong to claim simply the equivalence between membership 

function in fuzzy mathematics, and the prior distribution in Bayesian statistics. 

There exists a duality between membership function and probability mathematically, but they 

should not be regarded as the same research object. Duality does not mean equivalence. Only in 

the case of weak form uncertainty, it might be true that there is no difference in nature, between 

subjective membership function and subjective probability. Therefore it is necessary to reflect both 

random and fuzzy uncertainties in our modelling efforts with geostatistical information. 

There is an increasing awareness that an estimate is of little value in the absence of a measure 

of the associated uncertainty. This is specially the case of prediction of environmental variables 

where the prediction uncertainty is required to support spatial modelling. Over the last 20 years, 

geostatistical methods, like kriging, have been used successfully to investigate the spatial 

variability of continuously varying environmental variables and to incorporate this information 

into mapping. However, the kriging variance has often been misused as a measure of reliability of 

the kriging estimate. 

The main limitation of the kriging method is that, when it is used to calculate the probability, 

it relies on the assumptions of normality ofthe distribution of prediction errors, and the variance of 

the errors is independent from the data values (Cressie, 1991). These conditions are rarely met for 

environmental attributes, which typically display highly skewed histograms. An alternative is to 

use indicator kriging, to derive, at each unsampled location, the conditional cumulative 

distribution function (CCDF) which models the uncertainty about the unknown value. 

The indicator kriging approach does not rely on an analytical parametric modelling of the 

shape of the error histogram, hence it is referred to as nonparametric. Furthermore, it can account 

for measurement errors through a soft indicator coding of observations, which contrasts with most 

studies on heavy metals where the measurement errors were assumed to be negligible. Also, the 

CCDFs can be used to analyse how the uncertainty propagates when several variables are 
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combined. This uncertainty propagation can be conducted numerically by sampling the CCDFs of 

these variables many times to consider all possible combinations. 

Uncertainty assessment is not a goal per se, but it is a preliminary step in the modelling 

process, such as delineation of hazardous areas. In the process of site characterization and 

remediation, multistage, or phased, sampling is often conducted so as to validate the result of prior 

sampling or to improve the cost-effectiveness of a sampling campaign. Phased sampling involves 

an interruption of the sampling process until the data are available for estimating contaminant 

concentrations at unsampled locations, which will guide the selection of locations where additional 

data are needed. 

Chen (1998) found that two-stage sampling led to a smaller proportion oflocations that were 

wrongly classified. Different criteria can be used to locate these additional samples. A common 

approach consists of designing a sampling scheme that minimizes the kriging variance. This 

approach is very convenient for multistage sampling, because as long as the variogram model is 

unchanged, the impact of sampling on the kriging variance can be assessed. 

Kriging based spatial statistical data analysis methodologies are almost the standard exercises 

in GIS. However, kriging needs to be calculated from large sample sizes, and this poses a 

difficulty for environmental data. Environmental data are often sparse and their original purpose 

was usually not for kriging anlysis, and therefore the data are often inadequate in some way. In 

statistics, large samples such as 50 might be needed for kriging, and in GIS software, although as 

little as ten observations can be used for kriging, but the results are not good. 

In this thesis, we present an alternative approach,fuzzy membership grade kriging, which is 

based on the analysis ofthe CCDFs, and so it is better suited to the presence ofheteroscedasticity, 

i.e. the variance of the estimation errors depends on the actual data values. In this way, the 

sampling method is suited for the specific objective of improving the model instead of improving 

the accuracy of the prediction itself. The papers present a nonparametric methodology to assess, 

and combine the uncertainty arising from measurement errors and spatial predictions. We also 

present a methodology, Grey GIS, based on Grey System Theory, for dealing with very small 

datasets. 
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2.2 Geostatistics 

Geostatistics is a branch of applied statistics developed by George Matheron in the 1970s 

(Gallagher, 1997). In applied statistical modelling, least squares or linear estimation is the most 

widely used approach. Matheron advanced an adaptation of such methods that is well suited to the 

solution of estimation problems, involving quantities that vary in space. This approach is known as 

the Theory of Regionalized Variables or Geostatistics. It can be used where information is 

fragmentary, and there is a need to estimate the values of properties at unsampled locations. The 

geostatistical approach is possible whenever the property of interest behaves as a spatially 

correlated variable. It treats geographic attributes as mathematical variables that depend on their 

positions on the Earth' s surface (Kitanidis, 1997). 

The central tool of geostatistics is the variogram or sometimes referred to as the 

semivariogram, it is a function which relates half the average squared difference between paired 

data values to the distance by which they are separated. Semivariance is a measure of the degree of 

spatial dependence between samples. The magnitude of the semivariance between points depends 

on the distance between the points. A smaller distance results in a smaller semivariance, and a 

larger distance results in a larger semivariance. The plot of the semivariances as a function of 

distance from a point is known as a semivariogram (Gallagher, 1997). 

A mathematical model may be fitted to the variogram and the coefficients of the model may 

be used to assign optimal weights for interpolation using kriging. Kriging is an interpolation 

procedure used in geostatistics, using known values and a semivariogram to determine unknown 

values. The procedures involved in kriging incorporate measures of error and uncertainty when 

determining estimations. Based on the semivariogram used, optimal weights are assigned to 

unknown values in order to calculate unknown ones. Since the variogram changes with distance, 

the weights depend on the known sample distribution (Gallagher, 1997). 

Matheron (1963) named the kriging method after D.G. Krige, a South African mining 

engineer. In the 1950s, Krige developed empirical methods for determining the true ore-grade 

distributions from the distributions based on sampled ore grades. As geostatistics was developing 

in mining engineering under Matheron in France, the very same ideas developed in meteorology 

under Gandin (1963) in Soviet Union. The original and simultaneous contribution ofthese authors 

was to put optimal linear prediction, in terms ofvariograms, into a spatial setting. Gandin' s name 
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for this approach is Objective Analysis, and he used the term optimum interpolation instead of 

kriging (Cressie, 1991 ). 

2-7 

Geostatistical methods of interpolation, known as kriging, attempt to optimize interpolation 

by dividing spatial variation into three components: deterministic variation that can be treated as 

useful soft information, spatially autocorrelated but physically difficult to explain variations, and 

uncorrelated noise. The character of the spatially correlated variation is encapsulated in functions 

such as the autovariogram and semivariogram, and these provide the information for optimizing 

interpolation weights and search radii. Experimental variograms are computed from sample data in 

one, two, or three spatial dimensions. These experimental data are fitted by one of a limited 

number ofvariogram models, which serve to provide data, for computing interpolation weights. 

Geostatistical methods provide great flexibility for interpolation, providing different methods of 

interpolation. These methods of interpolation yield smoothly varying surfaces, accompanied by an 

estimation variance surface. The information in the variogram can be used to optimize sampling 

schemes, for mapping from point data (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). 

Ordinary Kriging (OK) is a type of kriging which assumes that local means are not 

necessarily closely related to the population mean, and which therefore uses only the samples in 

the local neighbourhood for the estimate. It relies on the spatial correlation structure of the data to 

determine the weighting values, and correlation between data points determines the estimated 

value at an unsampled point. Usually, ordinary kriging imposes Gaussian distribution assumptions 

on data structure. Linear kriging is a well established method for predicting variables at unsampled 

locations. Ordinary kriging is the most widely used variant of kriging. However, when data are 

sparse, the assumptions made about the underlying variation that has been sampled and the choice 

of method and its parameters can be critical, if one is to avoid misleading results (Burrough and 

McDonnell, 1998). 

The nonparametric method does not impose distributional assumptions on data. Joumel in 

1983 prosposed a nonparametric method: indicator variogram and indicator kriging. The non

lin_ear kriging methods provide estimates of the conditional distribution of the target quantity given 

available information. This non-distributional assumption provide advantages but also weaknesses, 

such as less efficiency and requiring large data samples. Indicator Kriging (IK) is a non-linear 

form of ordinary kriging in which the original data are transformed form a continuous scale to a 

binary scale (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). It relies on the spatial correlation structure of the 

data to determine the weighting values, and correlation between data points determines the 
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estimated value at an unsampled point. It is unlike ordinary kriging in that it makes no assumption 

of normality, and is a nonparametric method, counterpart to the ordinary kriging (Spatial Analysis 

and Decision Assistance, 1996). 

Indicator kriging is the application of kriging to indicator functions of the data. There are no 

assumptions made about the underlying invariant distribution, and the 0-1 indicator 

transformations of the data make the predictor robust to outliers. There are some disadvantages as 

well. Theoretically, indicator kriging requires estimation and modelling of many indicator 

variograms, and the resulting system of kriging equations is very large. However, indicator kriging 

has found applications in estimations of recoverable reserves, classification schemes for map 

analysis, estimation of spatiotemporal distributions of hydrogen-ion deposition, and risk 

assessment in environmental applications (Cressie, 1991 ). 

In order to analyze spatially distributed imprecise data, it is inevitable to merge kriging and 

fuzzy mathematics together for creating a different approach to fuzzy kriging. Fuzzy kriging can 

be traced back as early as Omre ' s Bayesian kriging paper (1987), and since then various fuzzy 

kriging methodologies for spatial data directly have being developed, e.g. Bardossy eta!. (1988, 

1989, 1990a, 1990b), Diamond, (1989), Lee (2000), Bandemer and Gebhardet (2000) etc. It is 

necessary to point out that these fuzzy kriging approaches, we will call them as direct fuzzy 

kriging, because the prediction is realized by directly kriging on spatially distributed fuzzy 

observations (i.e., fuzzy numbers). Direct fuzzy kriging is inevitably involved with complicated 

mathematical operations on fuzzy sets, fuzzy statistical estimation and hypothesis testing. 

2.3 Fuzzy Mathematics 

There are some common characteristics of environmental data such as, large datasets, 

heterogeneity, and uncertainty. The fuzzy approach is to present a way to process vague or 

imprecise environmental data (Salski, 1996). The fuzzy set theory was originally introduced by 

Zadeh in 1965. Fuzzy logic is a type of logic for dealing with imprecise data. It was specifically 

designed to mathematically represent uncertainty and vagueness in data, and provide a set of tools 

for dealing with imprecise data intrinsic to many problems. 

In fuzzy Logic, elements may have infinite graduation between True and False (Answermath, 

2002). Fuzzy logic can be understood as a philosophy based on the fuzzy approach, and as a 

mathematical methodology (Hajek and Kramosil, 2002). Fuzzy theory holds that all things are 
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matters of degree, and also reduces black-white logic and mathematics to special limiting cases of 

grey relationships. Mathematically fuzziness means multi-valence so that multi-valued fuzziness 

corresponds to degrees of indeterminacy or ambiguity, partial occurrence of events or relations 

(Pujol, 2001). 

Fuzzy set theory implements classes of data with boundaries that are not sharply defined. 

Fuzzy logic differs from classical Boolean logic in that, it implements soft linguistic variables on a 

continuous range of true values which allows intermediate values to be defined between 

conventional binary. The benefit of extending classical set theory methods into fuzzy techniques is 

the strength in solving real world problems, which inevitably contain some degree of imprecision 

and noise in the variables and parameters involved (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 2001). 

Additional benefi ts of fuzzy logic include its simplicity and its flexibility. Fuzzy logic can handle 

problems with imprecise and incomplete data, and it can model non-linear functions of arbitrary 

complexity (Surveys and Presentations in Information Systems Engineering, 1996). 

Many modelling and problem solving tasks are too complex to be understood quantitatively. 

However, people can succeed by using knowledge that is imprecise rather than precise. Fuzzy 

logic resembles human reasoning in its use of approximate information and uncertainty, to 

generate models (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 2001 ). Fuzzy logic is a powerful 

problem-solving methodology with many applications embedded in control and information 

processing. It provides a simple way to draw definite conclusions from vague, ambiguous or 

imprecise information. Fuzzy logic supports modelling by its ability to takes in approximate data 

and finds precise solutions (Aptronix, 2000). 

Fuzziness and randomness are two distinct types of uncertainty: vagueness and randomness 

co-exist objectively; in environmental science, imprecise, qualitative, even linguistic data are 

frequent; modelling efforts should reflect the fuzziness-randomness coexistence reality. The fuzzy 

approach presents a way to process vague or imprecise environmental data. 

Definition of a membership function Zadeh (1965): The membership function of a fuzzy set 

A of U is a mapping from U onto [0, 1]. The fuzzy set is a generalized set: 

.9A: U ~ {0,1} (crisp set) 

i 
f.L;, :U ~(0, 1] (fuzzyset) 

A fuzzy set is characterized by membership function, but not uniquely. 

(l) 
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Figure 2.3.2 A Fuzzy Set and Its Membership Function. 
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In figure 2.3.1, in red areas, sample point u belongs to set A, and in white areas, sample u 

does not belong to A's indicator function. In figure 2.3.2, in red areas, membership of u=l, and in 

white areas, membership of u=O. The three pink areas showed grade evolution. Dark pink shows 

the membership of u to A is high, and the light pink areas shows the membership of u to A is 
low. 

2.4 Grey System Theory 

Today, we often deal with the information neither of fully observed (white information) nor of not 

observed at all (black information). In other words, the information is grey. The Grey System 

Theory was first proposed by Deng in 1982. The Grey System Theory avoids the inherent 

problems of conventional statistical methods and only requires a small data set to estimate the 

behaviour of an uncertain system. The Grey System Theory is best used in relational analysis 
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model construction; or used in prediction and modelling in situations where there is: uncertainty, 

multi-data input, discrete data, or insufficient data (Wen, 2004b). 

Grey System Theory can be summarized as (Wen, 2004b): 

4': Grey generating, including: grey relational generating operation (GRGO), accumulated 

generating operation (AGO), inverse accumulative generating operation (IAGO), 

interpolation generating. 

Grey Relational Analysis is an impacting measurement model which takes the measurements 

of relations that change in between two systems or between two elements in the system in 

time. 

Grey model uses dummy concepts to transform different equations into differential equations. 

The three types of models are: GM(l,l) model, GM(l,N) model, and GM(O,N) model. 

Grey prediction is based on the GM(l,l) model. 

Grey decision-making by combining other techniques with GM(l, 1) model to solve decision 

problems. 

Grey control use data to find the pattern of system behaviour, then combine with the 

prediction method in order to make the control system more optimal. 

The methodology to solve random uncertainty is probability and statistics, i.e., to treat data in 

terms of statistical laws and prior (probability) laws. Since statistical laws were established via 

large samples, the more data we use the better will be the inference. Therefore, straightforward 

statistical modelling is often difficult to carry on and even not approachable, due to cost 

consideration for large samples. If we change our attitude and look at the real world from a 

different angle, say, system dynamics can be treated from the viewpoint of the degree of 

information availability, we would walk out from the shadow of large sample statistics. 

In modem control theory, system dynamics are classified by the degree of information 

completeness, and accordingly different methodologies have been developed for each of them 

respectively. Colour is often used to indicate the degree of information availability. If the system 

information is fully known, the system is called a white system; if the system information is totally 

unknown, it is called a black system; and a system with partial information known and partial 

information unknown is called a grey system. Table 2.4.1 offers a general picture of the three 

systems classified by information criterion (modified from Liu et al., 2004). 
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Table 2.4.1 Three System Dynamics on Information (in control theory context). 

Dark Grey White 
Information unknown incomplete complete 
Surface lookinf? Dark Indistinguishable Bright and clear 
Process New replacement between new and old Old and known 
Property Chaos and ignorant Multi-level knowledge pure 
Methodolozy negation sublate confirmation 
Attitude indulge tolerant rigorous 
Result No solution No unique solution Unique solution 

A critical feature of grey system is information incompleteness. The task of establishing a 

model under the guidance of grey system theory is inevitably to seek a model based on small 

sample data. Its target is establishment of differential model and emphasizes the exploration, 

utilization and processing dynamic information containing in data. 

It is commonly believed that differential equation is only suitable to continuous differentiable 

function. The characteristic behavior of a grey system is in general represented by discrete time

series sequences. In order to build a differential equation model, the modeller extracts the relevant 

variable through relational analysis. And further based on the investigation on the properties of the 

discrete functions, a dynamic model with differential equation is established on the base of 

discrete data, i.e., the grey model. 

Researchers often believe that time series of a single variable can only provide very limit 

information. And even some researchers believe there will be high limitations to treat data 

containing large relational system based on a" 1-dimensional" view of point. However, researchers 

with grey system theory thinking, abbreviated as grey thinking, observed that time series sequence 

contains extremely rich information and it accumulates the traces of all other variables that 

participate in the system dynamic process. For example, let { X 0 (t)} be a set taken from a time 

series of a variable. In real world, it is hard to assume a variable playing its role alone and rather 

some other p variables, say, { Zk (t); k = 1, 2, · · ·, p} also actively participate in a specific dynamic 

process. The common exercise in the past was selecting J principal control factors for building a 

mathematical model while the exercise based on grey system theory is trying to rebuild the 

dynamic process according the information contained in { X 0 (t)}. 

For the purpose of better understanding grey thinking, let us state the two basic principles in 

grey system theory. Grey concept is the one that its connotation is haze and vague but has a clear 
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boundary and extension. Therefore, the basic feature of grey system is information-incomplete. 

Logically, the consequence ofthe cause information incompleteness is non-uniqueness. The basic 

principles in grey system are thus derived from: 

Principle of incomplete information. The applications of principle of incomplete information 

are the dialectical unity of"small" and "large" (amount of information) and also the 

transformation between " local" and "whole" information. 

Principle of process non-uniqueness. Because the object under investigation in grey system 

theory does not have complete information, criterion is often multiple folds and it may often a 

multiple-to-multiple mapping from the causes to effects, therefore the representation of the 

process is in general not unique. In details, using grey system theory for solving real world 

problems, it displays often a form of non-unique solutions, non-unique parameter to be 

identifiable, non-unique model, non-unique decision methodology and non-unique result etc. 

For a deeper understanding, we make brief comparisons among the three systems in table 

2.4.2 (modified from Liu and Lin, 2006). 

Table 2.4.2 Comparisons of"Grey", "Probabilistic" and "Fuzzy" Systems. 

Aspect Grey System Probabilistic System Fuzzy Set System 
Set foundation Haze sets Cantor sets Fuzzy sets 
Connotation Connotation haze with Random event with cognitive uncertainty (clear 
and extension clear boundary and connotation and connotation but vague 

extension extension well-defined extension) 
Core concept Grey derivative and Probability distribution membership function 

differential equations 
Data treatment (inverse) accumulative Sampling statistics & Membership grade, .>.-cut 

generating operation asymptotic distribution set & extension principle 
Data Small sample size Large sample size empirical(+ sampling data) 
requirements 
Priori Discrete smoothness Typical probability Membership functions (or) 

distributions possibility distribution 
Thinking mode Multi-angle Repeated occurrences Quantification of extension 
Final Imprecise (interval ) 100(1-a )% .>.-level credibility, 
presentation 

Confidence interval 
0 ::; ). ::; 1 
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2.5 (V,-) Credibility Measure Theory 

Credibility Theory is a branch of mathematics which studies the behaviour of the fuzzy 

phenomena. In order to measure a fuzzy event, Zadeh proposed possibility measure in 1978. 

Although the possibility measure has been used widely, however, it does not have self-duality 

property. Therefore, a self-dual measure is needed (Liu, 2006). To define a self-dual measure, Liu 

and Liu (2002) proposed the concept of credibility measure. Liu (2004) has given an axiomatic 

foundation of credibility theory. 

Let E> be a nonempty set, and s,p ( E>) = i ;> the power set on E> . Each element, let us say, 

AcE> , A E s,p ( E>) is called an event. A number denoted as Cr (A), 0 ~ Cr (A)~ 1, is assigned to 

event A E s,p ( E>), which indicates the credibility that event A E s,p ( E>) occurs. Cr (A) satisfies 

following axioms (Liu, 2004, 2006): 

Axiom 1: Cr(e) = 1. 

Axiom 2: Cr(-) non-decreasing, i.e., Cr{ A}~ Cr{ B} whenever A c B. 

Axiom 3: Cr O is self-dual, i.e., C:r{ A}+ Cr { Ac} = 1 for any A E s,p ( E>). 

Axiom 4: Cr{U;A;} "0.5 =sup[ Cr{ A;} J for any {A;} with Cr(A;) ~ 0.5. 
i 

Axiom 5: Let set functions Crk 0: 28
k - [ 0, 1] satisfy Axiom 1-4, and e = e, X e2 X ••• X e p' 

then: 

for each (e, ,e2 ,· · .,ep) E 8. In this case, we write Cr = Cr, xCr2 x ··· x Crp. 

Definition 1: Any set function Cr : s,p ( E>) ----) [ 0, 1] satisfies Axiom 1-5 is called a ( V, ·)

credibility measure. The triple ( 8, 28
, Cr) is called the (v, ·)-credibility measure space. 

(1) 
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2.6 Geographic Information System (GIS) 

Geographic Information System (GIS) has evolved out of a long history of map making. Like all 

models, maps are simplified representations of reality. Modem GIS dramatically increase the 

amount of information that can be contained and manipulated in a map. It could present multiple 

information themes upon one map (James, 2001). Geographic Information System (GIS) is a 

system of hardware, software, data, people, organizations, and institutional arrangements, for 

collecting, storing, analyzing, and disseminating information, about areas of the earth (Dueker and 

Kjeme, 1989). 

GIS references real-world spatial data elements into a coordinate system. These features can 

be separated into different layers (map themes or coverages). GIS stores attribute data, which is 

descriptive information of the map features. This attribute information is put into a database file 

separate from the graphics data file but is linked together. A GIS allows the exploration of both the 

spatial data and the attribute data at the same time. Statistics is a set of mathematical methods used 

to collect and analyze sample data. The sampled data often has a spatial component, and so it can 

be incorporated into a GIS (Wisconsin State Cartographer's Office, 200 1 ). 

The GIS technology evolved through multiple parallel but separate applications across 

numerous disciplines. Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) is a leading vendor of 

GIS software (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2001). In this thesis, ArcGIS software 

from ESRI is used in the applications. GIS is more than just a tool, it has consequences for how 

spatial data are collected, analyzed, and used. When spatial models are used to in modelling, GIS 

has the potential to influence the outcomes (James, 2001). 

GIS is a powerful tool for spatial analysis and representation of data, and it can transform data 

into valuable information for the modellers (Dyke et al. , 2003). Pollution is spatial in nature, and 

therefore GIS can help in environmental assessment and modelling by, presenting and analysing 

the air pollution data spatially.lt can also provide objective, reliable, and comparable information 

outputs (Jaroslav, 2003). 

2. 7 Data sets Used in the Thesis 

In this thesis, two datasets are used for applications, PM 10 air pollution data of California, and soil 

dioxin data of M idland County in Michigan, U.S.A. These datasets are introduced in this chapter. 
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2.7.1 Air Pollution: PM10 Data 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 

pollutants considered harmful to public health and the environment. PM 10 is one of the seven air 

pollutants the EPA regulates, under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. The seven air 

pollutants include: Carbon Monoxide, Lead, Nitrogen Dioxide, Particulate Matter (PM 10) , 

Particulate Matter (PM25) , Ozone, and Sulphur Dioxide (S02). 

Particulate Matter (PM) is a type of air pollutants that include dust, dirt, soot, smoke, and 

liquid droplets. Particulates are directly emitted into the air by sources such as factories, power 

plants, transportation sources, construction activity, fires, and windblown dust. Particulates are 

also formed in the atmosphere by condensation or transformation of emitted gases such as sulphur 

dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and volatile organic compounds into tiny droplets (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2003). 

PM10 is particular matter with a mass median aerodynamic diameter less than 10 micrometers. 

PM 10 is therefore particulate matter that is very small, and remains suspended in the air for long 

periods oftime. They usually consist of smoke, dirt, and dust particles, as well as mold, spores, 

and pollen (Rocky Mountain Center, 1996). 

PM10 is easily inhaled into the deep lung. Exposure to high outdoor PM 10 concentrations 

causes increased disease and death. PM 10 have adverse effects on human heath, because the 

particles are so small that they can reach the thoracic or lower regions of the respiratory tract. The 

concerns for human health include effects on breathing and respiratory symptoms, aggravation of 

existing respiratory and cardiovascular disease, alterations in the body' s defence systems against 

foreign materials, damage to lung tissue, carcinogenesis, and premature death. The people who are 

most vulnerable to these effects include people with cardiovascular disease, influenza, asthmatics, 

the elderly, and children. 

In this thesis, we used the PM10 air pollution data of California, U.S.A., for applications. The 

current EPA standard for PM 10 has set an annual allowable arithmetic average ofPM 10 not to 

exceed 50 flg/m3 i.e. micrograms per cubic meter of air (Environmental Protection Agency, 2003). 

The PM10 samples were collected in 111 locations in California (figure 2.7.1). 
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Figure 2.7.1 PM 10 Sample Locations in California. 

The Californ ia Air Resources Board has 55 air quality monitoring sites located within the 

Santa Barbara County (figure 2.7.2). However, very few samples are actually collected from the 

monitoring sites each year. In 2002, only 4 PM10 samples were collected within Santa Barbara 

County (figure 2.7.3). This is because of the cost and manpower involved in the sampling process. 

Figure 2.7.2 Air Quality Monitoring Sites in 
Santa Barbara County, California. 
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Figure 2.7.3 PM 10 Sample Locations for 2002 
in Santa Barbara County, California. 
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2.7.2 Soil Pollution: Dioxin Data 

Dioxin is a complicated family of chemicals that includes dioxins, furans, and PCBs that have 

related properties and toxicity. Dioxins are man-made chemical compounds that enter the air 

through fuel and waste emissions, including motor vehicle exhaust fumes and garbage 

incineration. It is not deliberately manufactured, but rather an unintended by-product of industrial 

processes that use or bum chlorine (Alliance for Safe Alternatives, 2005). 

Dioxin is one of the most studied chemicals on the planet. It can be found in air, water and 

soil, as well as in food. Dioxin emissions from incinerators reach people. Dioxin goes into the air 

and people breathe in the particles. But a bigger problem is that the particles settle on grazing land 

where cows eat the grass and the dioxin gets concentrated in the fat in their meat and milk. It also 

gets concentrated in cattle and hogs that are fed dioxin-tainted grain. Dioxins may also be carried 

in rain and contaminate soil and watersheds. The dioxin particles can fall directly into rivers, 

streams, and other bodies of water or reach these waterways in surface water runoff. Dioxin settles 

on the bottom where fish and shellfish ingest small particles of sediment (Alliance for Safe 

Alternatives, 2005). 

People accumulate dioxins in their bodies mostly by eating dioxin contaminated food. Dioxin 

is stored in human adipose tissue. Dioxin causes a wide range of adverse health effects including 

cancer, birth defects, diabetes, learning and developmental delays, endometriosis, and immune 

system abnormalities. It is the most potent animal carcinogen ever tested (Alliance for Safe 

Alternatives, 2005). Most human exposure to dioxins occurs through the consumption of 

contaminated foods, especially animal fats. Certain population groups are more at risk, such as 

nursing babies and people who more animal fat or contaminated foods, because of their nearness 

to dioxin release sites are exposed to higher levels of dioxin (Environmental Protection Agency, 

2005b). 

Fortunately, dioxin contamination is getting better controlled. From the available data it 

seems that the exposure to dioxin has decreased over the last 10 years. However, it is still 

important for us to monitor dioxin level (Environmental Protection Agency, 2005b). 

In this thesis, we used the soil dioxin data of Midland County, Michigan State, U.S.A., for 

applications. Soil dioxin samples are collected in Midland City and along the Tittabawassee River 

(figure 2.7.4). It is clear from the figure, that the soil dioxin samples are all concentrated in a small 

area of the Midland County. 
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Figure 2.7.4 Soil Dioxin Samples in Midland County, Michigan. 

The reported dioxin concentration is referred by "TEQ". Toxic Equivalents, or TEQs, are 

used to report the toxicity-weighted masses of mixtures ofPCDD/Fs (TRifacts, 2005). The 

measurement units are in ng/kg (nanograms per kilogram) which is part per trillion (ppt). 

2-19 
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Chapter 3. Collection of Papers 

This chapter consists of fifteen papers written in contribution to the developments of spatial fuzzy 

and grey uncertainty modelling. There are a total of three journal papers and twelve conference 

papers. Fourteen of the peer-reviewed papers were already published, and one paper is under-print. 

List of peer-reviewed journals and conference publications, in time sequence of publication: 

1. Guo, D., Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2004). Integrating GIS with Fuzzy Logic and Geostatistics: 

Predicting Air Pollutant PMlO for California, Using Fuzzy Kriging. Proceedings of the 

Geographical Information Systems Research UK Conference (GISRUK 2004), University of 

East Anglia, Norwich, U.K. , pp. 375-380. 

2. Guo, D., Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2005). Grey GIS. Proceedings ofthe Geographical 

Information Systems Research UK Conference (GISRUK 2005), Glasgow, Scotland, pp. 379-

387. 

3. Guo, D., Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2005). Grey Spatial Prediction of Fuzzy Air Quality Index. 

Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Quality and Reliability (ICQR 2005), 

Beijing, China, pp. 71-78. 

4. Guo, D. , Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2005). A New Very Small-Sample Based Non-Linear 

Statistical Estimation Method. Proceedings ofthe International Workshop on Recent 

Advances Stochastic Operations Research, Canmore, Alberta, Canada, pp. 50-57. 

5. Guo, D., Guo, R., Thiart, C., and Cui, Y.H. (2005). Optimal Data Transformations in Grey 

Analysis. Proceedings ofthe lOth International Conference on Industrial Engineering

Theory, Applications and Practice, Clearwater, Florida, U.S.A., pp. 426-431. 

6. Guo, R. and Guo, D. (2005). Grey Reliability Analysis of Complex System. Proceedings of 

the lOth International Conference on Industrial Engineering- Theory, Applications and 

Practice, Clearwater, Florida, U.S.A., pp. 432-437. 

7. Guo, D., Guo, R. , Thiart, C., Oyana, T., Dai, D., and Hession, S. (2006). GM(l,l)-Kriging 

Prediction of Soil Dioxin Pattern. Proceedings ofthe Geographical Information Systems 

Research UK Conference (GISRUK 2006), University ofNottingham, U.K., pp.69-77. 
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8. Guo, D., Guo, R. , and Thiart, C. (2007). Predicting Air Pollution Using Fuzzy Membership 

Grade Kriging. Editors: Andy P Jones and lain Lake. Journal of Computers, Environment and 

Urban Systems, Special Editions, Elsevier, 31(1): 33-51. 

9. Guo, D., Guo, R. , Thiart, C., and Cui, Y.H. (2006). Rationale ofGM(l,l) Modelling-A 

Variation Approach. Proceedings of the International Conference on Maintenance 

Engineering (ICME 2006), October 15-18, 2006, Cheng Du, China, pp. 603-699. 

10. Guo, D., Guo, R. , and Thiart, C. (2006). Generalizations to Standard GM(l,l) Model. 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Maintenance Engineering (ICME 2006), 

October 15-18, 2006, Cheng Du, China, pp. 587-593. 

11. Guo, R., Guo, D., and Cui, Y.H. (2006). Rationale Exploration ofFirst-Order One Variable 

Grey Differential Equation Model via Variational Approach. Proceedings of 11th International 

Conference on Industrial Engineering, Theory, Applications and Practice, October 24-27, 

2006, Nagoya, Japan, pp. 1302-1307. 

12. Guo, D., Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2006). The Coupling of Regression Modelling and 

Differential Equation Model in GM(l, 1) Modelling and Extended GM(l, 1) Models. Editors: 

Kun-Li Wen and Cha'o-Kuang Chen. Journal of Grey System, 9(2): 143-154. 

13. Guo, R. , Guo, D., and Li, X. (2006). Bivariate Credibility-Copulas. Proceedings ofthe 151 

International Conference on System Integration and Reliability Improvements (SIRI 2006), 

December 13-15, 2006, Hanoi, Vietnam, pp. 119-123. 

14. Li, X., Guo, D., Guo, R. , and Thiart, C. (2006). Kernel Estimation for Bivariate Credibility 

Copulas. Proceedings of the 151 International Conference on System Integration and 

Reliability Improvements (SIRI 2006), December 13-15, 2006, Hanoi, Vietnam, pp. 52-56. 

15. Guo, D., Guo, R., and Thiart, C. (2007). Credibility Measure-Based Fuzzy Membership 

Grade Kriging. Editors: B.D. Liu. International Journal ofUncertainty, Fuzziness and 

Knowledge-Based Systems, 15. (under-print) 
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Air Pollutant PM 10 for California, Using Fuzzy Kriging 
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3.1.1 Introduction 

PM10 is one of the seven air pollutants the Environmental Protection Agency regulates, and 

exposure to high outdoor PM10 concentrations causes increased disease and death (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2003). PM10 concentrations are sampled and measured in various places in 

California, U.S.A. (figure 3.1.1), however, it is too costly in terms oftime, finance, and manpower 

to sample the entire state. As air pollution is spatial in nature and the measurement and the degree 

of pollution is fuzzy (the boundaries between negligible, moderate and severe is not clear cut), 

Geographic information systems (GIS) and the fuzzy approach to geostatistics can help in 

environmental assessment and modelling. The fuzzy approach (Zadeh, 1965) presents a way to 

process vague or imprecise environmental data, and geostatistics can be used where information is 

fragmentary, and there is a need to predict the values of properties at unsampled locations (Vega, 

2002). 

Legend 

• PM1 0 Sal!l>le Locations 
O DIIifumia 

Figure 3.1.1 PM10 Sample Locations in California. 

In order to analyze spatially distributed imprecise data, it is inevitable to merge kriging and 

fuzzy mathematics together for creating a different approach to fuzzy kriging. Fuzzy kriging can 
0 -

be traced back as early as Omre's Bayesian kriging paper (1987), and since then various fuzzy 

kriging methodologies for spatial data directly have being developed, e.g. Bardossy et al. ( 1988, 
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1989, 1990a, 1990b), Diamond, (1989), Lee (2000), Bandemer and Gebhardet (2000) etc. It is 

necessary to point out that these fuzzy kriging approaches, the prediction is realized by directly 

kriging on spatially distributed fuzzy observations (i.e. , fuzzy numbers). These fuzzy kriging is 

inevitably involved with complicated mathematical operations on fuzzy sets, fuzzy statistical 

estimation and hypothesis testing, and are unsuitable for combining with GIS. 

3-5 

The aim of this paper is to integrate GIS with fuzzy logic and geostatistics, in order to predict 

PM10 concentrations for the entire California State based on the existing sample data. A 

methodology of fuzzy variogram and fuzzy kriging is proposed based on the indicator vaiogram 

and kriging developments in the literature, and it is easy to implement into GIS. Furthermore, 

unlike previous studies that used assumed membership functions, the sample membership 

functions are extracted from the data itself. The predicted membership grades are also transformed 

back into PM10 concentrations by using inverse functions. Using the converted prediction maps, 

we could clearly identify areas that are higher than the threshold, which are dangerous to human 

health. 

3.1.2 Fuzzy Variogram 

Kriging is an estimation procedure used in geostatistics, using known values and a semivariogram 

to determine unknown values (Krige, 1951 ). The procedure incorporates measures of error and 

uncertainty when determining estimation (Gallagher, 1997). Classical kriging estimator is a linear 

predictor based on the spatial observations directly, while the fuzzy membership grade kriging 

estimator we developed is a linear predictor based on the membership grades of spatial 

observations. The fuzzy kriging approach proposed in this paper is a direct extension to Journel's 

(1983) indicator kriging. 

The experimental indicator semivariogram is defined as: 

(1) 

Correspondingly, the fuzzy semivariogram, for fuzzy event A is defined as: 

rA(h) = J[.uis+h)- .UA(s) T dP (2) 
ff' 
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Therefore the experimental fuzzy variogram is defined as: 

1 n( h) 2 

r/h) = n(h) ~[.u/s1 +h)- .u/s)] (3) 

3.1.3 Computations and Analysis 

The data preparations for the fuzzy variogram and kriging are very essential to the fuzzy 

geostatistical modelling. Therefore, similar to the indicator kriging, the fuzzy kriging can be done 

by simply replacing the spatial z(s1),j=1 , .. . ,m observations by the corresponding membership 

grades f.1:4 (s1 +h) ,j=l, ... ,m respectively. 

The modeller's interest is in whether living in California is safe or not, in terms of air 

pollution. Therefore fuzzy event A ={High hazard level ofPM10 in California} is worthwhile to 

try to investigate. It is meaningful to argue that the higher of the PM10 content in the air, the higher 

the degree ofbelongingness to fuzzy set A should be. It is reasonable to assume that the linear 

sample membership function of the fuzzy event A is linear. It has the feature ofPM10 level at 

x=9.0 being assigned a 0 membership, and at x=90.3 being assigned a 1 membership. That is: 

0 if O~x<9.0 

ft/x) = 
x-9 

if 9.0 ~X <90.3 --
81.3 

if X~ 90.3 

The linear sample membership function f.l~ (x) (figure 3.1.2) is in general simple and 

mathematically easily manipulated. 

Figure 3.1.2 Linear Sample Membership Function ofPM10• 

(4) 
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Using the linear sample membership function, a set of new membership values is calculated 

and then the Geostatistical Analyst Extension of ArcGIS is used to perform ordinary kriging on the 

new fuzzy data set. The rational quadratic model is used to fit the variogram model (figure 3.1.3). 
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Figure 3.1.3 Fuzzy Variogram of Linear Sample Membership Function. 

The QQ plot (figure 3.1.4) shows how well the model fits. A good fit is when the sample 

quantile distribution is very similar to the normal quantile line. In this plot, the middle sample 

values (dots), are very similar to the dash straight line. However, the extreme upper and lower 

values do not fit well. 

Q 3 .53.--------,--------~---------,--------~--------,--------, 
..... w 2.02 

a:; 0.52 
N 

~ -0 .99 
t': 
~ -2.49 
; 
Vi -4 

-5.5 -------~----------'---------~----------'---------~---------' 
-2.61 -1 .74 -0 .87 0.00 0.87 1.74 2.61 

Normal Value 

Figure 3.1.4 Standardized Error Plot of Linear Sample Membership Function. 

The prediction map (figure 3.1.5) shows the predicted membership grades. The dark brown 

colours represent higher membership grades, near 1, which are of high PM10 concentrations. The 

light yellow areas represent low membership grades, near 0, which are of low PM10 

concentrations. Therefore, the three dark brown areas on the lower half of California, show high 

PM10 concentrations. The upper areas of California are light yellow, and it shows areas of low 

PM10 concentrations. 
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Figure 3.1.5 Prediction Map ofLinear Sample Membership Function. 
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The predicted error map (figure 3.1.6) shows the standard error (uncertainty of the predicted 

value). The light yellow areas are areas of low error, and the dark brown areas are areas of high 

error. When one compares this map to the map of sample locations, one can understand the errors 

much better. Since most of the sample locations are near the coast, it is obvious that the errors are 

less in the sampled locations, and more errors in the unsampled locations. 
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Figure 3.1.6 Prediction Standard Error Map of Linear Sample Membership Function. 
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The fuzzy membership is defined in terms ofPM 10 hazard levels. The form of membership is 

monotone-increasing continuous function, and so the inverse function exists. 

The linear sample membership function takes the form: 

x-a 
p(x)=-b- , asxsb 

-a 

For any given membership value J.lo E [0, 1]: 

Then: 

x-a 
J.lo =-

b-a 

Conversion based on the membership prediction map class interval limits. In the prediction 

map, it is typically classified into ten classes, say, class 0, class 1, ... class 9. Assume the class 

interval limits are [j.i10 , J.i'kl ), [J.l,
1

, f.iu
1 

) , •• • , [J.lt
9 
'J.i~ ) · 

The class limits for the PM 10 predicted value with linear sample membership function is: 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

This makes it easy to convert the linear sample membership function back to the original units 

of measurement, PM 10 concentration flg/m3
• These values are given in table 3.1.1 and the map 

using the concentration values as the legend is given in figure 3.1.7. 

Table 3.1.1 Conversion from Linear Membership to PM 10 Concentrations. 

Cia ss Linear Membership PM 10 (Jlg/m5
) 

0 0.001230- 0.065054 09.1 - 14.3 
1 0.065054 - 0.099254 14.3- 17.1 
2 0.099254- 0.117579 17.1 - 18.6 
3 0.117579- 0.127399 18.6-19.4 
4 0.127399 - 0.145724 19.3-20.8 
5 0.145724 - 0.179923 20.8-23.6 
6 0.179923 - 0.243748 23.6-28.8 
7 0.243748 - 0.362860 28.8- 38.5 
8 0.362860-0.585151 38.5- 56.6 
9 0.585151 - 1.000000 56.4- 90.3 
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The current EPA standard for PM 10 has set an annual allowable arithmetic average ofPM10 

not to exceed 50 ).lg/m3
. However, we defined the hazard level differently in this case. Once PM 10 

concentrations are over 38 ).lg/m3
, it is classified a hazard area. 
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Figure 3.1.7 PM10 Concentrations Predicted by Linear Membership Function. 

In figure 3. 1.7, the last two classes, very dark brown colours, show areas of high levels of 

PM 10 concentrations. The level of safeness regarding PM10 concentrations is shown clearly here, 

by the class divisions of concentration level. The upper area of California and parts of the coastline 

are shown to have very low PM10 concentrations, and are the safest areas. The linear membership 

show much finer divisions of areas of low PM 10 concentrations. 

3.1.4 Conclusion 

In this paper, at eoretical integration of fuzzy logic and geostatistics is explored, named fuzzy 

variogram and fuzzy kriging. The fuzzy kriging is developed as a natural extension of indicator 

kriging, and then ordinary kriging is performed on the membership results. This way fuzzy kriging 

would have the advantages of both indicator and ·ordinary kriging. A new set of methodology is 

developed for th is paper. 
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The fuzzy methodology developed here is different from previous work on GIS and fuzzy. 

Unlike previous studies that used assumed membership functions, in this paper, a sample 

membership function is extracted from the data itself. Therefore, the fuzzy methodology used in 

this paper is more solid and objective. In this paper, we developed a set of methodology for fuzzy 

logic and geostatistics to be integrated together in GIS. 
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3. 2.1 Introduction 

Environmental data is very costly and difficult to collect, and quite often the sampled data are 

insufficient for any practical analysis. In this paper, we propose a small-sample based spatial data 

analysis methodology in terms of Grey System Theory, and we will call it Grey Spatial Analysis. 

The new methodology can be implemented and combined with Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS), and we will call it as Grey GIS. Grey GIS is a system dealing with grey geographical data 

or analyzing spatial data in terms of Grey System Theory. As an illustration, we will use PM10 data 

of Santa Barbara County, California, U.S.A. 

Kriging based spatial statistical data analysis methodologies are almost the standard exercises 

in GIS. However, three fatal problems are always appearing as intrinsic companions tied with 

kriging methodologies. The first issue is sample size, the second problem is the isotropy, and the 

third one is the spatially stationary assumptions. Obviously the root cause of these problems is in 

kriging methodology which came from the traditional statistical thinking which is built under 

probabilistic theory and statistical inference and estimation theory (Guo, 2005a, 2005b). 

Facing the challenge of data shortage, we will walk out from the umbrella of large-sample 

based statistical theory and develop a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology based 

on the spirit of Grey System Theory (Deng, 1982). The newly established Grey Spatial Analysis 

methodology is particularly suitable for small area spatial predictions with a few observations. The 

Grey Spatial Analysis results are imprecise (grey numbers) in nature. However, practically the 

grey predictions are unexpectedly consistent with local sample information available. 

3.2.2 PM 10 Sample in Santa Barbara County 

PM10 is one of the seven air pollutants the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates, and 

exposure to high outdoor PM 10 concentrations causes increased disease and death (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2003). The California Air Resources Board has 55 air quality monitoring sites 

located within the Santa Barbara County (figure 3.2.1). 

. I 
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Legend 

0 Ail Cluatity Mon~omg Sites 

0 Santa Barbora County 

Figure. 3.2.1 Air Quality Monitoring Sites in Santa Barbara County. 

However, very few samples are actually collected from the monitoring sites each year. In 

2002, only 4 PM 10 samples were collected within Santa Barbara County (figure 3.2.2). This is 

because of the cost and manpower involved in the sampling process. 

t~gtj(J . ,.,.,. 
0 Santa Barbara County 0 

.-----------,,w,m, __'\ 
,....., N ....... 

Figure 3.2.2 PM 10 Sample Locations for 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 
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What can we do with 4 sample points? In GIS software, kriging prediction maps can only be 

made under the condition there must be 10 or more sample points (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute, 2001). Using Grey Spatial Analysis, we will be able to estimate the PM 10 

concentration in different locations within Santa Barbara. For convenience, in this case, we 

estimated the PM 10 concentrations in the other 51 monitoring sites within Santa Barbara. 

3.2.3 Grey System Theory 

A system with partial information known and partial information unknown is called a grey system . 

. In control theory, colour is often used to indicate the degree of information availability. For a 

given cognitive level, if the system information is fully known, the system is called a white 

system; if the system information is totally unknown, it is called a black system; accordingly any 

system lies between them is called a grey one (Fu, 1991). 

Grey System Theory, first proposed by Deng in 1982, is a theory studying the analysis, 

model-establishment, prediction, decision and control. It avoids the inherent defects of 

conventional, large-sample statistical methods, and only requires a limited amount of discrete data 

sequence to estimate the behaviour of a system with insufficient information (Wen, 2004a). 

The critical task of grey system theory is the establishment of grey differential equation 

utilizing small-sample discrete data sequence and emphasizes the exploration, utilization and 

processing dynamic information containing in the data sequence (Wen, 2004a). 

3.2.4 Grey Spatial Analysis 

3.2.4.1 Discrete Data Sequence Creation 

Grey system theory intrinsically deals with discrete data sequence having natural order in either 

temporal or spatial form (Fu, 1991). However, the problem here is that the spatial data 

{ Z ( x, y), x , y E lR} has no order at all. Therefore, the fundamental idea in grey spatial prediction is 

to convert the order-less spatially distributed data into ordered data sequences. 

The conversion is following the following four steps: 

(i) Pick up a pair of coordinate (x0 ,y0 ) as the origin to establish a Cartesian 2-dimensional 

(localized) coordinate system {(x',y') ,x' = x-x0 ,y' = y - y 0 }. (x0 ,y0 ) should be located at 
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the reasonably nearest lower-left comer of Santa Barbara County. In Santa Barbara County 

case, (x0 ,y0 )=(-120.7000,34.3000). 

(ii) Project { Z ( x, y), x, y E lR} along x 1 -axis and y 1 -axis respectively. Denote them as data set 

Zx (x 1
) = Z(x,y) xx / ~(x 1? +(Y 1? 

Zy (yl) = Z(x,y) xy / ~(x 1)2 +(yl? 

(iii) Order the numbers in data sets { Zx (x1),x1 E IR+} and { ZY (y1),y1 E IR+} according to the 

(1) 

sequence of coordinate x 1 and the sequence of coordinate y 1 respectively and obtain two data 

ordered sequences, denoted as { z; (x1),x1 E JR+} and { z; (Y 1),yl E JR+} respectively. 

(iv) Tabulate the two projection data sequences: 

Table 3.2.1 Projected Santa Barbara County PM 10 Data Sequences and Coordinates. 

x 1 -coordinate 0.067300 ( x2) 0.264500 ( X4) 0.654200 ( x3) 0.674200 (x1) 

x -projection sequence 4.156992393 9.246591929 14.18756366 19.43545485 

y 1 -coordinate 0.162200 (yl) 0.189700 (y3) 0.296100 (y2) 0.643000 ( y4) 

y -projection sequence 4.675809518 4.114003097 18.28953117 22.47848246 

Notice that original coordinate values (xi, Y;), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are used to keep track of the 

original data compositions for later prediction purpose. 

3.2.4.2 Establishment of Grey Spatial Prediction Equation 

It is observed that the distance x; - x;_1 (y; - y;_1) 7: constant. Therefore, the way to obtain the 

(grey) response equation is different from that with equal-distance spaced grey differential 

equation. The methodology here is utilizing two-stage least-square estimation procedure (Fu, 

1991). 

Letthe s-coordinatesequence z;o) ={Z!0>(s;), si ElR\ i=1,2,· ·· ,N} satisfying the 

following grey differential equations respectively, 
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(0) ( ) fJ -(1) ( ) - . -Zs si + szs si -as, 1- 2,-··,N 

where 

z{t) (s ) = _!_(z(O) (s ) + z(O) (s )) i = 2 ... N 
S I 2 S I S 1-1 ' ' ' 

Accordingly, the first-stage least-square parameter estimators are 

where 

( 
" " ) ( T )-1 T s a s, Ps = X X X y N 

1 - ~ ( z;o) ( s2) + z;o) ( s1 ) ) 

X= 1 -~(z;o)(s3 )+z;o)(s2 )) 

And the approximate derivatives are: 

z;o) (s2)-z;o) (sl) 
s2 -st 

z;o) (s3)-z;o) (s2) 

z;O) (sN )-z;O) (sN-l) 
SN - SN-1 

Thus the first-stage response equation is: 

z;o) (s) =as+ Ys exp( -/Jss) 

Then we enter the second-stage least-square estimation, 

( 
" " )T ( D T D )-I D T s a s,Ys = s s s z N 

where 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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D = s 

and 

exp(-/JA) 

exp (-,8,s2 ) 

z;o) ( sl) 
z!o) ( s2) 

Therefore after two-stage least-square fitting, the estimated response function is: 

Then for 'v' ( x, y), the grey spatial prediction equation will be given by: 

3.2.5 Grey Prediction and Comparison to Kriging Prediction Map 

3-18 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Using Grey Spatial Analysis, the PM10 concentrations are estimated for the other 51 monitoring 

sites, from the original4 PM10 samples, and 34 monitoring sites can be estimated, as can be seen 

in figure 3.2.3. This is because the grey system theory method is good for interpolation, and not 

very suitable for extrapolation. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Grey Prediction for PM 10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 
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The Grey spatial predictions are unexpectedly consistent with the original 4 PM10 samples 

and reveal fairly detailed spatial distribution pattern. The monitoring sites with high PM 10 

concentration can be clearly seen, which is on the upper regions of Santa Barbara. As one can see 

from the figure 3.2.3, in places that the Grey Spatial Analysis can not predict well , it is reflected 

very clearly in the Grey prediction maps, and in this case shown in brown dots (17 sites). This is 

because, these "unpredictable" locations are far from the area covered by the 4 sampled locations 

and the Grey Spatial Analysis is in nature good in interpolations but not good in extrapolations 

when the predicted location "far away" from sample covered area. However, this problem can be 

solved, using our newly developed Grey Temporal-Spatial Analysis, which is explained in 

appendix A. 

As a source of reference, an Ordinary Kriging prediction map is generated from 148 sample 

points from the entire California State. This is because Kriging prediction maps can only be made 

under the condition there must be 10 or more sample points, and therefore a kriging prediction 

map can not be produced here, so 148 samples from the entire California is used in order to 

generate this map. Kriging prediction map of the Santa Barbara County is shown in figure 3.2.4. 
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Figure 3.2.4 Ordinary Kriging Prediction Map for PM 10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 
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While kriging maps produced from large samples are good at predicting an overall trend for 

the state, it is however, not so good at local PM 10 pattern predictions. The Grey PM 10 predictions 

are shown to be very sensitive to local observations, and can show the approximate PM10 

concentrations in 34 sites in Santa Barbara, based on only 4 sample data. In places that the Grey 

Spatial Analysis can not predict well, it is reflected very clearly in the Grey prediction maps. 

3.2.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology based on 

Grey System Theory, called Grey Spatial Analysis. The newly established Grey Spatial Analysis 

methodology is implemented and combined with GIS, and the grey prediction results have shown 

to be practical and reflect well the local reality. 
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3.3.1 Introduction 

Air quality is a vague concept and its hazard impacts on health are in an .evolving manner. Thus air 

quality should be specified by a fuzzy event which is specified by its membership function. It is 

obvious that an overall air quality fuzzy index would give the modeller a convenient and simple 

description on air quality. A membership function of a fuzzy event, say, Q, denoted by Jlij ( x) is 

specified subjectively. Guo et al. (2004) proposed a semi-statistical approach for specifying 

membership on the base of percentiles from sample data. Jiang and Chen (2006) investigate an 

approach to define the membership function from probability density function by a transformation 

in the case of monotonic type of fuzzy event. It is noticed that any individual air quality index is 

related to the measurement of the air pollutant and it is logical to specify the individual air quality 

index by monotonic fuzzy membership function. We observe that an estimated probability density 

function can be obtained statistically in terms of historical massive air pollutant data collections. 

Table 3.3.1 gives the fitted probability density distributions based on year 2002 data collection 

from California State, U.S.A. 

Table 3.3.1 Fitted Probability Distributions from California State Data (2002). 

Pollutant Distribution Scale Shape Threshold of 
parameter a. parameter fJ hazard level x

10 

Carbon Monoxide gamma 0.8800347 3.376373 9 ppm 

Lead gamma 0.0267839 3.903671 1.5 J..lg/mJ 

Nitrogen Dioxide gamma 0.0056164 2.879439 0.053 ppm 
Particulate Matter (PM10) gamma 21.6422190 1.539542 50 J..lg/mJ 

Particulate Matter (PM2 s) gamma 2.6047873 6.297649 15.0 J..lg/mj 

Ozone gamma 0.0055217 16.131398 0.08 ppm 
Sulfur Oxides gamma 0.0009793 1.613868 0.03 ppm 

The probability density function for a gamma random variable is: 

f(x) =-1 (~)/3-I exp(- x), x>O 
m(/3) a a 

(1) 

Then the membership function for the hazard level from any individual air pollutant is: 
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o· x<O 

J-lir (x)= fox!M,(m.)dm. O<x<xe (2) 

1 X 2:: Xe 

where 

(3) 

which implies m, = -x +x< E (-oo,xJ. 

As to the overall fuzzy air quality index, it can be created in terms of fuzzy logical function to 

reflect all (important) seven air pollutants. 

7 

Jl Qo (u)= ;~ IJ-L Q; (u;) 

where Q
0 

and Q;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, 7 are overall air quality index and the seven individual air quality 

index respectively. 

(4) 

It is obvious that finding the fuzzy overall air quality index is reduced into a problem to 

predict the spatial distribution of individual air quality index and thus the spatial distribution of an 

individual pollutant. 

In spatial data analysis, kriging based spatial statistical data analysis methodologies are the 

standard application, and used widely for predictions. However, three fatal problems are always 

appearing as intrinsic companions tied with kriging methodologies. The first issue is sample size, 

the second problem is the isotropy, and the third one is the spatially stationary assumptions. 

Obviously the root cause of these problems is because kriging methodology came from the 

traditional statistical thinking, since statistical laws were established via large samples, the more 

data the better the analysis. Therefore, straightforward statistical modelling is often difficult to 

carry on and even not approachable due to sample size. 

Facing the challenge of data shortage, we have to walk out from the umbrella of large-sample 

based statistical theory by changing our attitude and looking at the real world from a different 

angle. Because system dynamics can be treated from the viewpoint ofthe degree of information 

availability, it is possible for us to walk out from the umbrella of large sample statistics and 

develop a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology based on the spirit of grey 

differential equation theory. 
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3.3.2 PM10 Samples in Santa Barbara County 

PM10 is one ofthe seven air pollutants the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates, and 

exposure to high outdoor PM10 concentrations causes increased disease and death (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2003). The California Air Resources Board has 55 air quality monitoring sites 

located within the Santa Barbara County (figure 3.3.1). However, the monitoring sites are not 

monitored every year, and therefore the air quality data are not collected every year. In 2002, only 

4 sites reported PM 10 samples within Santa Barbara County (figure 3.3.2) . 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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Figure 3.3.1 Air Quality Monitoring Sites in 
Santa Barbara County, California. 
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Figure 3.3.2 PM 10 Sample Locations for 2002 
in Santa Barbara County, California. 

What can we do with 4 sample points? In GIS software, kriging prediction maps can only be 

made under the condition there must be 10 or more sample points. Using Grey Spatial Analysis, 

we will be able to estimate the PM 10 concentration in different locations within Santa Barbara. For 

convenience, in this case, we estimated the PM 10 concentrations in the other 51 monitoring sites 

within Santa Barbara County, based on the 4 sampled sites in 2002. 

3.3.3 Grey Spatial Prediction Equation 

The challengeable question is that we are dealing with spatial observations { Z ( x, y), x, y E lR} 

having no ordering while grey differential equation approach intrinsically deals with discrete time 

sequence data (Fu, 1991 ). Therefore, the key point is to convert the order-less spatial data into 

ordered data sequences. 
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1. Pick up a pair of coordinate ( x0 , Yo) as the origin to establish a Cartesian 2-dimensional 

(localized) coordinate system { ( x 1, y 1
), x 1 = x- x0 , y 1 = y- y 0 } • x0 , y0 should be located at 

the reasonably nearest lower-left corner of Santa Barbara County. In Santa Barbara County 

case, (x0 ,y0 )=(-120.7000,34.3000). 

2. Project { Z ( x, y), x, y E IR} along x 1 -axis and y 1 -axis respectively. Denote them as data set 

{ Z, (x 1),x 1 E IR+ }and data set { ZY (Y 1),y 1 E IR+} where 

y 

(X, ·Yo) X 

Zx (x 1
) = Z (x,y )x x/ ~(x 1)2 + (Y 1

)

2 

ZY (yl) = Z (x,y )x y'f ~(x 1) 2 + (Y1)2 

y 

X 
(x0 ,y0 ) x, x, 

z(x,) z(x, ) 

(5) 

X 

Figure 3.3.3 Illustration of the Projection of 
z(x,y)-value into the x-axis andy-axis 

respectively. 

Figure 3.3.4 Illustration ofthe Projection of 
x(x,y)-value into x-axis andy-axis for Santa 

Barbara. 

3. Order the numbers in data sets { Zx (x 1),x 1 E IR+} and { ZY (y 1),y 1 E IR+} according to the 

sequence of coordinate x 1 and the sequence of coordinate y 1 and respectively and obtain two 

data sequences, denoted as { z; (x 1),x 1 E 1R+} and { z; (Y 1),y 1 E IR+} respectively. 

4. Tabulate the two projection data sequences: 
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Table 3.3.2 Projected Santa Barbara County PM10 Data Sequence and Coordinates. 

x' -coordinate 0.067300 ( x2) 0.264500 ( x4) 0.654200 ( x3) 0.674200 ( X1 ) 

x -projection sequence 4.156992393 9.246591929 14.18756366 19.43545485 
y' -coordinate 0.162200 (yl) 0.189700 (y3) 0.296100 (y2) 0.643000 (y4) 

y -projection sequence 4.675809518 4.114003097 18.28953117 22.47848246 

Notice that original coordinate values (x;,Y; ), i = 1, 2,3,4 are used to keep track of the 

original data compositions for later prediction purpose. 

It is observed that the distance x; - x;_1 ( y; - y;_1) ::;o= constant . Therefore, the way to obtain 

the (grey) response equation is different from that with equal-distance spaced grey differential 

equation. The methodology here is utilizing two-stage least-square estimation procedure (Fu, 

1991). 

Let the s -coordinate sequence z~O) = { z~O) ( S;)' si E R +' i = 1, 2, ... ' N} ( s is a dummy 

variable which can represent x' and y' respectively) satisfying the following grey differential 

equations respectively, 

_z(O) ( ) ;:::;(!) ( ) = . = ... s S; + flsL; S; as, 1 2, ,N 

where 

Therefore after two-stage least-square fitting, the estimated response function is 

Then for V ( x, y), the grey predicted two-dimensional spatial value will be given by, 

Guo eta!. (2005) contains the details on the two-stage least-square estimation. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Using grey spatial prediction, the PM10 concentrations are estimated for the other 51 

monitoring sites, from the original 4 PM10 samples, and 34 monitoring sites were estimated, with 
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17 sites that can not be predicted, as can be seen in figure 3.3.5. This is because the grey system 

theory method is good for interpolation, and not very suitable for extrapolation. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Grey Prediction for PM10 in 2002 
in Santa Barbara County. 

Figure 3.3.6 Ordinary Kriging Prediction Map 
for PM10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

The Grey predictions are very consistentwith the original 4 PM10 samples (relative errors 

range from 0.15% to 32%) and reveal fairly detailed spatial distribution pattern. As a source of 

reference, an Ordinary Kriging prediction map is generated from 148 sample points from the entire 

California State. This is because Kriging prediction maps can only be made under the condition 

there must be 10 or more sample points in GIS software, and therefore a kriging prediction map 

can not be produced here, so 148 samples from the entire California is used in order to generate 

this map. Kriging prediction map of the Santa Barbara County is shown in figure 3.3.6. 

3.3.4 Using Historical Time-Series Data to Enhance Information 

We examined the air quality data of Santa Barbara County further, and realized that there were 

two monitoring sites, we will call them site 17 and 38, which contains historical PM10 data but was 

not sampled in 2002 (table 3.3.3). 

Table 3.3.3 PM10 Time Sequences from Year 1988 to 1999 at Monitoring Site 17, 38 and 57. 

Site 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
17 * * 36.871 * 30.058 * * * * 29.747 26.079 29.49 
38 * 27.573 26.452 * 25.267 26.131 26.42 24.971 25 27.42 * * 
57 33.712 36.073 34.157 32.417 * 26.539 24.799 22.082 * * * * 
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As a record, site 17 and 18 are within the Santa Barbara County, but Site 57 is the nearest one 

outside of the county. The purpose for adding site 57 is to strengthen the interpolation area 

coverage. With the addition of site 17, 38 and 57 in 2002 being available, we choose grey

predicted PM 10 values at site 2, 23 and 45 respectively. Then, with these 6 PM10 values a Grey 

Spatial Analysis can be performed for the prediction of the remaining PM10 concentrations at the 

other unpredicted 17 sites. 

Table 3.3.4 Information of the Six Monitoring Sites for Grey Prediction ofRemaining 17 Sites. 

Site Latitude Lon~itude PM10 Value 2002 
2 34.4622 -120.0258 19.23121493 
17 34.4166 -119.6999 * 
23 34.5136 -120.0055 26.91565579 
38 34.4147 -119.8788 * 
45 34.4691 -120.0394 15.79061345 
57 34.4480 -119.2420 * 

By examining the three data sequences in table 3.3.3, the site 38 has 8 years of interrupted 

data, and site 17 has 5 years of interrupted data. Therefore, classical time-series analysis 

methodology will not properly work here because the data sequence are interrupted, and even not 

equal-time spaced, i.e., some "missing" values between them. 

Table 3.3.5 Grey Temporal Predictions ofPM10 from 1992 to 2002 at Site 17,38 and 57. 

Site 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
17 30.058 29. 606 28.971 28.621 28.428 29.747 26.079 29.49 28.214 28.204 28.199 
38 25.267 26. 131 26.42 24.971 25 27.42 25.705 25.630 25.558 25.490 25.424 
57 30.056 26.539 24.799 22.082 17.353 17. 353 17. 353 17.353 17. 353 17.353 17. 353 

3.3.5 Grey Spatial-Temporal Prediction Results 

Table 3.3.6 Information of the Six Sites for Next Grey Prediction of the Remaining 17 Sites. 

Location Latitude Lon~itude PM10 Value 2002 
2 34.4622 -120.0258 19.23121493 
17 34.4166 -119.6999 28.19866000 
23 34.5136 -120.0055 26.91565579 
38 34.4147 -119.8788 25.42448000 
45 34.4691 -120.0394 15.79061345 
57 34.4480 -119.2420 17.35317800 
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The table 3.3.6 shows the latest information for grey spatial predictions. With these data 

information, we use newly developed grey temporal spatial prediction methodology to make the 

predictions for the remaining 17 sites. As a record, we choose ( -120.040, 34.4000) as the new 

origin for setting up a 2-dimensional Cartesian Coordinate system. The prediction results are 

shown in figure 3.3.7. 
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Figure 3.3.7 Grey Temporal-Spatial Prediction for PM10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

The grey predictions and kriging predictions are consistent in the general trend. However, 

grey predictions reveal better local properties. The Kriging prediction map using 148 sample data 

(figure 3.3.6) are shown to be relatively rough when compared to the Grey prediction maps using 

only 4 sample data. The Grey PM 10 predictions are shown to be very sensitive to local 

observations. 

3.3.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology based on 

the spirit of grey differential equation theory. The key contribution is the conversion from order

less 2-dimensional spatial data into ordered data sequences. Furthermore, we follow the idea 

behind the grey system theory- modelling process is the one of enhancing the degree of 
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information sufficiency. The way to add grey temporal prediction on three sites is just increasing 

information. It is clear that the grey spatial prediction results reflect well the local reality. We must 

point out that the grey spatial prediction developments are not perfect and still needing to be 

improved. We will use the differential geometry to further solidify the mathematical foundation. 
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3.4.1 Introduction 

General speaking, the task of a mathematical modelling is to explore the dynamic laws on the state 

of space. Different from the modelling exercise in operations research, statistical methods is one in 

which for the given data collected from real world, according to related literature or one's own 

experience, researchers estimate the parameters according to a class of distributions, and then the 

fitted distribution facilitates the revelation of the dynamic rule underlying data collected. 

Therefore, a critical requirement to facilitate statistical data analysis is that the sample size must be 

large enough. Such a prerequisite makes classical statistics powerless whenever facing small 

sample data or a sparse sample. 

It is obvious that statistical thinking, drawing conclusion from data is correct, but such a 

correct intention is often haunted by sparse data which is often regarded as inadequate 

information. In this thinking pattern, only information contained in a large sample is adequate. 

However, what is critical here is the dynamic law hidden behind the data collected, and not the 

underlying distribution. We could say that the large-sample barrier is created by a statistician's 

distributional th inking. Such a thinking logic dominated statisticians for more than a century and 

created today's large-sample statistical theoretical trend. A realistic data analyst should be 

concerned more about the dynamics underlying the data, and not the route of thinking. Therefore, 

there is a necessity to pursue new models based on sparse data. 

3.4.2 Foundation of Grey Differential Equation Models 

The core of the grey system theory is the grey models being composed of a large variation of grey 

differential equations (Fu, 1991). General speaking, differential equations are powerful tools in 

modem science because they reveal deeply the evolving dynamics of real world events. The 

common sense or the limitation of differential equation is that it can be only utilized to describe 

continuous differentiable functions. Mathematicians and statisticians are often feeling quite 

helpless when facing discrete data sequence. Grey system established the grey differential 

equation in order to solve an ordinary differential equation, using least-square approach for a given 

discrete data sequence. 
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Grey models can be called grey differential equation models. The commonly used grey 

models are GM(l,l), GM(2,1), GM(l,h), GM(O,h) and the Verhulst model (Wen, 2004a). The 

basic one is GM(l,l), and it will be discussed in detail. 

Equation, 

x (O) (k)+ f3z(1) (k) =a, k = 2,···,n 

is called a one-variable first order grey differential equation with respect to time series sequence 

X= (x(I),x(2), ... ,x(n)), where 

z (l ) (k) = (x(l ) (k)+x(l) {k-1))/2 , k = 2,·· ·,n 

(1) 

(2) 

and f3 is the developing coefficient, a is the grey input, and x (O) is a grey derivative which 

maximizes the information density for a given series to be modeled. This model is called GM(l,l). 

Furthermore, the differential equation dx(l) I dt + f3x (1) =a is called the whitened differential 

equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation 1. Thetis continious counterpart 

of index k. The unknown parameter values (a,f3) can be determined in terms of the classical least-

square method. 

where 

X= 

[a] ( T )-1 T =X X X y 
b 

1 - z(1l {2) 
1 - z( l ) (3) 

x (o) (2) 
x (o) (3) 

and y = 

Based on the estimated vector [ a,b r for parameter (vector) [a, PY and differential equation 

theory, the predicted equation (i.e. , the response equation) is, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

which corresponds to the GM(l , 1) differential equation, dx(1) I dt + f3x(1) =a . 
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We would like to emphasize the following critical points: 

(1) From equation 1 to 5, it is very clear that GM(l , 1) model is established with respect to a 

sampled discrete data sequence. It is in nature a delicate application of the least-square theory 

at the first-order differential equation level. 

(2) Based on equation 5, it should be noticed that the solution to the grey differential equation is 

obtained in terms of the corresponding shadow (differential) equation. 

(3) The elegancy in grey differential equation models lies in the approximations of the derivatives 

and integrals of a given function. Deng (1982) named them as inverse accumulative 

generating operators (I-AGO) and accumulative generating operators (AGO) respectively. 

(4) It should be further strongly emphasized that the sampled discrete data sequence itself implies 

that the data is naturally ordered in the sequence. The ordering index could be time or 

distance, from a reference point. 

3.4.3 State Model with Natural Coordinate System 

It is often the case that we are required to seek a state function involving multiple independent 

variables. Particularly these independent variables are natural coordinates. In some cases, the data 

sets have no natural order at all and the direct application of grey differential equation is not 

possible. And therefore it is critical to take necessary steps for converting the order-less data 

sequence into ordered data sequence(s). The following two subsections propose two ways in terms 

ofPM 10 spatial pattern prediction in Santa Barbra County, California, U.S.A. as illustrations (Guo 

et al. , 2005) 

3.4.3.1 Coordinate-Directional Data-Valued Approach 

PM10 is one ofthe seven air pollutants the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates, and 

exposure to high outdoor PM10 concentrations causes increased disease and death (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2005a). The California Air Resources Board has 55 air quality monitoring sites 

located within the Santa Barbara County (figure 3.4.1). 
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Figure 3.4.1 Air Quality Monitoring Sites in 
Santa Barbara County. 
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Figure 3.4.2 PMw Sample Locations for 2002 
in Santa Barbara County. 

In 2002, PM10 data were collected from only 4 monitoring sites within the Santa Barbara 

County (figure 3.4.2). Out of 55 sites only 4 sites were monitored, due to the cost and manpower 

involved in the sampling process. The site code is the original location code in the data, but for our 

convenience, we use the site number 1, 2, 3, 4, for clear indication. 

Table 3.4.1 PM10 Sample Information in Four Sites, 2002. 

Sites Number Site code Latitude (y) Longitude (x) PMw 
1 2008 34.4622 -120.026 19.990 
2 3023 34.5961 -120.633 18.756 
3 3101 34.4897 -120.046 14.722 
4 3486 34.9430 -120.436 24.306 

(i) We pick up a pair of coordinate (x0 ,y0 ) = ( -120.70,34.30) as the origin to establish a 

Cartesian 2-dimensional (localized) coordinate system { ( x 1, y 1
), x 1 = x- x0 , y 1 = y- y0 }. The 

first column in table 3.4.2 lists the transformed coordinate values. 

Table 3.4.2 Coordinate-Directional Observed PM10-Valued Vectors. 

Site Number Site Coordinate ( x 1
, y 1

) cosO sinO 
11
2

11 

1 (0.6742, 0.1622) 0.97226 0.23391 19.990 
2 (0.0673, 0.2961) 0.22164 0.97513 18.756 
3 {0.6542, 0.1897) 0.96044 0.27850 14.722 
4 (0.2645, 0.6430) 0.38042 0.92481 24.306 

''·o!>~--·····'" 
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Figure 3.4.3 Illustration ofthe Projection of 
z(x,y)-value into the x-axis and y-axis 

respectively. 

Figure 3.4.4 Illustration of the Projection of 
x(x,y)-value into x-axis andy-axis for Santa 

Barbara. 

(ii) Project { Z ( x, y), x, y E IR} along x 1 -axis and y 1 -axis respectively. Denote them as data set 

{zx(x 1),x 1 E IR+} and dataset {zy(Y 1),y 1 EIR+} where 

Zx (xl) =liz (x,y )!Ieos() 

zy (y I)= liz (x,y )II sine 

(iii) Order the numbers in data sets { Zx (x 1),x 1 E IR+} and { ZY (y 1),y 1 E IR+} according to the 

(6) 

sequence of coordinate x 1 and the sequence of coordinate y 1 and respectively and obtain two 

data sequences, denoted as { z; ( x 1), x 1 E lR +} and { z; (y I), y IE IR +} respectively. 

(iv) Tabulate the two projection data sequences: 

Table 3.4.3 Projected Santa Barbara County PM10 Data Sequence and Coordinates. 

x 1 -coordinate 0.067300 ( X2) 0.264500 ( X4) 0.654200 ( x3 ) 0.674200 ( X1) 

x -projection sequence 4.156992393 9.246591929 14.187 56366 19.43545485 
y 1 -coordinate 0.162200 (yl) 0.189700 (y3) 0.296100 (y2) 0.643000 (y4) 

y -projection sequence 4.675809518 4.114003097 18.28953117 22.47848246 

~ - ~ • -- - r - - ~ 

---·~-·· 
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We record the original data "order" in parenthesis after the ordered x' coordinate and 

y' coordinate respectively to keep track of the original data compositions for later prediction 

purpose. 

It is observed that distance x; - x;_, (y; - y;_,) 7: constant. Therefore, the way to obtain the 

(grey) response equation is different from that with equal-distance spaced grey differential 

equation. The methodology here is utilizing two-stage least-square estimation procedure (Fu, 

1991 , Guo et at. , 2005). 

Let s -coordinate sequence z(oJ = {z(oJ (s.) s. E JR+ ; = 1 2 .. . N} (sis a dummy variable which 
S S I ' l ' ' ' ' 

can represent x' and y' respectively) satisfying the following grey differential equations 

respectively, 

zx (x') =liz (x,y )llcosB, Zy (y') =liz (x,y )llsinB 
Then: 

where 

-(!) ( ) _ 1 ( (o) ( ) (o) ( )) . _ Zs si+I - 2" Zs si+I + Zs s; , z- 2,. · ·,N 

with 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Accordingly, the first-stage least-square parameter estimators are estimated in terms of equation 1 

to 7. Due to the basic exponential core part, we can re-write the first-stage response equation as: 

(11) 

Then we enter the second-stage least-square estimation 

(12) 

where 
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D= s 

And 

1 

1 

exp( -PA) 
exp (-Pss2 ) 

z!o) ( s
1
) 

z!o) ( s2) 

Therefore after two-stage least-square fitting, the estimated response function is: 

And hence for V ( x, y), the grey predicted two-dimensional spatial value will be given by 

3-38 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Using grey spatial prediction Equation 16, PM10 concentrations are estimated for the other 51 

monitoring sites from the origina14 PM 10 samples, and 34 monitoring sites were estimated, with 

17 sites unpredicted, as can be seen in figure 3.4.5. This is because the grey system theory method 

is good for interpolation, and not very suitable for extrapolation. Furthermore, in terms of two 

incomplete data on other sites, we used the GM(1 , 1) for the prediction of the 2002 PM10 values, 

and this enhanced the total sample data into six. With the augmented data set we estimated all the 

remaining 17 sites using grey temporal-spatial prediction method (appendix A), resulting in the 

new grey temporal-spatial prediction map in figure 3.4.6. 



[ 
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Figure 3.4.5 Grey Prediction for PM10 in 2002 
in Santa Barbara County. 
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Figure 3.4.6 Grey Temporal-Spatial Prediction 
for PM10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

The error of the prediction using the relative error is e =(predicted- observed)/observed. If 

the relative errore is less that 5%, then we accept the grey prediction although the state prediction 

should be read as a grey number which is imprecise. The resulting grey predictions are consistent 

with the original PM10 samples (relative errors range from 0.15% to 32%), and they reveal a fairly 

detailed spatial distribution pattern. 

3.4.3.2 Gradient Approach 

However, the projection approach may give rise to a question that the original information 

recorded are spatial observations which constitute a scalar field in nature. In order to obtain the 

"projected values" along x 1, x2, and x3 axes respectively the generating of vector oz and the 

related vector filed is artificially created and therefore the final prediction of the scalar field 

z ( xl' x2 , x3 ) is logically confusing although the computation results may produce very good 

results. Furthermore, it should be pointed out if only the coordinate-oriented observation-valued 

generated vector were value order-preserved along all axes, then the computation results are 

logical. 

Therefore it is logical to search a methodology in order to generate natural vector field from 

the spatial observations and therefore the projections associated with the natural vector filed are 

also (value) order-preserved. From the theory of differential geometry, it is a well-known fact that 

there is a natural vector filed associated with a scalar field. In other words, given a scalar field 
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{ z ( x1, x2 , x3)}, the gradient vector field {grad z ( x1, x2 , x3)} is the natural one having natural 

projections along x 1, x2, and X3 axes respectively. 

where T,J, and k are unit vectors along x~, x2, and x3 axes respectively. 
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(17) 

To obtain the values of the three partial derivatives 8c.pj8x1 , 8c.pj8x2 , and 8 c.p j8x3 in terms 

of the spatial observational data, the directional derivative concept can be utilized. For any given 

two points in the three dimensional coordinate system, say, (x: ,x~, x~) and ( x1
2 ,xi ,xi ), a direction 

r can be defined by 

T = cos(a) T +cos(,B)] +cos (r)f (18) 

where 

x2 -x' 
cos(a) = 1 1 

p 

x2 -x1 

cos(,B)= 2 2 

p 

x2 -x1 

cos (r) = 3 3 

p 
(19) 

And 

(20) 

Then the directional derivative is: 

8<p - 8<p 8<p 8<p 
-=I •grad<p=-cos (a)+ -cos (,B)+ -cos (r) 
8/ ax, 8x2 8x3 

(21) 

Now, it is quite obvious that although the natural vector field grad 'P can not be directly found 

the directional derivative from point (x: ,x~,x~) to point (x~ ,xi ,xi) can be estimated. Therefore the 

approach to obtain these partial derivatives 8c.pj8x1 , 8c.pj8x2 , and 8c.pj8x3 can be developed in 

terms of the directional derivative approximation. 

,---..... 

8c.p 

81 (22) 

Then for given observation set {c.p(x; ,x~,x~),i = 1, 2, · · ·, m} , m !/(2!(m- 2)!) directional 

derivatives can be estimated and therefore at each given point (x:, x;, x~) a linear equation system 
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having m - 1 linear equations with the three partial derivatives ar.pj ax; ' ar.p j ax~' and ar.p j ax~ can 

be established. This linear equation system for the three partial derivatives at given point 

(x; ,x;, x~) is in general over-specified but the least-square estimate for the partial derivatives can 

be found. In this manner, three sets of estimated partial derivatives {a r.pj ax~, i = 1, 2, .. · , m}, 

j = 1, 2, 3 can be obtained and ordered. They provide the natural projections and the application of 

GM(1 ,1) modelling to each individual partial derivative sequence and the state dynamics at partial 

derivative level can be determined. 

However, our basic concern is to find the state dynamics of the scalar field itself. In other 

words, what we are interested is the scalar filed { r.p ( Xp x2 , x3 ) , ( Xp x2 , x3 ) E D c lR 3 } • By noticing 

the relation between the three partial derivatives ar.p j ax,, ar.p jax2 , and ar.pjax3 and 

r.p (Mathematics Handbook Group, 1979, pp. 439): 

3.4.4 State Model without Natural Coordinate System 

(23) 

In modelling exercises, it occurs often that we need to seek the functional relationship between a 

state variable interested and its covariates. The standard exercise is to seek the correlation matrix. 

However, it merely reflects the linear relation and also requires large data. Cox ( 1972) proposed 

proportional hazards models (PH) and gained great successful applications in medical and 

industrial research. However, if the data is sparse, PH models will no longer be applicable because 

of the large sample requirements. 

On the other hand, in the spirit of the grey system theory a GM(l,K) model was proposed for 

describing the grey relation between state variable X0 and other K state variables, which reveals 

their geometric relationship and thus non-linear in nature. It is unfortunate that the relationship is 

qualitative and emphasizing the ordering of the impacts from covariates although GM(J,K) model 

does work with reasonably small sample size (Wen, 2004a). For example, we are interested in 
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studying the impacts from repair cost, covariate D and W. Table 3.4.4 lists six data points where 

the covariates are normalized. 

Table 3.4.4 Stopping times and related covariates (normalized). 

Time I' om Last PM Cost D w 
54 0.0468986 0.7500 0.6153846 
133 0.0716086 0.8125 0.9230769 
147 0.1512859 0.9375 0.7692307 
72 0.1195159 0.7500 0.8461538 
105 0 0.8125 0.9230769 
115 0.2647504 0.6875 0.6923076 

It is obvious that we can pick Cost (denoted by c), co variates D and W (denoted by d and w 

respectively), i.e., the triple (c,d, w) as an affine coordinate system. However, it would involve 

more affine differential geometry concepts to handle the grey state estimation problem. 

An intuitive approach is proposed as following. Put the six (c,d,w) observations as 6x3 

matrix, denoted by X. Then seek an orthogonal matrix 0 such that 0 ( xr X) = ( xr X) 0 = I and 

thus three linearly independent vectors are identified, denoted by x1t,x2],xi where, 

x1 = a11c + a12d + a13w 

Xz = GziC + Gzzd + a23w 

x3 = a31c + a3zd + a33w 

(24) 

Once the orthogonal coordinate system (xpx2,x3) is established, it will be feasible to utilize 

the gradient approach proposed for seeking the state dynamics in the coordinate system 

(x1,x2,x3), and therefore establish the functional relationship between stopping timet and 

x1,x2,x3. Once t (xpx2,x3) is estimated, then by changing variables according to equation 24, the 

direct functional relationship r·(c,d, w) can be established. 

3.4.5 System of Grey Differential Equations 

For a complex system containing multiple mutually related factors and multiple independent 

control variables, any single model will not reflect the changes and developments of the whole 
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system. It is necessary to establish a system of grey differential equations in order to reveal the 

system state dynamic changes (Fu, 1991 ). 

Assume thatX1(
0
), X2C

0>, ... , Xm(O) are the data sequences of the system state variables and 

U1(
0
), U2(

0
), ••• , U/0

) are the data sequences of the system control variables, then the following grey 

differential equations constitute of the grey state equation system. 

{ 

m I 
(1) - (1) (1) • -

dx1 /dt- ~aiPXP + ""ffJ1quq , j -1,2,- ··,m 

du( 1
) jdt = r u(

1
) + 5 v = 1 2 . . . l 

v v v v' ' ' ' 

As a matter of fact the state equation system is composed of m GM(l,m+l) and l GM(l,l) 

grey differential equations. It can be written as a matrix form: 

where 

{
dX/dt =AX +BU 

dUjdt=CU+D 

A -(a) - st mxm B -(a ) 
uv mx / 

C = diag(rP ),x, D-(d) 
q /xi 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

X is called state vector, U the control vector, A the state matrix, B the control matrix, C the 

development matrix and D the grey input vector. The matrices, A, B, and C and vector D can be 

estimated in terms of least-square approach by utilizing the observations of ~OJ and U0J. Let: 

(28) 

Then the approximate state response functions can be expressed by: 

{x~'' (k+l)={x)0)(0)+Ej(k+1)}eauk -Ej(k+l),J=1,2,···,m 

u~1)(k+1)=(u~0l(0)+dvfcv)ec·k -dvfcv, v=1,2, .. ·,/ 
(29) 

3.4.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we investigated a new least-square theory based estimation technique under very 

small sample circumstances. We call it a grey state model because the approach does not involve 
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the probability distribution underlying and directly seek the state law in terms of grey differential 

equation GM(l , 1). The term grey indicates the estimated non-linear function with exponential 

functional as core part is imprecise. The error is often evaluated by relative error and the error 

structure can use the well-known 8-method. 
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3.5.1 Introduction 

Statistical data analysis is a mathematical optimization problem in nature. For example, the most 

popular statistical analysis model, linear regression analysis, is just a L2 optimization problem. 

With the great efforts in mathematical research, more and more statistical models with different 

metrics as optimization criteria were studied, for example, L 1 norm, L and others. However, 

since the beginning of 1980, the concept of grey system, which only provides incomplete system 

information, was investigated and accordingly the data analysis of grey system was paid great 

attention. Particularly, it is worth to mention that the first order one variable grey differential 

model (Deng, 1982), abbreviated as GM(1 , 1), is the best researched one since it possesses the best 

predictable power. 

Similar to statistical data analysis, transformation is regarded as an important approach to 

achieve better modelling for the revelation of the underlying mechanism governing the data. Grey 

data analysis is carried under the small sample constraint and thus possesses its own characteristic. 

Such unique feature is inevitably determining the characteristic of transformation and the 

optimality. The optimal criterion is established in terms ofthe class ratio concept which specifies 

the smoothness of a discrete data sequence and possible to grey exponential law underlying the 

discrete data sequence. The aim of this paper is to extend grey theory transformations, and explore 

the transformation of the discrete data sequence. 

3.5.2 Admissible interval for class ratio a(k) 

The key step in GM(1 , 1) modelling (Deng, 1982) is the accumulation generating operation, 

(AGO), which generates a monotone-increasing discrete sequence not necessarily possessing 

exponential changing rate. As a matter of fact the real role player is class ratio ax(k) (Deng, 

2002a). 

Definition 1: Given a discrete positive real-valued data sequence _x{O) = (i0> (1), i 0> (2) , ... , 

i 0>(n)) , then {ax(k) , k=2, ... ,n}: 

O" ( k) = x (o) ( k )/ x (o) ( k -1 ) , k = 2, 3, · · · , n (1 ) 

is called the class ratio of the original data sequence .X0>. 
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Definition 2: (GM(1,1) model). Equation: 

(2) 

is called a one-variable first order grey differential equation (GM(I, 1 )) with respect to time series 

sequence _x(OJ = (i0)(J), i 0
) (2), ... , x(O) (n)), where 

z<'l (k) =~[ x<'l (k)+x<'l (k-1)] 

k 

x(t) (k) = L:X(o) (i) (3) 

i=l 

k = 2,. · ·,n 

and o. is called the developing coefficient, j3 is the grey input, and x(O) is a grey derivative which 

maximizes the information density for a given series to be modeled. This model is called GM( 1,1) 

model with equal-gap. 

Furthermore, the differential equation dx(I) /dt + j3x(I) = o. is called the whitenization 

differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation 1. The unknown 

parameter values (o.,/3) can be estimated in terms of the classical least-square approach. 

CD-(n-1)E DF-CE 

a = ( n -1) F- C2 
' /3 = ( n -1) F- C2 

n n 

C = 2:Z(') ( k ), D = L x(o) ( k) (4) 
k=2 k=2 

The grey filtering-prediction equation is 

(5) 

Lemma 3: The admissible interval for fitting a GM( 1,1) model from the data sequence _x(O) is 

that the class ratio has to satisfy inequality e-2 
:::::; u ( k):::::; e2

• Furthermore, for a given _x(O) with 

dimensionality n, the admissible interval of the class ratio is [ e -2
/(n+t), e2

/(n+t) J. 
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Corollary 4: The admissible interval for parameter a (the development coefficient of 

GM(1,1) model) is aE( -2,2). Furthermore for a given X0
) with dimensionality n, the admissible 

interval for the development coefficient of GM( 1,1) model (Deng 2002a), a, is 

[-2/(n+ 1), 2/(n + 1)]. 

According to a simulation study by Liu et a!. (2004), if the GM(l, 1) model were expected to 

perform mid-long term prediction, then the admissible interval for a should be further tightened. 

We state this fact as a conjecture. 

Table 3.5.1 The Range of the Grey Development Coefficient. 

-a 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.8 
I -step error 0.129% 0.701% 1.998% 4.317% 7.988% 13.405% 31.595% 65.117% - -
2-step error 0.137% 0.768% 2.226% 4.865% 9.091% 15.392% 36.979% 78.113% - -
5-step error 0.1 60% 0.967% 2.912% 6.529% 12.468% 21.566% 54.491% - - -
I 0-step error 0.855% 1.301% 4.067% 9.362% 18.330% 32.599% 88.790% - - -

Conjecture 5: If a, the development coefficient of GM( 1,1) model, satisfies condition: 

a E [-0.3,0), then the GM(1,1) model can be used for long-tern or mid-term predictions; If a 

satisfies condition: a E [ -0.5, -0.3) , then the GM( 1,1) model can be used for short-tern 

predictions; If a E [ -0.8,-0.5), then using GM(l , 1) model for short-term prediction needs to be 

cautious. 

Corollary 6: If a GM( 1,1) model is expected to be admissible for mid-long term prediction, 

then the admissible interval for the class ratio a(k)E(e- 0
·
3,1). 

3.5.3 Deng's Transformations 

Transformations are needed in order to convert the original data sequence X0
) which has a 

inadmissible or poorly admissible class ratio ax(k), k=2,3, .. . ,n, into a new data sequence y(O), 

which has a better admissible class ratio ay(k), k=2,3, .. . ,n, such that the resulting grey differential 
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equation models can achieve a better modelling efficiency (suitable for mid-long term ,prediction 

purposes). 

In general, transformation can be represented by the following functional: 

Deng (2002b) proposed three data transformations: log-transformation ([ln(X<0l)]'' ), root

transformation ~ x <ol and horizontal shift transformation (A+X 0l, A> O). For log-transformation 

the new class ratio, 

(Y y ( k) = [ ln ( x(O) ( k)) I ln ( x(O) ( k -1)) r 

(6) 

(7) 

Denote Hk =In (In ( x<0l (k) )/In ( x<0l ( k -1))) and c = 2/[ (n + l)Hk J, then the problem is to select 

A such that 

{
-c::;; Ak ::;; c if H k > 0 

c ::;; A,k ::;; -c if H k < 0 

Denote the solution set by A k , then the set A = n:=
2 
A k gives the range of A if set A:;; 0 . 

For root-transformation, it is notice that tJY ( k) = ~x<0 l ( k )/ x<0l ( k -1) = ~tJx ( k) . Denote 

J k =In ( tJx ( k)) , then for each given k, therefore the problem is to select A such that: 

Denote the solution set by Il k, then the set II = n:=
2 
Ilk gives the range of A if set II =F 0. 

(8) 

(9) 

Finally, for the horizontal shift transformation, notice that tJ Y ( k) = (A+ x(o) ( k)) j (A+ x (o) ( k -1)) , 

then select a A such that: 
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_ . {exp (-2/ (n + 1) )x(o) ( k -1)- x(o) ( k) x (o) ( k )- exp(2/ (n + 1) )x(o) ( k -1)} 
2* - mm , -----'--~-__;'--'----~-~--L 

1- exp(- 2/ (n + 1)) exp(2/ (n + 1)) -1 
(10) 

Denote the solution set by Y * for given k, then the set Y = n:=
2 
Y * gives the range of A if set 

3.5.4 Guo's Type I Transformation 

It is assumed that _x(O) is (strictly) positive real-valued discrete data sequence where _x(OJ = (i0)(1), 

i 0
) (2) , ... , i 0

) (n)), then Type I transformation is: 

( 11) 

Then the new class ratio crY ( k) = exp (-A, [ x (o) ( k)- x (o) ( k -1) ]) , then the Type I transformation 

becomes a problem of selecting a proper A such that: 

(12) 

where M* = x(o) ( k -1)- x (o) ( k). Denote the solution set by ~k for given k, then the set 

1'1 = n:=
2

1'1* gives the range of A if set 1'1 =1- 0. Furthermore, if such A > 0 exists, then it should be 

investigated that whether- aA could be limited within (0, 0.3) for securing mid-long term 

predictions. 

3.5.5 Guo's Type II Transformation 

It is a standard exercise that _x(O) is assumed to be a strictly positive real-valued discrete data 

sequence where _x(OJ = (i 0)(1), x(O) (2), ... , i 0) (n)) , n 2::4. In grey theory, the minimu~ sample size 

for grey different ial equation modelling is 4 . In the grey methodology developments, _x(O) is 

assumed to be strictly positive otherwise the key treatment in grey theory, AGO will not be 
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applicable and all the related methodologies, say, grey differential equation models, will be 

nullified. Deng's (rightward) horizontal shift transformation is one way to sequence the 
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(transformed) discrete data sequence y(OJ = (y(0)(1),y(0
) (2), ... ,y(O) (n)), n;?:4 to be positive strictly. 

However, the rightward horizontal shift could not secure the transformed discrete data 

sequence possessing exponential changing rate in the I-AGO sequence y(l) = (y(1)(1),yC1
) (2), ... , 

y(!) (n), n;?:4, where, 

k 

y(1)(k)= I/0)(i), k=1,2,-··,n (13) 
i=] 

The motivation of Type II transformation is to extend the GM(m,N) model from (strictly) 

positive real-valued discrete data sequence assumptions into arbitrary real-valued discrete data 

sequence so that the applicability of real-valued discrete data sequence will be enlarged 

substantially. However, it is worth to point out that the transformation must be ordering preserved 

and trending (of data values) preserved. 

There are various exponential family of the functions available with the trend and order 

preservation, say, double exponential-wise and normal density-wise functions. A double 

exponential transformation can be defined by: 

and a normal density-wise transformation can be defined by: 

k = 1,2,···,n 

(14) 

(15) 

As a Type II transformation example, let us examine the normal density-wise transformation 

defined in equation 15. It is noticed that the standard normal density is expressed by: 

(16) 

which is related to 'l(J transformation, 
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(17) 

and the accumulated distribution for normal variate is: 

(18) 

which implies that: 

(19) 

It is noticed that <j>(x) is a normal cumulative distribution function. Then the remaining task of 

Type II transformation is to select the parameter \>0 such that the transformed discrete data 

sequence Y(O) possesses class ratio: 

lfl ( x(o) ( k) ; A.) ¢ ( JXx(o) ( k)) 
a Y ( k) = "' (x(o) (k -1) ,· 1 ) = "' ~ ¢(1Xx(0)(k-1)) 

(20) 

It is noticed that 

(21 ) 

Denote r k = ( x(o) ( k -1) + x (o) ( k) )( x (o) ( k -1)- x (o) ( k) )/2 and it is noticed that the sign of 

r k depends upon whether x (o) ( k -1) > x(o) ( k) or x(o) ( k -1) < x(o) ( k). Then the problem becomes 

the selection of A.k > 0 for any given k such that: 

(22) 

Denote the solution set by e k for given k, .then the set 8 = n:=
2 
e k gives the range of A if 

setE> * 0 . 
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3.5.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, the transformation of the discrete data sequence is explored. The transformation, 

different from other data analysis methodology, must trend and order preserved and at the same 

time, it is expected the transformed data sequence can have a class ratio approaching 1. Deng's 

(2002b) three transformations are reviewed and two new transformations are developed. IfType II 

transformation can be applied universally and obtain satisfactory GM(m,N) models at transformed 

data sequence y o) level, then it is would be a major contribution to grey data analysis, particularly, 

residual analysis. The new transformation development may expand the grey data analysis to any 

number system, say real number system and complex number system and even further into vector 

space, matrix space and tensor space in general. However, so far it is still a theoretical frame and 

whether or not a transformation is successful is in general not guaranteed although the solution 

sets for them are given. 
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3.6.1 Introduction 

Today's dazzling and rapid stride in technology have buried the traditional way of designing, 

manufacturing , operating and analyzing a single-part (or single-subsystem) and brought the 21th 

century into a system engineering age. Today's design and analysis, due to the complexity of the 

system designing, manufacturing and operating, has to investigate the operating behaviour of the 

complex system as a whole, i.e., its operating mechanism underlying the whole system and the 

interactions between subsystems within the system and the environmental impacts on the whole 

system operating behaviour as well, i.e., the interactions between the whole system studied and 

other systems, say, social systems, business systems, climate system and others. Inevitably, the 

reliability of complex system, a quality index of the operating behaviour of the system, will be one 

of the focus points of quality and productivity improvement. 

Any complex system is an element of our world that exists objectively. The real world 

inCluding its every element within it is revealed or represented by the information generated by the 

world. In this sense, research on any system, no matter how complex it is a matter of information 

processing. Thus research of a complex system is in nature the collection, analysis and feedback of 

the information on the system and its operating environments. Definitely the reliability of complex 

system is a treatment and analysis on the information of system reliability. Furthermore, the 

research of any system, no matter it is a simple one or a complex one, is no longer a research of 

the behaviour of any individual subsystem or part of the system although it is a necessary step, a 

typical part analysis route. 

System is constituted by hard subsystems including parts and components and soft 

subsystems including management team and operators. Therefore, system reliability research has 

to be carried on the information or knowledge of the composition of the system because the system 

reliability is the comprehensive response index of the reliability of every individual subsystem. 

The reliability of system is referred to as the quality index that the constituting subsystems, 

parts and components of the given system complete the specified functions (or missions) 

accurately in mutually harmonious manner under the specified conditions (including hard 

conditions: say, operating environments, input materials and soft conditions: say, system 

management and operator team, and computerized-monitoring-atomization subsystems etc), within 

specified time. It is necessary to point out that the reliability of a complex system is not a simple 

addition of these of the constituting subsystems. The subsystems composing the system may be 
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independent and may be mutually related (correlated). A key element of complex reliability 

research is the revelation of the mutual relationship between subsystems. The term relationship 

between subsystems is used for emphasizing the general or nonlinear (including linear) relation. 

It is obvious that the analysis of complex system reliability is nothing but the analysis of the 

information extracted from the complex system, particularly the information from the dynamic 

operating behaviour of the system. As a general exercise in modem control theory, a system with 

complete and definite information is called a white system; a system with no information at all is 

called a black system; a system with partial certain information and partial uncertainty information 

is a grey system (Deng, 1982, 1997, 2002a). Therefore, the complex system reliability analysis is 

in nature an analysis of a system with partial information. 

3.6.2 The Grey Characters of Complex System Reliability 

System reliability, as a quality index, is the capability to complete the specified functions 

accurately in m tually harmonious manner under the specified conditions within specified time 

period. When we use probability as a measure for describing such a system capability is called 

reliability. However, it should be fully aware that the concept of system reliability itself possesses 

a certain grey characteristic. If we take the capability (i.e. , reliability) of the movement of the 

operating system as an example, it can be reasonable to argue that when the operating system is 

carrying on its specified task for the specified time interval [tl' t2 ] the accurate characteristic of 

each movement' s behavior in the operating system is not clear. More specifically, let us use a train 

station ticket selling robot as an illustrative example. 

The right "hand" of the robot is required to move from point a1 (ticket drawer) to point a2 • 

All we know that each ticket is put at a point ii2 within the table area under ticket window in front 

of customer but we do not know the accurate error between design-specified point a2 and the 

actual point ii2 • If the movement error, denoted by e, of the robot's right hand is described by a 

probability density cp (e), if the movement error satisfies system parameter-design constraint 

e1 ~ e ~ e2 then the robot' s right hand can handle ticket selling task. Then there liability of the 

ticket selling robot's right hand can be expressed by: 
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(1) 

As a matter of fact the movement error e is a sequence discrete sequence E = ( e1, e2 , ··. ,en). 

Define an indicator: 

( ) { I e1 :::; e :::; e2 

.9re,,e,J e = 0 otherwise (2) 

Then the system reliability can be calculated accordingly 

(3) 

Based on the analysis of ticket selling robot example, it is not difficult to reveal that the 

investigation process of system reliability is just a process of investigation of a series of grey 

problems with respect to a grey system. Therefore the grey problems existing in the reliability 

investigation, analysis, and computation may be explored in the following aspects. Because a 

complex system is constituted by relevant hard subsystems and soft subsystems, the content of 

reliability analysis and computation of the system operating behaviour inevitably involves the 

reliability of every subsystem (no matter soft or hard one) and relationships between subsystems. 

In this context, the grey problem comes from the uncertainty and non-describable knowledge on 

the operating reliability of each individual subsystem and the operating coordination of the 

subsystems. 

1. Time impacts on reliability of individual subsystems. Time fact affect subsystem reliability 

can be analyzed from two angles: materials constituting of the subsystems are wearing our 

and downgrading according to specifications in long term and the shape and strength of 

materials are changed associated with movements in short term. 

2. Operating environment impacts on reliability of individual subsystem. Operation environment 

involves hard side, say, temperature, humidity, dust, light etc and soft side, say, work floor 

culture and in general company and local social culture environment. It is worth to stress here, 

the environmental factors interact with time factors and such relationships are difficult to 

evaluate and therefore a grey issue appears here for consideration. 

3. Human behavior impacts on reliability of individual subsystem. In today's globalization 

environment, more and more complex systems are international-made. Inevitably the human 
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factors affect system reliability directly and indirectly during the system design, 

manufacturing, shipping and the end-usage operating. Even making the focus narrow to 

system operating, it is obvious the human and system (machine) interaction is often too 

complicated to describe. This will be a grey problem again. System reliability, denoted by Rs 

is dependent upon the system (machine) operating reliability, denoted by RM and human 

operating reliability, denoted by RH, which means the capability for the human (operator) 

finishes the specified job accurately within specified time. If using probability for expressing 

such capabi lity, it is called operating reliability. A simplified description is treating human 

and machine as a series system and then the system reliability is simply Rs = RM x RH. 

However, more and more complex system with automatic control subsystems and human 

(operator) restricted overriding function can not use simple series or parallel system to model 

them. 

4. System design impacts on reliability of individual system. Today' s quality starts at design 

stage. The allocation of reliability to individual subsystem is not known completely. As a 

matter of fact, the system operating behavior is unknown in principle before the system being 

manufacturing and putting into functioning. Therefore, the investigation and analysis of the 

complex system reliability is enabling the system information from grey state evolving into a 

whiter state. The methodology of the study is to analyzing the isomorphic characteristics of 

the systems falling in the same category and to find the key factors and the relationships 

between the constituting subsystems. According to the prior information from the isomorphic 

systems the optimal design of the system reliability and the reliability allocation to individual 

subsystem. 

In summary, the grey problems appeared in complex system reliability analysis lie in shorting 

of system structural clarity, shorting of the underlying mechanism of the interaction between 

subsystems and shorting of overall information of the system as a whole. Accordingly, the 

methodology to solve the grey reliability of the complex system should be developed in terms of 

the basic concept of grey mathematics, grey relation analysis and grey differential equations 

because grey theory offers a rich structure for dynamic modelling with sparse data availability 

(Duan et al. , 1998). 
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3.6.3 (Generalized) Grey Load-Strength Reliability Analysis 

The so-called grey reliability of a complex system can be virtually treated as effect resulting from 

the interaction between grey load and grey strength ofthe system. Ifthe complex system is a 

structure, say, a bridge, a roof, etc, the terms load and strength directly reflect the physical 

property of the structure. In general context, load and strength terms will represent virtual states of 

the complex system. In the concept of reliability, ifthe system grey load is less than system grey 

strength the system is safe and reliable otherwise, the system is unsafe and unreliable. In the 

viewpoint of grey theory, system grey reliability will be a two-fold grey event, denoted by 

®2 
( M) = ® x ®, ( M) , and accordingly, the grey reliability of a complex system can be expressed 

as the event (Xin and Liu, 1996): 

where ®, represents grey symbol of information type; ® x ( L) and ® x ( S) represent the 

(generalized) grey load and grey strength respectively. 

In grey mathematics, the grey event is described by the whitenization weight function since 

this weight grade of the whitenization function represents the degree of the preference of a grey 

number with respect to its domain (from which the grey number takes values). Intuitively, the 

witenization weight expressed the information availability. A typical withenization function is 

defined by, 

{

L(x) 

w(x)= 1 

R(x) 

X E [al'b1) 

X E [bl'b2] 
X E (b2 ,a2 ] 

where L(x) is monotone-increasing with L(a1) = 0 and L(b1) = l and R(x) is a monotone

decreasing function with R(b2 ) = 1 and R(a2 ) = 0. 

(4) 

(5) 

Accordingly, the (generalized) grey load ®x (L) E (L"Lc, Lu) with whitenization weight 

function w(L1) = w ( Lu) = 0 and w( LJ = 1 , Lc = ( L1 + Lu) /2 in addition to the features defined in 

(5). Similarly, the (generalized) grey strength ®x (S) E (S1,Sc, Su) with whitenization weight 

function w(S1)=w(Su)=0 and w(SJ=l, Sc =(S1 +Su)j2. 
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Therefore, the degree of reliability of a complex system can be defined by the sum of 

whitenization weights of all possible whitenization events corresponding to the two-fold grey 

event {®x (L) ~®x (s)}, i.e., 

JL= Iw(®2(M)) 
i=l 

Since we are required to deal with the whitenization of a two-fold grey event, some 

discussions are necessary. In general a whitenization of any grey event must be carried by two 
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(6) 

operations. Denote W(l) as the operation that generates possible whitenization event and W(
2

) the 

operation to calculate the whitenization weight function, then the operation of whitenization of a 

grey event can be expressed as: 

(7) 

Recall that the whitenization of a two-fold grey event requires two whitenization operations 

and thus the whitenization operator of a two-fold grey event is: 

where Wx represents the whitenization operator of information type and Wr represents the 

whitenization operator of inequality. 

As to the whitenization of information type for a grey number (or event), a discretization 

(8) 

approach will be discussed. Given a set of n level values, denoted by {a; : 0 ~a; ~ 1, i = 1, 2, · · ·, n} , 

then for each level a;, two a; -cut intervals, denoted by [ L~', L:•] and [ S,a,, s:•] respectively, are 

obtained. Then the two a; -cut intervals are two whitenization subintervals, which can be treated as 

two interval grey numbers at level a;, i.e., 

{ 

® (L a ) E [La; La; ] 
X ' I I ' u 

® x ( s, ai) E [ sti , s:i J (9) 

Then n whitenization events of information type are obtained 

®x [ 0r (M,a;)] = 0x (L,a;) ~0x (S,a;) 
r 

(10) 
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It is reasonable to define the discretized whitenization weight function as 

(11) 

As to the whitenization of inequality type, a typical treatment is to represent a grey inequality 

by a grey interval number. Let 

® (I, ai) = ® x ( S, ai) - ® x ( L, ai) 

Then based on equation system (9), a set of interval grey numbers can be obtained: 

where 

{ ® (I, ai) E [ I~i , I~i ] , i = 1, 2, · · ·, n} 

{ I~;': min{® x (S , a;) =~\ (L , a ; )} 
I u - max { ® x ( S , a ; ) ® x ( L , a ; ) } 

Performing normalization for grey interval Ia; , it is obtained that 

where 1;u = max { I,a, } and I~ = max { 1:' } , 

A further whitenization treatment can be pursued by 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

It can be seen that ya, is dependent upon the whitenization level a;, the whitenization weight 

functions of grey load and grey strength and their relative position. Furthermore, ya' IS a new 

independent quantity and plays a role of weights on the grey reliability. Define: 

and linear weights are assumed then the two-fold grey event can be expressed by 

(18) 
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(19) 

Then the system grey reliability expressed in terms of equation 6, 

JL= fw(® 2 (Ma; ))= Iaiyi 
~I ~I 

(20) 

By taking n ~ oo , i.e., accelerating the step sizes of the discretization treatment, the continuous 

version of system grey reliability is obtained. 

I 

f.i = Jr(a)da (21) 
0 

Finally, we must emphasize that the developments from equation 4 up to equation 21 should 

be regarded as a static grey reliability within a given time interval [O, t1] , and should be denoted as 

J.i(t1). For a dynamic grey system reliability investigation, it is necessary to seek a sequence of J.i, 

denoted by {J.i(t* ) , k = 1, 2, .. ·,N} for given time interval sequence {[O,t* ],t* < tk+P k = 1, 2, .. ·, N }, 

then the grey differential equation models, particularly, GM(1,1) model can be used to establish 

the grey system reliability function J.i(t) ,t > Obased on the grey reliability discrete sequence. As 

stressed in the Introduction, the dimension N of the discrete data sequence can be as small as 4. 

3.6.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we briefly discussed the grey characteristics of complex system reliability. We 

further investigate evaluation approach in terms of the generalized load-strength concept and the 

grey characterization of load-strength as two-fold whitenization event. A detailed theoretical 

framework is established for the mathematical treatments of the two-fold whitenization event and 

the static version of system grey reliability is obtained. Also, we briefly point the way to obtain the 

dynamic version of system grey reliability with sparse data availability in terms of powerful grey 

differential equat ion models. As to how to extract the generalized load-strength functional and 

applications will be our future research topics. 
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3.7.1 Introduction 

Environmental data is very costly and difficult to collect, and quite often the sampled data are 

insufficient for further analysis. Kriging is a commonly accepted spatial interpolation method. The 

feasibility of kriging analysis depends on data quality and quantity. The quality of data is referred 

to as the adequacy of the data spreading for the assumed spatial prediction task. The quantity 

means whether the sample size is large enough. Today, we often face the circumstances where a 

set of data is collected already, although from the viewpoint of kriging analysis the data is 

insufficient, but re-sampling is impossible because of the cost and time limits. Therefore, a 

solution must be found. In this paper, we propose a mixed approach by combining grey differential 

equation models, particularly, GM(l , l) model and ordinary kriging approach together, GM(l , l)

kriging. We will expand the existing limited sample data available to produce a GM(l , I)-kriging 

map. The new approach addresses ill-designed spatial data sampling design and provides a better 

spatial analysis results. This approach is illustrated using a small sample of soil dioxin data 

collected from Midland County, Michigan State, U.S.A. 

3.7.2 Example: Soil Dioxin in Midland County 

Dioxin is a comp licated family of chemicals that includes dioxins, furans, and PCBs that have 

related properties and toxicity (Alliance for Safe Alternatives, 2005). Dioxins are man-made 

chemical compounds that enter the air through fuel and waste emissions, including motor vehicle 

exhaust fumes and garbage incineration (Environmental Protection Agency, 2005b). It is not 

deliberately manufactured, but rather an unintended by-product of industrial processes that use or 

bum chlorine (Alliance for Safe Alternatives, 2005). 

Dioxin is one of the most studied chemicals on the planet. It is found throughout the 

environment and in our food supply. It causes a wide range of adverse health effects including 

cancer, birth defects, diabetes, learning and developmental delays, endometriosis, and immune 

system abnormalities. It is the most potent animal carcinogen ever tested (World Health 

Organization, 1998; Alliance for Safe Alternatives, 2005). Most human exposure to dioxins occurs 

through the consumption of contaminated foods, especially animal fats (World Health 

Organization, 1998). 
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Dioxin emissions from incinerators reach people. Dioxin goes into the air and people breathe 

in the particles. But a bigger problem is that the particles settle on grazing land where cows eat the 

grass and the dioxin gets concentrated in the fat in their meat and milk. It also gets concentrated in 

cattle and hogs that are fed dioxin-tainted grain. It can also be found in soils at different places. 

Dioxins may also be carried in rain and watersheds. The dioxin particles can fall directly into 

rivers, streams, and other bodies of water or reach these waterways in surface water runoff. Dioxin 

settles on the bottom where fish and shellfish ingest small particles of sediment. Dioxin then builds 

up in their fat or organs (World Health Organization, 1998; Alliance for Safe Alternatives, 2005). 

In this paper, we have used the ~oi l dioxin data of Midland County, Michigan State, U.S.A. 

The reported dioxin concentration is referred by "TEQ". Toxic Equivalents, or TEQs, are used to 

report the toxicity-weighted masses of mixtures ofPCDD/Fs (TRifacts, 2005). The measurement 

units are in ng/kg (nanograms per kilogram) which is part per trillion (ppt). Soil dioxin samples are 

collected in Midland City and along the Tittabawassee River (figure 3.7.1). 

legend 

Soil Dioxin in Mdland Cijy 

Dioxin ng fkg 

0 0.058680-56 .300000 
0 56 .309001 - 185.955000 
0 185 .855001 - 404240000 
• 4l4.240001 -921287000 
• 921.287001 - 1402310000 
• 1402.3 10001 -2251.650000 
• 2251.650001 -8336.100000 
• 8336 .100001 - 15272 000000 

E!!%3 Tottabawassee Riv-er 
D Mdland County 

~fi!~ t \ 
a t21llO :t .aao ~a .aaa II 

Figure 3.7.1 Soil Dioxin Samples in Midland County. 

However, notice that these soil dioxin samples are concentrated in a small area of the Midland 

County. In this particular case, due to the spread ofthe sample data, a kriging map can be 

produced; however, it can only cover a small area around the samples (figure 3.7.2). 
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Legend 

D Midland County 

Kriging Prediction Map 
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Figure 3.7.2 Kriging Map of Soil Dioxin in Midland County. 
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As you can see from above, in order to predict dioxin levels for the entire Midland County, 

more samples are need. Since sampling is a lengthy and expensive as well as time-consuming 

process, other options can be considered. In this case, grey predictions can be used to add to the 

sample data. 

3.7.3 A Review of GM(l,l) Model in Grey System Theory 

The Grey System Theory (Deng, 1982) was rooted in modern control theory, where system 

dynamics are classified by the degree of information availability, and accordingly the different 

methodologies are developed for each of them respectively. For a general picture of commonly 

faced three uncertain systems, we make a brief comparison in table 3.7.1. 

A critical feature of the grey system is information incompleteness or more specifically, 

sparse information availability. The task of establishing a model a under the guidance of grey 

system theory is inevitably to build a model based on data of small sample size. Its target is the 

establishment of a grey differential equation and it emphasizes the exploration, utilization and 

processing dynamic information contained in the data (Guo, 2004; Guo and Love, 2005a, 2005b ). 
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Table 3.7.1 Comparisons of"Grey", "Probabilistic" and "Fuzzy" Systems. 

Aspect Grey System Probabilistic System Fuzzy Set Svstem 
Set foundation Haze sets Cantor sets Fuzzy sets 

Connotation and Connotation haze Random event with cognitive uncertainty 
extension with clear boundary connotation and (clear connotation but 

and extension extension well-defined vague extension) 
Core concept Grey derivative and Probability distribution membership function 

differential equations 
Data treatment (inverse) Sampling statistics & Membership grade, >.-cut 

accumulative asymptotic distribution set & extension principle 
generating operation 

Data Small sample size Large sample size empirical(+ sampling 
requirements data) 

Grey differential equation models play the core function in grey theory (Deng, 1982) and its 

modelling developments. In quality control context, GM( 1,1 ), GM(2, 1 ), and GM(l ,N) are of 

fundamental importance. The basic one is GM( 1,1) model. 

Definition 1: Equation 

x<0l (k)+az<tl (k) = [3, k = 2,···,n (1) 

is called a one-variable first order grey differential equation (GM(l , l)) with respect to time series 

sequenceX0
) = (i0)(1), x <O ) (2), ... , i 0) (n), where 

z<1l ( k) = ~ [ x<tl ( k) + x<1l { k -I) J 
(2) 

i=l 

k = 2,-·· ,n 

And ex is called the developing coefficient, f3 is the grey input, and x (OJ is a grey derivative which 

maximizes the information density for a given series to be modeled. This model is called GM(l,l) 

model with equal-gap. 

Furthermore, the differential equation dx(J) ldt + f3 x (IJ = ex is called the whitenization 

differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation 1. The unknown 

parameter values (ex,/3) can be determined in terms of the classical least-square approach. Writing 

equation 1 as: 
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Then a standard matrix form of the equation can be formed in terms of least-square theory, 

x[; J = Y 

where 

-z<1
> (2) 

X= 
-z<1

> (3) 1 

-z<1> (n) 

which leads to the estimate for parameter ( o.,/3). 

x<o> (2) 
x<o> (3) 

andy= 

Based on the estimates parameter (o.,/3) and differential equation theory, the predicted equation 

(i.e., the response or the filtering function) is, 

which corresponds to the GM( 1,1) differential equation, 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

As to the grey derivative sequence X(O) = {x(O) (i), i = 1,2,···,n }, it can be obtained in terms of 

the inverse accumulative generating operation: 

i-0
) ( k) =il) ( k)-i-1

) (k-1), k=2,3, · · ·,n 

For non-monotone data pattern, GM(2, 1), the second order one variable grey differential 

equation, model may offer a better model-fitting. Therefore, let us briefly review the related 

developments (Liu eta!., 2004). 

(9) 
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(0) (0) (0) (0) 

Definition 2: Given the original discrete data sequence x = (x (l),x (2),···,x (n)), 

the second order one variable grey differential equation, abbreviated as GM(2, 1 ), possesses the 

following form: 

(10) 

with the corresponding whitenization equation 

d2 ( I ) dx( l ) 

_x_+a --+a x<1>(k)=b 
df 2 

I dt 2 (11) 

where a0 >x<0> ( k) = x(o) ( k)- x(o) ( k -1) , k = 2, 3, · · ·, n is the first order inverse AGO (i.e., 1-IAGO) 

and zo> = { z<1
l ( k), k = 2, 3, · · ·, n} are defined by equation 2. 

The solution ofGM(2,1) model is obtained by a typically two-step computation. The first step 

is to estimate the parameter vector P=(a1,a2 ,b/. Let: 

-x(o) (2) -z(1
) (2) 1 a (I) x(o) ( 2) 

-x(o) (3) -z(t) (3) 1 a(l)x(o) (3) 

B= -x(o) ( 4) -z(t) ( 4) 1 Y= a(t) x(o) ( 4) (12) 

-x(o) (n) -z(t) (n) a(t) x(o) ( n) 

Then the least-square estimator for the parameter vector P= ( al' a 2 , b f is: 

(13) 

The solution to the whitenization equation 14 which is a second order ordinary differential 

equation with constant coefficients, x(
1
) = x~) + x~) where x~) is the general solution to the 

corresponding homogeneous second-order ordinary differential equation: 

d2 ( I ) dx(l ) 

_x_+a --+a x<1>(k)=O 
dt2 

I dt 2 (14) 

while x~) is a particular solution to equation 1 ~. 
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(15) 

which depends on form of the solutions 'i and r2 respectively. The particular solution is 

x~) =bfa2 typically. 

3.7.4 A Review of Ordinary Kriging Method 

Ordinary kriging is a widely used geostatistical method for modelling spatial data (Cressie, 1991). 

It assumes that the local means are not necessarily closely related to the population mean, and 

therefore use only the samples in the local neighbourhood for estimate. Ordinary kriging relies on 

the spatial correlation structure of the data to determine the weighting values, and correlation 

between data points determines the estimated value at an unsampled point for inference, it makes 

the assumption of normality among the data points (Spatial Analysis and Decision Assistance, 

2003). 

In this study, we want to apply ordinary kriging to soil dioxin sample results generated from 

the GM(l ,1) model. Once we have the GM(1 ,1) soil dioxin values, we could easily estimate 

additional values for the entire study region. 

The basic mathematical idea behind ordinary krigingis to takeN measurements Z(rJ) , ... ,Z(rN) 

of soil dioxin derived from the GM(1 ,1) model at known locations r1, ••• rN, to obtain an estimate .Z 
of Z at unsampled location r 0• We could use this linear equation to estimate neighbourly 

observations of soil dioxin. 

A N 
Z(r0 ) = l:A-;Z(r;) 

i=l 

Where A; is the weight assigned to each observation. We have only used closest observations 

within the searched neighbourhood to compute average weight and in the production of the 

estimate for soil dioxin values. 

(16) 
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3.7.5 New Approach: Combining GM(l,l) Prediction at Equal-Spaced Grid 
with Ordinary Kriging 

From figure 3.7.1, it is obvious that within Midland City and along the Tittabawassee River, we 

have rich data. However, the samples are limited to a small area making it difficult to perform an 

ordinary kriging analysis for the whole Midland County. First, we divide Midland County into 6 

Areas (figure 3.7.3). 

~-- 5---~l 
j i 

• 

4 

l_l_ 
Figure 3.7.3 Area Division in Midland County. 

An ordinary kriging map could only be produced for Area 3 (figure 3.7.2). Therefore, we 

divide Area 3 by equal-spaced vertical line Yl-V5 and equal-spaced horizontal line Hl to H5 so 

that 25 intersection points can be recorded (figure 3.7.4). 

Figure 3.7.4 Grid Creation in Area 3. 
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Each intersection point will be recorded with northing coordinate, easting coordinate, and 

kriging soil dioxin values (table 3.7.2). Once the equal-spaced grids over Area 3 are created, we 

simply perform GM(l,1) modelling along vertical line Vl to V5 upward respectively with division 

points for covering Area 6. Similarly, we simply perform GM(l , l) modelling along vertical line 

Vl to V5 downward respectively with same spaced points for covering Area 2. 

Table 3.7.2 Equal-spaced Coordinated Points with Kriging Dioxin values. 

Point ID Eastin~ Northin~ Kri~in~ Dioxin Values 
1 13123134.239112 749177.692346 12.296460 
2 13136803.482106 749313.031385 21.675454 
3 13150202.04 7022 749177.692346 51.224597 
4 13163600.611937 749177.692346 66.166684 
5 13176051.803575 749177.692346 416.056757 
6 13123269.578152 759598.798391 3.7297130 
7 13136803.482106 759598.798391 13.725505 
8 13150377.386061 759598.798391 36.230734 
9 13163600.611937 759598.798391 0.0000000 
10 13176187.142615 759734.137431 968.863086 
11 13123269.578152 771237.955792 4.0243420 
12 13136803.482106 771373.294832 5.0239170 
13 13150202.047022 771237.955792 5.4372570 
14 13163735.950976 771237.955792 79.625813 
15 13176051.803575 771102.616753 398.105374 
16 13123134.239112 781388.383758 16.7457250 
17 13136938.821146 781388.383758 5.8539130 
18 13150202.047022 781523.722798 161.311452 
19 13163600.611937 781388.383758 176.095226 
20 13176051.803575 781388.383758 265.932684 
21 13123269.578152 790320.760368 5.8600940 
22 13136803.4821 06 790320.760368 167.724327 
23 13150337.386061 790320.760368 136.376999 
24 13163735.950976 790320.760368 18.8408860 
25 13176251.803575 790050.082289 205.140055 

Area 4 can be GM(l , l)-predicted using horizontal lines Hl to H5 left-ward. Finally, we use 

Area 2 GM(l , I)-predicted points to GM(l , l)-predict Area 1. After Area 1, 2 and 6 are GM(l , I)

predicted, we essentially generate well-spread, equal-spaced grids over the unsampled areas. These 

GM(l , 1 )-predicted data are combined with originally sampled observations in Area 3 and forms an 

enlarged data set (figure 3.7.5). 
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Figure 3.7.5 Grey Dioxin Predictions for Midland County. 

The grey sample predictions appear as a grid of sample points (figure 3.7.5), expanding to 

cover much more of the Midland County. With these newly enlarged grey prediction dataset, an 

ordinary kriging map, called the GM(l,l)-kriging map, can now be produced for the entire 

Midland County (figure 3.7.6). 

Legend 
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Figure 3.7.6 GM(l,l) Ordinary Kriging Map for Midland County. 
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Finally, looking at the GM(l ,1) ordinary kriging map for the Midland County, one can clearly 

see that the GM( 1, 1 )-kriging map can now cover the entire county. The predictions are clear and 

detailed, and consistent with the original soil dioxin samples. 

3.7.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, our purpose was two-fold: (1) to combine GM(l,1) model with ordinary kriging to 

account for small sample soil dioxin; and (2) then to solve the spatial prediction and analysis 

problem. GM(l , 1 )-ordinary method can better utilize any kind of data information because the 

new approach takes the advantages ofGM(1 ,1) model: small sample size (as small as n=4), strong 

predictive ability and very simple numerical computations (Guo et a!. , 2005), which can be carried 

in Microsoft Excel. It is true that our work is just providing an illustration of the GM( 1,1 )-kriging 

and is still not refined. Further refinement ofthe GM(l , l)-ordinary kriging can be carried on by 

VBA programming. GM(l,l) modelling is less powerful for fluctuated data, therefore, GM(2,1) 

model may be engaged, that is the reason why we include the GM(2, 1) model. 
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3.8.1 Introduction 

Air pollution can affect our health in many ways, and PM10 (Particulate Matter) is one of the air 

pollutants that affect our health. PM10 is particulate matter with a mass median aerodynamic 

diameter less than 10 micrometers. PM10 is therefore very small and remains suspended in the air 

for long periods of time, it usually consists of smoke, dirt and dust particles, as well as mould, 

spores and pollen. PM10 is easily inhaled into the deep lung, and consequently the exposure to high 

outdoor PM10 concentrations will inevitably increase relevant diseases and cause death. The 

current standard for annual allowable arithmetic average ofPM10 is not to exceed 50 micrograms 

per cubic meter of air (Environmental Protection Agency, 2005a). 

In this paper, we will apply the fuzzy membership grade kriging technique to PM10 data of 

California, it is an extension of the previous we did on fuzzy kriging (Guo et al., 2004). 

r-------~ . ~, .... _. 

) :. ·.!l 
\ . . . .. .... ~ . •'•. I •• 

i~ ~ .... 
• 

· ~Meters 
NORTH 0 87.50075.000 350.000 

• •• 

' 
'\ . ' 

Legend 

• PM10 &lmple locations 

[_J California 

Figure 3.8.1 PM10 Sample Locations in California. 

PM 10 concentrations were collected in 111 locations in California (figure 3.8.1). However, it 

is too costly in terms oftime, finance and manpower to collect PM10 samples over the entire state 

of California. Facing the problem ofthe lack of samples and lack of analysis of actual PM10 

information, the modeller is keen to know the hazard level impacting their quality of life 
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regardless of their location being sampled or not. Furthermore it is noticed that the observed PM10 

data were recorded as (positive real-valued) crisp numbers, but there exist impreciseness and 

vagueness with the recorded data. Therefore the correct way to analyze the PM10 data and predict 

the PM 10 distribution over the whole California state by using the fuzzy membership grade kriging 

approach. 

Kriging, initiated by Krige (1951 ), is the basic statistical methodology for predicting values at 

unsampled locations based on the indices sampled spatially surrounding the unsampled one. On 

the other hand, modelling a data set containing vagueness and impreciseness requires fuzzy 

mathematics, pioneered by Zadeh (1965). Therefore, in order to analyze spatially distributed 

imprecise data, it is inevitable to merge kriging and fuzzy mathematics together for creating a 

different approach-fuzzy kriging. 

Fuzzy kriging can be traced back as early as Omre's Bayesian kriging paper (1987), and since 

then various fuzzy kriging methodologies for spatial data directly have being developed, e.g. 

Bardossy et al. (1988, 1989, 1990a, 1990b), Diamond, (1989), Lee (2000), Bandemer and 

Gebhardet (2000) etc. It is necessary to point out that in these fuzzy kriging approaches, referred 

as direct fuzzy kriging, the prediction is realized by directly kriging on spatially distributed fuzzy 

observations (i.e., fuzzy numbers). Direct fuzzy kriging is inevitably involved complicated 

mathematical operations on fuzzy sets and fuzzy statistical estimation and hypothesis testing issues 

and is difficult to implement in GIS. 

For a simplified treatment, Guo (2004) proposed afuzzy membership grade kriging 

methodology. The idea is actually very straightforward. Zadeh (1965) generalized the the {0,1}

two-valued indicator function which characterizes a crisp set into a [0, 1 ]-infinite-valued 

membership function which defines a fuzzy set. Accordingly, Guo (2004) generalized Joumel's 

(1983) threshold indicator coding, indicator variogram and indicator kriging into fuzzy 

membership grade, fuzzy membership grade variogram, and fuzzy membership grade kriging. 

Following such simple route, we use membership transforms fuzzy data into membership 

grades and therefore the analysis is converted into kriging on spatial distributed membership 

grades (which are numbers from [0,1]). This approach is easy to understand and to implement in 

GIS (Guo et al., 2004). 
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3.8.2 Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging 

Kriging is an interpolation procedure used in geostatistics, using known values and a 

semivariogram to determine unknown values (Krige, 1951 ). The procedure incorporates measures 

of error and uncertainty when determining estimation (Gallagher, 1997). Classical kriging 

estimator is a linear predictor based on the spatial observations directly, while the fuzzy 

membership grade kriging estimator we developed is a linear predictor based on the membership 

grades of spatial observations. The fuzzy membership grade kriging approach proposed in this 

paper is a direct extension to Journel ' s (1983) indicator kriging. Therefore it is necessary to 

introduce the basics of indicator kriging. 

3.8.2.1 Journel's Indicator Kriging 

The usage of indicator function is a non-linear transformation for performing structural analysis 

emphasising the spatial distribution of grades at different threshold values. Journel ( 1983) 

proposed an indicator coding technique: 

z(xJ E {z(-) > zk} 
z(xJ \l {z(-) > zk} 

(1) 

where Zk is the predetermined threshold value and z(x;) is the sampled value at the i1
h spatial 

location X;. The indicator notation used here takes a set indicator form, .9A 0. It is a nonlinear 

transformation of the spatial data and therefore may improve the prediction substantially because 

of non-linear treatments. The indicator kriging utilizes an indicator variogram: 

(2) 

where h represents the distance between two spatial locations X; and X; +h, z is the threshold value, 

and the sample values z(x;) and z(x; +h) are observed at X; and X; +h respectively. The indicator 

variogram can be expressed in terms of the related distributed functions: 

(3) 
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In kriging analysis, the concept semivariogram uses covariance between two spatially 

distributed random observations for the revelation of the linear relationship between spatial 

observations. However, the indicator semivariogram is a probability, which reflects both linear 

and non-linear relationship between spatial observations. 

The experimental indicator semivariogram is used in indicator kriging and defined by: 

1 ~ [ ]2 " h'z =-- .9 z x .+h -.9 z x Yz { ' k) 2Nh fr {z(-)>zk} ( { I ) ) {z(-)>zk} ( { 1)) 

Nh is the sample size within the diameter from the predicting point. Equation 5 represents the 

indicator kriging equation as an ordinary kriging on indicator values. 

n -L>~-1Yz (xi -x1;zk )+ Yz ( x0 -xi;zk )-m = 0, i = l, ... ,n 
j=l 

And m is the lagrange multiplier. 

Practically, we are required to replace (theoretical) r. (· ;zk) in equation 5 by (estimated) 

(4) 

(5) 

f . (- ; z*) in equation 4 and find the estimated coefficients i;, then the predicted indicator value 

(at the unsampled location Xo) is merely the linear function of these indicators with the estimated 

coefficients A; at the sampled locations: 

It is obvious that Joumel's kriging using a linear predictor of threshold indicator values of 

spatial observations. For details, see Cressie (1991) and Vega (2003). 

3.8.2.2 Zadeh's Definition for Fuzzy Sets 

Threshold indicator and indicator kriging opened a different way to perform spatial predictions. 

However, the threshold is a single value and therefore is lack of practical power, particularly 

facing a threshold range. For example, currently, PM10 hazardous level is identified as 50 

(micrograms per cubic meter of air). As a matter of fact, the hazardous impacts for human body 

(6) 

system should start at very low level (e.g. 30) and evolve to very high level (e.g. ~50). For such an 
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unclear boundary (threshold) cases, indicator transformation will be less reflecting the true 

underlying mechanism because its {0, 1 }-two-value treatment. Facing the weakness, one of the 

remedies is using membership to replace indicator. 
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Recall that Zadeh (1965) define fuzzy set by extending the {0, 1} two-valued indicator of a 

Cantor set into membership function taking values on interval [0, 1]. In mathematical language, the 

indicator of a Cantor set A is: 

if XEA 

if x~A 

A fuzzy set A on a universe U is defined by the membership function: 

JL,4 (u):U ~[0,1] 

(7) 

(8) 

The membership grade J.lA ( u) represents the degree of value u belonging to the fuzzy set A. 

If the grade takes value 1, u belongs to A definitely; if the grade takes 0 value, u does not belong 

to fuzzy set A ; otherwise u belongs to A with grade J.1 A ( u) and does not belong J.1 A ( u) with 

grade 1- J.1 A ( u) . Fuzzy set concept roots from some phenomena with clear connotation but unclear 

boundary. The link between a fuzzy set and a Cantor set is the so-called a -level cut set, 

A a = { U : JL A ( u) > a} (9) 

It can be noticed that the indicator for the a -level cut set, Aa, a E [ 0, 1] is just: 

(1 0) 

For more details, see Vega (2003). 

3.8.2.3 Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging 

Once we have the membership concept clarified and the relationship with indicator function being 

established. The proposed fuzzy membership grade kriging approach is very straightforward: 
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simply to substitute the threshold indicator function by fuzzy membership function (as its 

counterpart) from equation 1 to 6. 
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For clarity, we list the fuzzy membership grade kriging developments as equation 11 to 16. A 

typical fuzzy membership function can be defined by: 

l(z(xJ) 

,UA(z, ,z2,zJ)(z(xJ)= r(z(x;)) 

if 

if 

0 otherwise 

z1 :s;z(xJ<z2 

z2 :s;z(x;)<z3 (11) 

where l 0 is a monotone-increasing function with l ( z1) = 0, l ( z2 ) = 1 and r 0 is a monotone

decreasing function with r ( z2 ) = 1 , r ( z3 ) = 0. A ( z1, z2 , z3 ) represents the fuzzy set specified by 

equation 11, which dependents threshold values ( zl' z2 , z3 ) • 

Definitely fuzzy membership function is not necessarily taking the form as equation 11. For 

example, for PM10 data analysis, the r (·) portion does not appear and the definition will be 

modified accordingly. z ( x;) represents the spatial observation taken at location x;. More 

generally, we use notation A ( { z m}) to represent a fuzzy set specified by threshold sequence 

{ zm} .Then the fuzzy membership grade semivariogram is given by: 

(12) 

where h represents the distance between two spatial locations X; and X; +h, and z is the threshold 

value, and the sample values z(x;) and z(x; +h) are observed at X; and X; +h respectively. The fuzzy 

membership grade variogram can be expressed in terms ofthe related probabilities: 

Yz ( h;A({zm})) = ~[Pr[ Z(x +h) E A({zm} )]+ Pr[ Z(x) E A({ zm})]] 

-Pr[ Z(x+h) E A,Z(x) E .A({zm})] 
(13) 

The experimental fuzzy membership grade semivariogram is used in fuzzy membership grade 

kriging and is defined by: 

(14) 
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Equation 15 represents the fuzzy membership grade kriging equation as an ordinary kriging on 

membership grades. 

n 

- LAJYz (X; -x1 ;A( {zm} ))+ Yz ( X0 -X;; A( {zm} ))-m = O,i = l, ... ,n 
j=l 

The fuzzy membership grade predictor is then defined as: 

Accordingly, the intrinsic hypothesis for p(,u.4({ zm });B) to be an unbiased estimator should be: 

For more mathematical details, see Guo (2003). 
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(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The core part ofthe fuzzy membership grade kriging is the specification of membership 

function. It is the common exercise that modeller assumes a function form for the fuzzy set to be 

investigated. If it generates good and valid modelling results, then we accept the assumed fuzzy 

membership function. Otherwise, some adjustments have to made for a more suitable fuzzy 

membership function. The adjusting and modelling should be carried on iteratively until model 

validation is confirmed. 

Under some circumstances, modeller does not know the fuzzy membership function, 

however, the modeller has a sequence of a level cut sets { Aa" , n = 1, 2, · · ·, K} of the fuzzy set A. 

Then the membership function should be constructed by utilizing the information of a level cut 

sets { Aa. , n = 1, 2, · · ·, K} . 

3.8.2.4 An Algorithm for Fuzzy Membership Grade Variogram 

From the previous discussions, it is clear that the fuzzy membership grade variogram plays a key 

role in fuzzy membership grade kriging. Therefore an algorithm is proposed for the theoretical 

evaluation of the fuzzy membership grade variogram. The algorithm can be carried out as follows: 
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Step 1: Generate a random sampling sequence {a*,k = 1,2, ... ,N} from a uniform distribution 

on [0,1]. 

Step 2: For any i=n, n E {1,2,·· ·,N} ,determine a;-cut interval [aa, ,ba.] according to the 

membership function given by Equation 11, denoted as Aa,. 

Step 3: Transform sample data { z( x;), i = 1, 2, ... , M} into indicator data 

{.9A (z(x;),i = 1,2, ... ,M}. According to: 
a,. 

(18) 

xi E D c JR d, z E JR, i = 1, 2, ... , M 

Step 4: Calculate the sample variogram at an-level: 

(19) 

Step 5: If n=N, then: 

(20) 

Stop. Otherwise, i=n+ 1, go to Step 2. For details, see Guo (2003). 

3.8.3 Applying the Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging Technique to PM10 Data 

We apply the fuzzy membership grade kriging technique to predict the PM 10 spatial distribution 

over the entire California state. The modeller's interest is in whether living in California is safe or 

not, in terms of air pollution. Therefore fuzzy event A ={High hazard level ofPM 10 in California} 

is worthwhile to try to investigate. 

3.8.3.1 Linear Sample Membership Function 

It is meaningful to argue that the higher the PM10 content in the air, the higher the degree of 

membership in fuzzy set A . It is reasonable to assume that the linear sample membership function 
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of the fuzzy event A is linear. It has the feature ofPM 10 level at x=9.0 being assigned a 0 

membership, and at x=90.3 being assigned a I membership. That is: 

if O~z<9.0 

if 9.0~z<90.3 

if z ~ 90.3 

The linear sample membership function JL;;(o,90.J,"') (x) is determined by threshold values 

( 0, 90.3, oo ). It is simple and mathematically easily manipulated (figure 3.8.2). 

1-J 

1.0 ·-·-· - ·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·-·-· -· 

0.0'--"""'-----------...;..__-
9.0 90.3 u 

Figure 3.8.2 Linear Sample Membership Function ofPM10. 
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(21 ) 

The QQ plot in figure 3.8.3 shows how well the model fits. A good fit is when the sample 

quantile distribut ion is very similar to the normal quantile line. In this plot, the middle sample 

values (dots) are very similar to the dashed straight line. However, the extreme upper and lower 

values fit less well. Figure 3.8.4 shows the predicted fuzzy membership grades. The dark coloured 

areas represent higher membership, which represent higher PM 10 concentrations. The light 

coloured areas represent lower membership grades, which represent lower PM10 concentrations. 

Figure 3.8.5 shows the standard error. The light coloured areas represent lower error, and the dark 

coloured areas represent higher error. When one compares this map to the map of sample 

locations, one can understand the errors much better. Since most of the sample locations are near 

the coast, it is obvious that the errors are lower in the sampled locations, and higher in the 

unsampled locations. 
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Figure 3.8.3 QQ Plot of Linear Sample Membership Function. 
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Figure 3.8.4 Predicted Fuzzy Membership Grades Using a Linear Sample Membership Function. 

Legend 
D C.11fitcwnla OJnln~ 

Pre<llc11on S1andard Error 
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0.076991 . 0.078658 
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• 0. 109342- 0.126261 
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Figure 3.8.5 Standard Error Map Using the Linear Sample Membership Function. 
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3.8.3.2 Quadratic Sample Membership Function 

Alternatively the fuzzy event A ={High hazard level of in PM 10 in California} might be a 

quadratic sample membership function, which offers the capacity to catch up the curvature of the 

evolution from stratum to stratum. 

Again, the functional parameters of the quadratic sample membership function are data

determined. However, the curvature is up to the middle point selection since a quadratic equation 

has three parameters, a, b, and c. 

JL~ ( z) = az
2 + bz + c 

Solving the linear equation system will give the set of parameters (a, b, c) , which is 

dependent on J.lPM
10 

value. J.lPM
10 

=0.62421 is chosen for our problem, and deduced from the 

sample values. 

l 
a(9.0)

2 
+b(9.0)+c = 0 

a ( 41.1 )
2 
+ b ( 41.1) + C = f.l pM

10 

a(90.3)
2 

+b(90.3)+c = 1.0 

Solving these equations (23) for a, b, and c, result in the following membership function: 

{ 

0 if 0 ~ z < 9.0 

JL~ (z) = -1.4025 x 10-4 z2 + 2.6227 x 10-2 z- 0.22468 if9.0 ~ z < 90.3 

1 if z ~ 90.3 

The quadratic sample membership function is shown in figure 3.8.6. 

IIIU 

o.a 

05 

0~~~----~----~----~-
0 :::0 

Figure 3.8.6 Quadratic Sample Membership Function ofPM10. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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The QQ plot (figure 3.8.7) shows the middle sample values (dots) are very similar to the 

dashed straight line. The extreme upper and lower values fit the dash line much more closely, than 

in the linear sample membership. Figure 3.8.8 shows the predicted fuzzy membership grades. 

Notice that while this map is very similar to that of linear membership, however, the membership 

grades are very different. Figure 3.8.9 shows the standard error. Overall, this map does not seem 

too different from the linear error map, but certain inland areas do show a finer resolution. 

I ;;; .::-:::::-::::-:::::-:::::-:::::-::::-:::::-:::::'r -::::-:::::-:::::-:::::-_:::-:::::-:::::-:::::...,...! -:::::-:::::-:::::-::::-:::::-:::::--.. ·· __ ·_·--_._·_·_··+·1--:::::-:::::-::::_--::::-::: __ -:::_:-~::-::: ...... J-:~:~-:::·-~:--.~.--:;-:: _~-::;:-:·:.-,:1-::-.-:::~-=:-~:::-:~:~-:: :-:":: :---.::'::: 

~ ::•:: ====:=::,-J.~~::~ : i:~::l:=::::====i~~==r=~::-:=::: 
· 2.61 -1.74 -0.87 0.00 0.87 1.74 2.61 

Normal Value 

Figure 3.8.7 QQ Plot of Quadratic Sample Membership Function. 
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Legend 
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0.00~373. 0.092196 

0.092196. 0.155083 

0.155063- 0.199109 

0.199109. 0.2:19933 

0.229933. 0.273960 

11 o.2739so. o.33e84e 

• O.l36846. 0.426671 

• 0.42667 1. 0.554973 

• O.SS4973- 0.738235 

• 0.736235- 1.000000 

Figure 3.8.8 Predicted Fuzzy Membership Grades Using a Quadratic Sample Membership 
Function. 
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" ·~Metcro \ 
NOIUH 0 115.000:!30.000 460.000 

Legend 

D California OuUine 

Prediction Standard Error 

0.110554-0.114207 

0.1 14207- 0.116842 

0.116642-0.120496 

0.120498-0.125561 

0.125561-0.132584 

• 0.132584-0.142323 

• 0.142323-0.155826 

• 0.155826-0.174548 

• 0.174548- 0.200507 

• 0.200507- 0.236501 

Figure 3.8.9 Standard Error Map Using the Quadratic Sample Membership Function. 

3.8.3.3 Hyperbolic Tangent Sample Membership Function 

3-88 

The final membership function being considered for fuzzy event A ={High hazard level ofPM10 in 

California} is hyperbolic tangent sample membership function. The two unknown parameters (8,11) 

specify the location and the scale of the sample membership function. It offers both the curvature 

catching capability of the evolution from stratum to stratum and smoothness over the whole range 

ofPM10 value. 

(25) 

The setting up of J..l~ (x) is dependent upon the PM10 data. The hyperbolic tangent function 

tanh(x) ranges between -1 and 1. Therefore, a vertical shift by 1 will secure a positive function. 

Furthermore, it should be normalized and ranges between [0, 1] which is the requirement of a 

membership function. 

1 ( (z-22.1) ) J..l~ ( z) = '2 tanh 
11 

+ 1 (26) 
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We set ( J, iJ) = (22.1, 11) because 22.1 is the sample median of the PM10 observations, and 

11 :::::qo 7s-qo25=28.1-17=11.1 , the sample interquartile range. It is observed that when PM10 is 50 

)lg/m3 or more, it is clearly indicated by membership grade value 1 (figure 3.8.10). 

""' 

05 

0 ~----+-----._----~----~ 
0 ;s 1011 

Figure 3.8.10 Hyperbolic Tangent Sample Membership Function ofPM10• 

The QQ plot (figure 3.8.11) shows the middle sample values are very similar to the dashed 

straight line. The extreme upper and lower values do not fit the dash line well, but the middle 

values show improved correspondence. Figure 3.8.12 shows the predicted fuzzy membership 

grades. Notice that while this map is very similar to that of linear membership, and quadratic 

membership, however, the membership grades different in that it shows a finer resolution. Figure 

3.8.13 shows the standard error. This map shows very different results from the linear and 

quadratic error maps. The class divisions are more refined and detailed. 

~ w 2.15 

a:; 1.13 
N 

'E 0.12 
(': 

"S -0.89 
?. 
Vi -1 .9 

-2.91 ..____,,__ __ ....L._ ______ _._ ______ __;._ ______ ___.. _____ ..__ __ __. 

-2 .61 -1 .74 -0.87 0.00 0.87 1.74 2.61 
Normal Value 

Figure 3.8.11 QQ Plot of Hyperbolic Tangent Sample Membership Function. 
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Legend 
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Figure 3.8.12 Predicted Fuzzy Membership Grades Using a Hyperbolic Tangent Sample 
Membership Function. 
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Figure 3.8.13 Standard Error Map Using the Hyperbolic Tangent Sample Membership Function. 

3.8.4 GIS Analysis of PM10 Concentrations 

Having produced the fuzzy membership grade kriging results, the interpretation of the fuzzy 

membership grade prediction map is a difficult task, particularly for those who do not have 

adequate background in fuzzy mathematics and statistics. Therefore, the predicted fuzzy 
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membership grades are converted back to PM10 concentrations to provide a more understandable 

format. The fuzzy membership grades are defined in terms ofPM10 hazard levels. The membership 

functions are monotone-increasing continuous function, and so the inverse functions exist. 

3.8.4.1 Linear Sample Membership 

The linear sample membership function takes the form: 

x-a 
f.l(X) =--,a~ X~ b 

b-a 

For any given membership value f-loE [0,1]: 

then: 

x-a f-lo=-
b-a 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Conversion is based on the fuzzy membership grade prediction map class interval limits. In 

the prediction map, it is typically classified into ten classes, e.g. class 0, 1, ... ,9. Assume the class 

interval limits are [f.110 , f.1u0 ), [f.11, , f-lu,), ... , [f-l,., f-lu.)· 
The class limits for PM10 predicted value with linear sample membership function is: 

[ ) [ 
linear ( ) linear ( )) 

X1, Xu = X f.l1 , X f.iu (30) 

Looking at the converted prediction map in figure 3.8.14, one can analyse areas of high PM10 

concentrations. In figure 3.8.14, the last two classes are considered as hazard areas. Once PM10 

concentrations are over 38 Jlg/m3
, then it is classified as a hazard area. The level of safeness 

regarding PM10 concentrations is shown clearly here, by the class divisions of concentration level. 

The upper area of California and parts of the coastline are shown to have very low PM10 

concentrations, and are the safest areas. The linear membership show much finer divisions of areas 

of low PM10 concentrations. 
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Figure 3.8.14 PM10 Concentrations Predicted by a Linear Membership Function. 

3.8.4.2 Quadratic Sample Membership 

The quadratic sample membership function takes the form: 

J.l(x) = ax2 +bx+c,c::;; x::;; d 

For any given membership value flo E [0,1]: 

f.lo = ax
2 + bx + c 

then: 

ax2 + bx + ( c - flo ) = 0 

This leads to: 

or 

3-92 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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Depending on which x falls on [c, d]. The class limits for PM 10 predicted value with quadratic 

sample membership function is: 

3-93 

(36) 

In figure 3.8.15, ifthe PM10 concentrations are over 37 J.lglm3
, then it is classified as a hazard 

area. The upper area of California and parts of the coastline are shown to have very low PM10 

concentrations, and are the safest areas. The lower parts and the middle regions of California are 

shown to have higher PM10 concentrations. The quadratic sample membership function show 

similar results to the sample linear membership function. 

"' •~Mel•,. \ 
NORTH o 115.000 2~0.000 460.000 

Legend 

0 Cafofomia OuUino 

Prediction 
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• 24 .666 . 29.487 

• 29.487. ~7.082 

• 37.08:-50.183 

• 50.183.90.287 

Figure 3.8.15 PM10 Concentrations Predicted by a Quadratic Membership Function. 

3.8.4.3 Hyperbolic Tangent Sample Membership Function 

The hyperbolic tangent sample membership function takes the form: 

For any given membership value J.lo E [0, 1]: 

(37) 
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(38) 

then: 

(39) 

which leads to: 

(40) 

The class limits for PM10 predicted value with hyperbolic tangent sample membership function is: 

(41) 

In figure 3.8.16, again the last two classes are hazard areas. Once PM10 concentrations are 

over 31 J.lg/m3
, it is classified as a hazard area. Areas of higher PM 10 concentrations are in the 

middle regions and the bottom of California. The upper area of California and parts ofthe 

coastline are shown to have very low PM10 concentrations, and are the safest areas. The hyperbolic 

tangent membership show much finer divisions of areas of middle PM 10 concentration levels. 
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Figure 3.8.16 PM 10 Concentrations Predicted by a Hyperbolic Tangent Membership Function. 
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3.8.5 Discussion 

A new fuzzy membership function is developed, the hyperbolic tangent sample membership 

function. This sample membership function eliminated the piecewise or spline style definition of 

the sample membership function and it has fewer parameters. This will aid future prediction 

developments. The linear sample membership function has two parameters, and quadratric sample 

membership function has three parameters. Even though the hyperbolic tangent sample 

membership function has two parameters, the values are more refined. 

In the traditional fuzzy mathematics literature, the membership function is assigned by the 

modeller. Thus the process is subjective, causing it to be criticised widely. Therefore in our 

modelling efforts, we follow a semi-statistical route by utilizing the sample membership function. 

U ~ [O,lye1 
} f.-is • 

.4 . u ~Ji~ E(O,lye1 (42) 

Unlike previous studies that a membership function is hypothesized for the whole population, 

in this research, sample information was used to extract membership function following the work 

done by Chen (1998), Guo and Love (2003). 

The sample membership functions are specified by our understanding ofPM10 sample 

information by using descriptive statistics, histograms and fitted probability distributions. For 

example, the hyperbolic tangent sample membership function's 8 location parameter simply equals 

the sample median, while the scale parameter 11 is from the sample' s interquartile range. It is 

inevitable, that this technique contains some subjective factors. Although, in the current literature, 

almost all the membership function specifications are subjectively determined. However, the fuzzy 

membership grade kriging prediction part is fully statistical, and therefore objective. 

In the model fitting evaluation, we rely heavily on graphic tools, i.e. the QQ plot of 

standardized error. However, statistically, we should rely more on hypothesis testing, particularly 

the Chi-Squared test. 

3.8.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed afuzzy membership grade kriging approach for the spatial prediction of 

the PM10 concentrations in California. It is an exploratory data analysis. Three semi-statistical 

membership functions are produced and fuzzy membership grade kriging was performed. It is 
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noticed that the newly-introduced hyperbolic tangent membership function offers a more refining 

feature over the other two sample membership functions. The membership functions are semi

statistical because their sub-optimal nature. In order to seek an optimal statistical membership with 

solid mathematical foundation it is necessary to extract membership function from the data itself. 

Furthermore the fuzzy sets theory today can be established in terms of axiomatic foundation based 

on credibility (measure) theory (Liu et at., 2003). Our future work will provide more inside on 

fuzzy membership grade kriging based on the axiomatic foundations. 
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3.9.1 Introduction 

The first-order one-variable grey differential equation model, abbreviated as GM( 1,1) model, 

requires very small sample size, as little as four sample points (Guo et al. , 2005). Furthermore, the 

parameter estimation in GM(1 ,1) model is obtained via a simple regression, which is offered in 

any beginning statistics or data analysis course. A simple Excel spreadsheet can facilitate the 

necessary computations. Therefore the advantage for business managers and field or floor 

engineers to use GM(1 ,1) model in maintenance planning is very obvious. However, what is the 

rationale of GM(l , I) modelling on system lifetime is unclear and will become an obstacle, for 

reliability modellers with statistical analysis to accept GM(l , 1) lifetime model and apply it in their 

practices. In this paper, we explore the underlying mechanism of GM(l , 1) model, particularly, the 

lifetime partition into average functioning time, (average) repair-improvement and random error 

via GM(l , l). 

3.9.2 A Brief Review on GM(l,l) model 

Definition 1: (GM(l , 1) model). Given a discrete positive real-valued (equal-spaced) daia 

sequence _x<O> =(i0> (1) , x<0> (2) , .. . , x<0> (n)) , equation: 

which is coupled with the differential equation, 

dx(l) (t) 
-----'--<- + fJx( l) (t) =a 

dt 

(1) 

(2) 

is called a one- ariable first order grey differential equation (GM(l , 1)) with respect to time series 

sequence >fOJ = (i0)(J ), x<O) (2), ... , x<O) (n)) , where: 

z0l ( k) = ~ [ x<1
l ( k) + x<1l ( k -l) J 

k 

x (J) (k) = :L x(o) (i) (3) 

i=l 

k=2,· · ·, n 

l 
••'.?u;...-J .J~..iJ\UiA,•~•ll>-1.<->..;._~";t_l(;:l,.,_'l,~;,~~lM,!..V,:~..,ft)j"iH.~,t't).~~~,?;;;'-:-;..,.;-;. .. ~-. ~ ;t,,ui.. :t;~ '- " ' -.~ ' 
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where f3 is called the developing coefficient, a is the grey input, and x(O) is called a grey derivative 

and x(') ( k) is called the k1
h 1-AGO (accumulative generation operator) value. 

Furthermore, the (coupled) differential equation dx0J /dt + j3x0J =a (equation 2) is called the 

whitenization differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation in 

equation 1. The unknown parameter values ( o.,/3) can be determined in terms of a standard Lr 

optimization. A critical feature of (classical) GM(l , l) model proposed by Deng (1985) is 

performed with respect to a discrete positive data sequence. 

3.9.3 Rationale exploration on GM(l,l) 

We should emphasize here, the definition ofGM(l , l) model couples a simple regression and a 

differential equation together. In grey theory literature, this coupling is explicitly implied by the I

AGO term appeared in equation 1. However, here we state the definition of GM( 1,1) in terms of 

coupled equations manner. Let us examine the logic underlying the coupling definition. 

Mathematically, we can state equation 1 and 2 in the following optimization problem: 

1 n 2 

min-L ( x(') (i)- x~~s (i)) 
a,p,y 2 ;~ t 

s.t. 

dx(l ) (t) 
-~+ ,Bx(') (t) =a 

dt 

This is a standard variational problem of searching a functional x(') (t) minimizing 

J = [ ~ ( x(l) (i)- x~~s (i) r ]/2 under a constant coefficient first-order linear ordinary differential 

equation dx(') (t)/dt+ ,Bx(') (t) =a as constraint, where 1 = x(o) (0) is the initial value for the 

differential equation. 

To obtain the parameter (a, ,8, 1) it is necessary to investigate the Lagrangian function £ : 

(4) 

(5) 
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where >. and J-L are the Lagrangian multipliers. The necessary conditions for obtaining 

unconstrained minimum are: 

8£ 
fJx(l) =0 

8£ =0 
fJM 

8£=0 
ae 

whereMr = (J-L, A) and er = ( a,,B, 1). The first equation of equation 14 leads to the so-called 

adjoint equation, the second equation recovers model equation (constraint) and the last equation 

gives the gradients with respect to (control parameter) er = (a, /3,1). 

The Euler's Equation is: 

8£ d 8£ - ( (1) (1) ) ( ) . ( ) -- (-I) -- . - X -Xobs + ,8). t -A t -0 ox dt a( x(l)) 

And the adjoint equation is: 

{ d~;t) = ,B>. (t) + ( X(l) - X~~s ) 
>.(r1 )=o 

The solution to the constraint is: 

Then we can obtain the expression for >. (t) via multiple factor eP
1

, 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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The next step is to derive the first-order and second-order partial derivatives of J with 

respect to a, f3, and 1 respectively. Based on the equation 8£/ 8() = 0, 

where, 

Then, 

which gives: 

aJ 1T~ 1
aFf 

-=- - (t)dt ae o ae 

F(x(1l,e) =a- f3x(t) 

=a- !3 [[7-; Je~~ +; 
=(a- f3t )e_p, 

8F =e_11, 
a a 

8F =-[t+(a -/3/)tje-Pt 
8{3 

8F = - f3e-Pt 
a, 

3. 9.4 The Implementation of Control Parameter Searching 

3-101 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The searching of control parameter (a , /3,1) is just an application ofNewton-Raphson method. 

Note that the gradient vector is: 
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Tf 

aJ - J e-f3l >..(t)dt 
a a 0 

(15) 

T aJ I . 

- = J[!+(a - ,[Yy )t]e-!31 >.. (t)dt 
a(3 0 

aJ 
a, 

0 

Recall that the searching parameters, i.e. , (a, (3, 'Y), is actually an assimilating process with 

data sampled and therefore, the integrals in equation 15 should be replaced by the summations 

respectively. In other words, equation 15 becomes, 

aJ _ _!_ te-f3i>..(i) 
aa n i = l 

aJ = _!_ t b +(a-{Yy)i] e-tJ;)..(i) 
a(3 n i = l 

aJ 
a, 

Then the second-order partial derivatives can be obtained: 

The iterations follows equation 18 until convergence criterion is satisfied. 

a(n+ l) 

fj(n +l) 

i(n+l) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 
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We need to point our that at the k 1
h iteration, the resulting estimate tP+') = v((Pl;X(o)). 

3.9.5 The Small Sample Asymptotic Distribution of GM(l,l) Model 

Although we stated that GM(1, 1) model is a non-probabilistic modelling on a positive discrete 

data sequence it is still beneficial to examine the small sample asymptotic distribution ofGM(l,l) 

model by assuming the sampled data is i.i.d. from a given distribution l]t. An M-estimator for 

parameter vector () = ( B,, B2 , B3 f = (a, /3,1 f satisfies the following equation system. 

n 

2:: '1/JJ (x;,t) = O,j = 1,2,3 (19) 
i = l 

The forms of '1/Jl' j = 1, 2, 3 are defined equation system &£/ [)() = 0 defines the so-called M

estimator of parameter () if we assume the data sequence is i.i.d. from a distribution l]t. Under 

assumptions A4.1M-A4.5M stated by Field and Ronchetti (1990), an asymptotic expansion for the 

density T,, the solutions of equation 19, denoted by !, (-), is: 

where functions w / (t0 ) ,}=1 ,2,3 is the solution to equation 21: 

J ,P, (x,t,)exp[ t. "'J (t, )¢1 ( x,t0 ) k(x )dx, I= I, 2,3 

c-' (t,) = J exp[ t. "'J (t0 )¢1 (x,t0 ) k(x )dx 

I (&'1/J(x, t)l ( ) A= E ,E=E 'l/J
1
.(x,t0 )'1/J,(x,t0 ) . & ~~ 

t= t0 

And all expectations are taken with respect to the conjugate density, 

The error term holds uniformly for all t0 in a compact set. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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Once the approximate asymptotic joint density for t0 = (t~0 > , t~0 > ,tj0>) is available, the small 

asymptotic densities for the two models: one for regression model and another for the solution to 

the constraint (shadow) differential equation will be ready for usages. 

The regress ion model takes the form: 

x~~ ( k) = a + (3 (-z(l) ( k)) (23) 

and the solution takes the form, 

x (o) (k) = (e -p - 1) [ - ale - .B(k- l) 
shadow l {3 (24) 

In terms of transformations, we can obtain the two asymptotic densities, denoted by f reg (·) 

and fshadow (· ) respectively. For a given error e > 0 , if 1/,.eg (x)- fshadow (x)i <ewe will accept the 

fact that the degree of assimilation is high. In other words, the coupling nature is satisfied. 

3. 9.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigate the nature of GM(l , 1) model in terms of a variational viewpoint. 

Form the analysis performed in this paper, we conclude that standard GM(l , 1) model is a 

variational problem with differential equation as its constraint. Furthermore, the efficiency of 

GM(1 ,1) model depends upon the choice ofthe constraint (shadow) differential equation. We also 

point out that a variational treatment of GM(1 , 1) model is already complicated and if we go further 

to investigate the asymptotic distributions as well as model efficiency from small asymptotic 

theory would not help us a better probabilistic modelling treatment. 

The clear message from the variational analysis is GM( 1, 1) model proposed by Deng ( 1985) 

do enjoy the easiness and efficiency in modelling the discrete positive data sequence as long as the 

1-AGO data sequence possesses grey exponential trend. For GM(1 , 1) modelling improvement, 

there are two ways: the first approach is the GM(1 ,1) modelling on residuals proposed by Guo and 

Cui (2006) and the second approach is using the extended GM(1 , 1) model based on the coupling 

principle (Guo et al., 2006a, 2006b ). 
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3.10.1 Introduction 

The first-order one-variable grey differential equation model, abbreviated as GM( I, I) model, 

requires very small sample size, as little as four sample points (Guo et al. , 2005). Furthermore, the 

parameter estimation in GM( I, 1) model is obtained via a simple regression, which is offered in 

any beginning statistics or data analysis course. A simple Excel spreadsheet can facilitate the 

necessary computations. Therefore the advantage for modellers to use the GM(l , I) model in 

maintenance planning is very obvious. However, what is the rationale ofGM(I , I) modelling on 

system lifetime is unclear and will become an obstacle, for modellers with statistical analysis to 

accept GM(l , 1) lifetime model and apply it in their practices. 

In this paper, we examine the three basic component models - simple regression model, 

differential equation model, and difference model in GM(1 ,1) model. The component-level model 

explorations wi ll lead provide a clear picture ofGM(I , I) modelling dynamics and we summarize 

it as coupling principle for the formation of GM(1 , 1) model. Furthermore, we explore the potential 

extensions to Deng's GM(l , 1) model and expect more efficient extended GM(I , l) model could be 

developed in the future. 

3.10.2 A Brief Review on the Standard GM(1,1) Model 

The standard GM(l , I) model, proposed by Deng (I985), is defined by: 

x<0
> (k)+ [Jz< 1

> (k) =a, k = 2,···, n 

which is coupled with the differential equation: 

(1) 

(2) 

These pair of equations are called a one-variable first order grey differential equation 

(GM(l , 1) model) with respect to positive discrete data sequence x <'OJ = (x(0)(1 ), x(0)(2), . . . , x (
0)(n)) 

with time as index, where: 
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z<'l { k) = ± [ x<'l { k) + x<'l { k -1) J 
k 

x(') (k) = :Lx(o) {i) (3) 

i=l 

k=2,···,n 

where f3 is called the developing coefficient, a is the grey input, and x(OJ is called a grey derivative 

and x(') (k} is called the k1
h 1-AGO (accumulative generation operator) value. The differential 

equation dx(IJ/dt + ~ x(IJ =a (equation 2) in the GM(l,l) model is called the whitenization 

differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation 1. 

The unknown parameter values ( o.,/3) can be determined in terms of a standard simple 

regression modelling. The estimate (a, b) of parameter pair (o.,/3) is given by: 

where, 

-z(') (2) 

X= 
-z(') (3) 

' 

x(o) (2) 

y = x(o) (3) 

The grey filtering-prediction equation is: 

.x<o) (k) = .x<'l (k )-.x<'l (k-1) 

where, 

The typical goodness-of-fit measure ofGM(l,l) model is the relative error, i.e. 

ix<o) ( k )- _x<ol ( k )I 
e(k) = x<Ol (k) , k = 2,3,·· ·, n 

and the model efficiency is defined as: 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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1 n 

E=-:Le(i) 
n -1 i=2 

(9) 

3.10.3 The Analysis of Component-Level Models 

The intention of the analysis on the component-level models is to examine and reveal the roles of 

each component-level model and therefore seek some way to improve modelling efficiency. 

3.10.3.1 The Difference Equation in Standard GM(1,1) Model 

It is obvious that if we rewrite equation 1, we will obtain a (nonhomogeneous) first-order 

difference equation. 

(1 + ~)x(t) (k)-( 1- ~)x( t ) (k-1) =a, k = 2,···,n (10) 

For notational convenience, denote u* = x(t) ( k), uk-t = x(t) ( k -1), A= a/(1 + 0.5{3) , and 

B =- (1- 0.5{3)/(1 + 0.5{3 ) , then equation 10 will be in a standard form of first-order difference 

equation, 

u1+1 + Bu, = A, l = k -1, k = 2, · · ·, n (11) 

Denote E as forward shift operator, i.e., Eu, = u1+1 , then, the homogeneous equation of equation 

11, is: 

(E+B)u,=O, l=k-1,k=2,···,n (12) 

With general solution: 

u1 =v(-B)' l=k-1 k=2 ··· n 
' ' ' ' 

(13) 

where v is a constant determined by initial condition. Then the solution to equation 11 is: 

u =x(t)(k)= a -(a -x(o)(1))(1-0.5,8)*-t k=2 ... n 
k f3 f3 1+0.5/3 ' ' ' 

(14) 

Similar discussion will result in, 
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x(o)(k)= j3 (a-x(o)(1)J(1-0.5j3Jk-2, k=2,-··,n 
1+0.5/3 j3 1+0.5j3 

(15) 

The feature of difference equation embedded in GM(l, 1) model is obvious but was not 

explored initially. The relationship between difference equation solution to equation 15 and 

differential equation solution form in equation 7 were investigated later (Deng, 2002a). The logical 

explanation was probably rooted in the intention for introducing grey differential equation concept 

in the grey theory. 

3.10.3.2 The Differential Equation in Standard GM(l,l) Model 

Equation 2 is an ordinary first-order (nonhomogeneous) differential equation ofthe form, 

y'+ p(x)y = q(x) (16) 

Therefore the solution to the constrained ordinary differential equation (ODE) in equation 1 is: 

{
y(t) =(y(O)-; Jexp(-f3t)+; 

y(O) = r 
(17) 

What should be emphasized here is that the so-called whitenization equation (or shadow 

equation) in the coupled definition ofGM(l ,1) model is a belie/reflecting modelers' experiences 

on certain social, business, engineering, or natural phenomena. It is the priori similar to the prior 

distribution in Bayesian modelling. But the prior in GM(1,1) model is in the form of dynamic rule 

rather than that in distribution. In Bayesian modelling, when sample size becomes large enough, 

the prior distribution the influence of prior becomes nullified. However, the constraint (i.e., the 

dynamics imposed) is not necessarily assimilated by actual data sampled. In other words, the 

constraint ordinary differential equation should be changed according to the data circumstances to 

avoid the functional misspecification ofthe dynamic rule. 

3.10.3.3 The Regression Model in GM(l,l) Modelling 

No matter the solution derived from the differential equation or from the shadow differential 

equation, the parameter pair (a, ,B) in the solution remains unknown. The quickest way to seek 
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(a, ,B ) is to fit a simple regression model shown in equation 4 to 7. The simple regression 

modelling provides the "estimated" parameter values for the solution to the shadow differential 

equation. Without regression model , we merely stay at the theoretical level. However, once the 

regression model is performed, the empirical feature ofGM(l,l) model reveals. 

The common practices in currently GM( 1,1) modelling are ignoring the goodness-of-fit of the 

simple regressio itself. What will be extracted from simple regression modelling is merely to 

obtain the estimate of parameter pair, denoted by (a, b). The information on the estimated standard 

deviations is ign red because of the extremely small sample size. We are also aware that 

parameters from a regression with a goodness-of-fit measure will offer model efficiency for the 

GM(l , 1) model. 

As we pointed out after defining standard GM(l , l) model, Deng (1985), the coupling ofthe 

simple regression and difference equation is imposed. However, we must pointed out that the 

coupling of the simple regression and difference equation is intrinsic. 

3.10.3.4 The Variational Coupling in GM{l,l) Model 

We should emphasize here, the standard GM(1 , 1) model couples a simple regression and a 

differential equation together. In grey theory literature, this coupling is explicitly implied by the 1-

AGO term appeared in equation 1. However, this is first time to state the definition ofGM(l , l) in 

terms of coupled equations manner. Let us examine the logic underlying the coupling definition. 

Mathematically, we can state equation 1 and 2 in the following optimization problem, 

s.t. 

dx(l ) (t) 
-~+ ,Bx(') (t) =a 

dt 

This is a sta dard variational problem of searching a functional x(') (t) minimizing 

(18) 

J = [ ~ ( X(I) ( i) - X~~s (i) r ]/2 under a COnstant coefficien~ first-order linear ordinary differential 

equation dx(') (t )/ dt + ,Bx(') (t) =a as constraint, where 1 = x (') ( 0) is the initial value for the 
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differential equation. Let .\ be Lagrangian multiplier with a function form defined by the adjoint 

equation. For details, see Guo et al. (2006a, 2006b). 

However, the variational formation can also be stated as: 

s.t. 

dx(l ) (t) 
-~+ f3x(t) (t) =a 

dt 

3.10.4 Families of Shadow Differential Equations 

(19) 

The success ofGM(l , l) model lies on the successful coupling of regression model with constraint 

differential equation model. In the standard GM(l , l) modelling exercises, appropriate data 

treatments, formation of regression model with differential equation as constraint, which is in 

nature a conversion of a constrained L2 -optimization problem into a simple regression modelling 

problem. However, we notice that the standard GM(l,l) model utilizes a very simple differential 

equation as constraint which is based on the generalized energy law as a priori. The real world 

data may not follow generalized energy law at all , therefore it is necessary to explore new coupling 

in order to have a better data-assimilated model. In this section, we will explore some families 

suitable to meet certain coupling requirements imposed by the shadow differential equation. First 

let us discuss the general coupling principle. 

3.10.4.1 The Coupling Principle in Formation of GM(1,1} Model 

The parameters involved in GM(l ,l) model are only two, which secures the feasibility of inference 

based on small sample size. Furthermore, the entries of regression model matrix, denoted by 

X= ( x;
1

), are calculated by AGO or IAGO operations from sampled data sequence 

X (o) = { x (o) (I) ,x(o) (2) , · · ·,x(o) (n)} or assigned value " 1 ".As to the form of the shadow differential 

equation, the requirements are also straightforward: only two parameters involved and the 

obtainable solution form. 
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The succes of GM( 1,1) model does not prevent us from an elementary fact that the efficiency 

of GM(l , 1) model depends upon the sampled data. An important index of the potential degree of 

data assimilation is the class ratio. 

(o) ( ) _ x (o) ( k -1) _ 
a- k - (o) , k- 2,3,- ·· , n 

X (k) 
(20) 

If a-(o) ( k) E ( e - 2
/(n+

2
), e2

f( n+
2
)) for k = 2, 3, · · ·, n then I-AGO can secure the grey exponential 

trend ofl-AGO sequence X(') ={x(')(l), x(')(2),· ·· ,x(') (n)} where x(')(k)= I::=,x(o) (j) such that 

the degree of data assimilation will be high. 

However, t e behavior of sampling data from unknown system is not controllable or 

predictable and therefore we often face the situations that classical GM(1 ,1) model does not fit the 

data well. The diversity of real-world needs us to facilitate more potential grey differential 

equation model satisfying the following principle: 

(i) The shadow (constraint) differential equation dx('lj dt = F(t ,x('l; e) must be solvable with a 

two parameters, denoted by B, and accordingly defines the form of regression model for 

parameter e timation. 

(ii) The two-parameter regression model defined by the shadow differential equation must takes 

linear form in the two parameters with data sequence X0
) as observation vector Y and using 

mean 1-AGO sequence Z(l} or appropriate transformation 77 ( z(')) for the construction of the 

regression model matrix. 

One of the simplest forms of the regression models in accordance with the principle stated is: 

x (o) ( k) + f31J [ z( ') ( k) J =a, k = 2, 3, · · ·, n (21) 

Then the shadow differential equation takes the form: 

dx(l) 
--+ [Jn (x(')) = a k = 2 3 · · · n dt ., , , , , (22) 

i.e. 
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(23) 

Equation 23 gives an induced family of appropriate shadow differential equation satisfying 

Principle (i) and (ii). Hence, it will be worthwhile to investigate the appropriate choice of the 

couple of regression model and constraint differential equation model for potential extended 

GM(1,1) models in the next section. 

3.10.4.2 The Families Coupled by Various Differential Equations 

In the literature of first-order ordinary differential equations, there are certain solvable ones, i.e. , 

the solution have a close form. A particular important issue is that these differential equations 

should be able to expressed as linearly with parameter a and (3 . We explored seven families: (1) 

the differential equation with separable variables; (2) the homogeneous differential equations; (3) 

the linear differential equations; (4) the differential equation of form x = F(t,x'); (5) The 

Lagrangian differential equation; (6) the Clairaut differential equation; and (7) the Raccati 

differential equation. For more detailed discussions, see Guo et al. (2006a, 2006b ). Table 3.1 0.1 

lists the potential extended GM(l, 1) models in a coupling manner. 

Table 3.1 0.1 Extended GM(l, 1) Models. 

Form Constraint Regression 
1 J; (t)g, (x)dt+ J; (t)g2 (x)dx = 0 x(o) (k) =- J; (k;B)g1 ( z(') (k) )j(h. (k )g2 ( z(') (k))) 

2 dx/dt = F(x/t) x(o) (k) = F( z(') (k)jk;B) 

3 dx/dt + p(t)x = q (t) x(o) ( k) + p ( k) z(') ( k) = q ( k) 
4 x = F(t,x') (x(o) (k)- a:; (k,x(o) (k);e))- ~; ( k,x(o) (k);e)x(-t) (k) = 0 

5 x=(f;(x')+ J;(x') 1 .t;' ( x(o) ( k); a) h ( x(o) ( k) ; fJ) 
x(-t) (k) + 

x(o) ( k)- J; ( x(o) ( k) ; a) x(o) ( k)- J; ( x (o) ( k); fJ) 
6 x = tx'+ F(x') z(I) ( k) = c

0
k + F ( c0 ; B) 

7 x' = p(t )x2 .+ q (t )x+ r(t) u(o) ( k) +[ q( k) + 2p( k )z~:) (k) J z~') ( k) + p(k) = 0 
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In the formation 7, u = 1 I (x-x1), where x1 is a particular solution to differential equation 

form 7. However, other forms of differential equations, for example, t = F(x, x') , or F(t ,x') = 0 , 

or F ( x, x ') = 0 are also good candidate to play the role of shadow differential equation. 

3.10.5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we examine Deng's ( 1985) standard GM( I , 1) model from its component-level 

models: the shadow differential equation, the regression model and the intrinsic difference model. 

Furthermore, we examine the coupling nature of the standard GM(1 ,1) model, i.e. , the GM(l , l) 

model is a variational problem with differential equation as its constraint. The "coupling" nature 

also restricts the form of the regression model in the object function and associated AGO and 

IAGO operations. Based on these examinations, we state the coupling principle for guiding the 

generalization to Deng's (1985) GM(l , l) model. Seven generalized families to the standard 

GM(l , l) model are proposed accordingly (Guo et al. , 2006a, 2006b). We are expecting this 

foundational work will provide more flexible and feasible GM(l , l) models for fitting small sample 

data with high degree of data assimilation capability. 
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3.11.1 Introduction 

The first-order one-variable grey differential equation model, GM( 1, 1) model, requires very small 

sample size, as little as four sample points (Deng, 1985), but the modelling may result in very high 

predictability. Furthermore, the parameter estimation in GM(1, 1) model is obtained via a simple 

regression, which is offered in any beginning statistics or data analysis course. A simple Excel 

spreadsheet can facilitate the necessary computations. Therefore the advantage for spatial analysts 

to use GM(l , 1) model in GIS modelling is very obvious. However, what is the rationale of 

GM(l , 1) modelling on system lifetime is unclear and will become an obstacle for modelling 

exercises with real world data to obtain model fully utilizing data information. In this paper, based 

on the fundamental fact that data-based mathematical modelling is in nature an optimization 

problem, we re-examine the rationale underlying GM(1 ,1) model in terms ofvariation calculus 

approach. 

The investigation reveals that the classical GM(l , l) model (Deng, 1985) is just a variation 

problem under a special functional constraint which is a nonhomogeneous first-order linear 

ordinary differential equation with constant coefficient and constant term with a solution in 

exponential form. If the data information is consistent with the special exponential constraint 

functional form, the GM(1 ,1) model will be of high accuracy. In other words, the success of 

GM(l , 1) model depends upon two factors: the behavior or evolving dynamic contained in sample 

of small size, called sample dynamic, and the dynamic of constraint functional defined by ordinary 

differential equation, called constraint functional dynamic. The closer the sample dynamic curve 

and the constraint functional dynamic curve are to each other, the better fit the GM( 1,1 ). Based on 

this argument, we propose a consistence measure in terms of the concept of grey relational 

analysis (GRA), which was originally proposed by Deng (1985). Finally we explore the evolving 

behavior of a set of constraint functionals defined by ordinary differential equations in order to 

select the suitab le functional satisfying the consistence measure during GM( 1,1) modelling 

process. 

3.11.2 A Brief Review on GM(1,1) Model 

The success ofGM(1,1) model lies on the following two aspects: data treatments and the 

conversion of a constrained L2 -optimization problem into a simple regression modelling exercise. 
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Definition 1: (GM( l, l) model). Given a discrete positive real-valued (equal-spaced) data 

sequence _x(O) =(i0) (1 ), x<O) (2), ... , x(O) (n)), equation: 

which is coupled with the differential equation, 

(1) 

(2) 

is called a one-variable first order grey differential equation (GM(l, l)) with respect to time series 

sequence _X(OJ = (i0)(1), x<o) (2), ... , x<O) (n)), where 

(3) 

where fJ is called the developing coefficient, a: is the grey input, and x<O) is called a grey derivative 

and x('l (k) is called the k1
h l-AGO (accumulative generation operator) value. 

Furthermore, the (coupled) differential equation dx(l)/dt + ~ x0J =a: (in equation 2) is called the 

whitenization differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation in 

equation 1. The unknown parameter values ( o../3) can be determined in terms of a standard Lr 

optimization. Equation 1 can be re-written as in a simple regression equation: 

yk =a+ fJxk , k = 2,···,n 

with 

The parameter estimate (a,b) can be obtained from equation 5, 

where 

1 -z(1)(2) 

X= 1 -z(') (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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The grey filterin g-prediction equation is 

X (O) ( k) = X( l ) ( k)- X( l ) ( k -1) (8) 

where 

(9) 

The typical goodness-of-fit measure ofGM(l , l) model is the relative error, i.e. 

lxco) ( k)- _xco) ( k )I 
e ( k) = x (O) ( k) , k = 2, 3,- · ·, n (10) 

and the model effic iency is defined as, 

1 n 

E=-:Le(i) 
n -1 i=2 

(11 ) 

A critical feature of (classical) GM(l , 1) model proposed by Deng (1985) is performed with respect 

to a discrete positive data sequence. 

3.11.3 Exploration on GM(l,l) via Calculus of Variation 

We should emphasize here, the definition ofGM(l , l) model couples a simple regression and a 

differential equation together. In grey theory literature, this coupling is explicitly implied by the I

AGO term appeared in equation 3. Let us examine the logic underlying the coupling definition. 

Mathematically, we can state equation 1 and 2 in the following optimization problem, 

1 n 2 
min-L ( x(') (i)- x~~s (i)) 
a ,p ,y 2 i=l 

s.t. 

dx(' ) (t) 
-~+ [Jx(l) (t) =a 

dt 

This is a standard variational problem of searching a functional x(') (t) minimizing 

n 

J = (L (x<l) (i) - x~~ (i))2
] I 2 under a constant coefficient first-order line~r ordinary differential 

i=l 

(12) 
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equation dx(') (t)/ dt + f3x(') (t) =a as constraint, where 1 = x(o) (0) is the initial value for the 

differential equation. 

3-119 

To obtain the parameter (a, /3,1 ) it is necessary to investigate the Lagrangian function ..C , 

(13) 

where A and J-L are the Lagrangian multipliers. The necessary conditions for obtaining 

unconstrained minimum are: 

a..c = o a..c = o a..c = o 
ox(') ' oM ' 8() 

(14) 

whereMr =(J-L,A) and ()r =(a,/3,/)· 

The first equation of equation 14 leads to the so-called adjoint equation, the second equation 

recovers model equation (constraint) and the last equation gives the gradients with respect to 

(control parameter) er =(a,/3,,). 

The Euler's Equation is: 

[}£ - !!__ [}£ , = (x(')- x(') ) + (3 ).. (t)- )..' (t) = 0 
ax(' ) dt [} (x(')) obs 

And the adjoint equation is: 

{ d~~t) = /3 A (t)+ (x(t)- x~~s) 
A(T1 )=0 

The solution to the constraint is: 

Then we can obtain the expression for A (t) via multiple factor e tJ
1

, we obtain, 

( 15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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The next step is to derive the first-order and second-order partial derivatives of J with 

respect to a, f3 , and 1 respectively. Based on equation 8£/ 8() = 0, 

where 

Then 

which gives: 

T 

8J J' [BF] -=- -,\ (t)dt 
()() 0 ()() 

I 
d (I) 

F ( x('), ()) = ;, = a- f3x (' ) 

x ('l (o) = 1 

F ( x('), fJ) = a- f3 x (') 

= a - f3 I ( 1 - ; ) e- Pt + ; I 
=(a- !3! )e-Pt 

oF =e-Pt 
a a 

~; = -[r+(a- f3r) t]e-{1t 

oF =-f3e-J3t 

a"' 

3.11.4 The Data-Assimilation Measure 
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(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The investigation reveals that the key to have highly data-assimilated GM(l,l) modelling is the 

grey derivative sequence (i.e., the original observations), and it can be highly correlated by the I

AGO sequence. Deng (2002a) stated that the model efficiency will be high, ifthe class ratio 

satisfies conditions: 
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a (o) (k) = x (o) (k - 1)/ x (o) ( k) E [e -2/(n+2
), e2f( n+2

) ], k = 2,3, · · ·, n (23) 

Standard GM(l , 1) model imposed the constraint differential equation: 

dx(l) / dt = o: + {3 ( - x (1)) (24) 

Therefore, from the previous investigations, we know that the goodness-of-fit of the model 

will be high if the data fits the constraint exponential function well, otherwise the fit will be poor. 

However, the class ratio test is a passive measure of model accuracy but does not indicate the 

capacity of model extrapolations, which is a clear requirement in spatial prediction modelling. 

Therefore, we need to explore the concept of functional similarity, and define an appropriate 

measure for model accuracy as well as the model predictability power. 

Definition 2: (Functional Similarity Measure). Given two functions f, g and a small 

positive number e > 0 , if p" [a, b] = ib If- gl d f.1 / ib IJI d f.1 i6 lgl d f.1 < E , then we say that 

two functions f , g are e -similar in interval [a, b] with respect to measure f.l· 

Definition 3: ( e -Similarity Measure for Discrete Data Sequences) Let 

X= {x(k ), k = I, 2,·· ·, n} and Y = {y(k), k = I, 2,···, n} are two discrete data sequences with 

best-fitted polynomial spline functions of order ( n -1), denoted by Pn-l (t) and qn-l (t) 

respectively. Then thee -similar measure in interval [I, n] is defined by: 

It is very obvious the for the classical GM(1,1) model proposed by Deng (1985), the €

similar measure in interval [2, n] is: 

where x~~~ (t) is the best-fitted polynomial spline functions of order (n -1) based on the original 

data sequence { x (o) (1 ),x(o) (2 ), · · · ,"_x(o) ( n)} and .X~~~ (t) is the best-fitted polynomial spline 

functions of order (n -I) based on the filtered data sequence { _x(o) (I), _x(o) ( 2), · · ·, _x(o) ( n)}. As to 
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the predictability power in interval [ n + 1, n + k], we just need to evaluate the e -similarity 

measure on the interval [ n + 1, n + k] . 

If the inequality holds, then the k -step extrapolation can be performed with high accuracy. 
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The e -similarity measure proposed here is actual measuring the geometric similarity between 

two functions defined on the common domain. It will catches up the full functional relation 

including linear and non-linear parts. We expect that it will play an important roles in the 

generalization of classical GM(l,l) model as well as in the grey relational analysis although the 

complexity from the computing best-fitted polynomial function will be inevitable. 

3.11.5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigate the nature of GM( 1,1) model in terms of a variational viewpoint. 

Form the analysis performed in this paper, we conclude that standard GM(1,1) model is a 

variational problem with differential equation as its constraint. Furthermore, the efficiency of 

GM(l,l) model depends upon the choice ofthe constraint (shadow) differential equation. The 

clear message from the variational analysis is GM(l,l) model proposed by Deng (1985) do enjoy 

the easiness and efficiency in modelling the discrete positive data sequence as long as the 1-AGO 

data sequence possesses grey exponential trend. 

However, the classical GM(l, 1) does not warrant the model accuracy as well the extrapolation 

capability, therefore it is necessary to use the best-fitted polynomial of order (n -1) as constraint 

function in order to reach high data-assimilation requirement, although the convenience of 

GM(l , 1) model will be totally lost. A possible remedy is to use the extended GM(l, 1) model 

based on the coupling principle (Guo et al., 2006a, 2006b), in which the differential equation 

constraint function is chosen in terms of e -similarity measure, between the constraint function 

and the best-fitted polynomial of order ( n -1). 
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3.12.1 Introduction 

The first-order one-variable grey differential equation model, abbreviated as GM(l,l) model, 

requires very small sample size, as little as four sample points (Guo et al., 2004), but the modelling 

may result in very high predictability. Furthermore, the parameter estimation in GM(l , 1) model is 

obtained using a simple regression, which is offered in any beginning statistics or data analysis 

course. A simple Excel spreadsheet can facilitate the necessary computations. Therefore the 

advantage for modellers to use GM(l, 1) model is very obvious. However, what is the rationale of 

GM(l , 1) modelling on observational data is unclear and will become an obstacle for engineers and 

managers armed with statistical analysis to accept GM(l , l) modelling idea and apply it in their 

practices solidly. Also, it is observed that GM(l , 1) model possesses a feature of data assimilation. 

The goodness-of-fit is not always convincing. 

In other words, the standard GM(l , l) model, proposed by Deng (1985) is oflimited 

applicability. It is necessary to further explore the nature ofGM(l , l), identify the underlying 

mechanism leading to modelling success and extend it to wider modelling families. In this paper, 

we examine the three basic component models- simple regression model, differential equation 

model, and difference model in GM(l , l) model. The component-level model explorations will 

lead us to have a better picture of GM(l , 1) modelling dynamics: it is a coupled differential 

equation and regression. The differential equation plays the role as constraint and defines the basic 

formation of regression model, while the appropriate form of regression model plays the role to 

estimate the two parameters assimilated by data. We state such coupling nature in GM(l , l) 

modelling as co piing principle, and also explore the potential extensions to Deng's GM(l , l) 

model. 

3.12.2 A Brief Review on Standard GM(1,1) Model 

The success ofGM(1 ,1) model lies on the following two aspects: data treatments and the 

conversion of a constrained L2 -optimization problem into a simple regression modelling exercise. 

Definition 1: (GM(l, 1) model). Given a discrete positive real-valued (equal-spaced) data 

sequence.x<0
) =(x(O) (1) , i 0

) (2) , ... , x <O) (n) ,) equation 

which is coupled with the differential equation: 

(l) 
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dx(l) (t) 
-~+ f3x(t) (t) =a 

dt 
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(2) 

is called a one-variable first order grey differential equation (GM(l,l) model) with respect to time 

series sequencexf'OJ = (i0)(1), x<O) (2), ... , x<O) (n)), where 

zCt) ( k) = ~ [ x (t) ( k) + x (tl ( k -1) J 
k 

x(1)(k)= :Lx(o)(i) (3) 

·i= l 

k = 2,···,n 

where fJ is called the developing coefficient, a is the grey input, and x(OJ is called a grey derivative 

and i 1l(k) is called the kth I-AGO (accumulative generation operator) value. Furthermore, the 

(coupled) differential equation dx(1)/dt + ~x(t) =a (in equation 2) is called the whitenization 

differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential equation equation 1. 

The unknown parameter values ( o.,/3) can be determined in terms of a standard regression. 

Equation 1 can be re-written as in a simple regression form: 

(4) 

with 

Y = x (o) (k) x = -z(t) (k) k = 2 3 · · · n 
k ' k ' ' ' ' 

(5) 

The parameter estimate (a,b) can be obtained from equation 6. 

(6) 

where 

- z (ll(2) 

X= 
-z(') (3) 

' y = (7) 

The grey filtering-prediction equation is: 

_xCOJ (k) = _xCi l (k )- _xCil (k -1) (8) 
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where 

(9) 

The typical goodness-of-fit measure ofGM(l , l) model is the (absolute) relative error, i.e. 

(10) 

and the model efficiency is defined as: 

1 n 

E=-Ie(i) 
n -1 i=2 

(ll) 

A critical feature of (classical) GM(l , 1) model proposed by Deng (1985) is performed with 

respect to a discrete positive data sequence. 

3.12.3 The Three Component Models in GM(1,1) Modelling Mechanism 

3.12.3.1 The Difference Equation in GM(1,1) Modelling 

It is obvious that if we rewrite equation 1, we will obtain a (nonhomogeneous) first-order 

difference equation, 

For notational convenience, denote uk = x(') (k ), u*_, = x('l (k -1) , A= a/(1 + 0.5(3), and 

B = -(1- 0.5f3)/ (1 + 0.5(3) , then equation 12 will be in a standard form of first-order difference 

equation, 

u1+1 +Bu1 =A, I= k-1, k = 2,-··,n 

(12) 

(13) 

Denote E as forward shift operator, i.e., Eu1 = u1+1 , then, the homogeneous equation of equation 

13, is; 

( E +B) u1 = 0, I= k -1, k = 2,- · ·, n (14) 

With general solution, 
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u1 =v(-B)', l=k-l, k=2,- ··, n (15) 

where v is a constant determined by initial condition. Then the solution to equation 13 is, 

u =x(t)(k)= a -(a -x(o)(1))(1-0.5fJ)k-t k=2 ... n 
k fJ fJ 1+0.5/l ' ' ' 

(16) 

Similar discussion will result in: 

x(o) (k) fJ (a -_xio) (1))(1-0.5/l)k-2' k=2,···,n 
1 +0.5/J fJ 1 +0.5fJ 

(17) 

The feature of difference equation embedded in GM(l , 1) model is obvious but was not 

explored initially. The relationship between difference equation solution to equation 16 and 

differential equation solution form in equation 9 were investigated later (Deng, 2002a). The logical 

explanation was probably rooted in the intention for introducing grey differential equation concept 

in the grey theory. 

3.12.3.2 The Differential Equation in GM(l,l) Modelling 

Equation 2 is an ordinary first-order (nonhomogeneous) differential equation of the form: 

y'+ p(x)y = q(x) (18) 

Then the solution to equation 18 is: 

y = exp (-f p ( x) dx) [ f q ( x) exp ( f p ( x) dx) dx + c J (19) 

Therefore the solution to the constrained ordinary differential equation (ODE) in equation 2 is: 

{
y(t) =(y(O)-; }xp(-Pt)+; 

y(O) =Yo 

(20) 

What should be emphasized here is that the so-called whitenization equation (or shadow 

equation) in the coupled definition ofGM(l , l) model is a belief reflecting modellers' experiences 

on certain social, business, engineering, or natural phenomena. This belief is actually a priori in 

GM(l , l) modelling. The constraint is not necessarily assimilated by actual data sampled, i.e. the 

constraint ordinary differential equation should be changed according to the data structure. 
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3.12.3.3 The Regression Model in GM(l,l} Modelling 

No matter the solution derived from the differential equation or from the shadow differential 

equation, the parameter pair (a, /3) in the solution remains unknown. The quickest way to seek (a, 

/3) is to fit a simple regression model shown in equation 4 to 7. The common practices in current 

GM(l , 1) modell ing are ignoring the goodness-of-fit of the simple regression itself. What will be 

extracted from simple regression modelling is merely to obtain the estimate of parameter pair, 

denoted by (a, b). The information on the estimated standard deviations is ignored because of the 

extremely small sample size. We are also aware that parameters from a regression with a 

goodness-of-fit measure will offer model efficiency for the GM(l , l) model. 

As we pointed out after the definition of GM(l , l) model, the coupling of the simple 

regression and difference equation is imposed. However, we must pointed out that the coupling of 

the simple regression and difference equation is intrinsic. 

3.12.4 A Variational Explanation on the Coupling 

We should emphasize here, the definition ofGM(l , l) model couples a simple regression and a 

differential equat ion together. In grey theory literature, this coupling is explicitly implied by the I

AGO term appeared in equation 3. Let us examine the logic underlying the coupling definition. 

Mathematically, we can state equation 1 and 2 in the following optimization problem: 

1 n 2 

min-I ( x(t) (i)- x~~s (i)) 
a,p ,y 2 i=l 

s.t. (21) 

dx(t) (t) 
_ ____,_....:.... + f3 x(t) (t) = a 

dt 

This is a standard variational problem of searching a functional i 1)(t) minimizing 

J ~ [ p }'I (i)-}.2, (i) )' Vz under a constant coefficient first -order I in ear ordinary differential 

equation dx( 1)(t)ldt + flx( 1)(t) = a as constraint, where ri1)(0) is the initial value for the 

differential equat ion. 
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To obtain the parameter (a, /3, /), it is necessary to investigate the Lagrangian function £, 

Where>. and J-t are the Lagrangian multipliers. The necessary conditions for obtaining 

unconstrained minimum are, 

o£, 
-(-1) =0 ox 
o£, = 0 
oM 
o£, = 0 
oe 

Where M = (f..L, >. f and er = (a, (3, 1) . The first equation of equation 23 leads to the so-called 

(22) 

(23) 

adjoint equation, the second equation recovers model equation (constraint) and the last equation 

giVeS the gradientS With respeCt tO (control parameter) eT = ( a,f3,/). 

The Euler's Equation is: 

o£, d o£, - ( (1) (1) ) ( ) ' ( ) -
- (1) - - , - X - X obs + {3)... t -A t - 0 
ox dt o(x(1)) 

And the adjoint equation is: 

!
d:;t) = (3>.. (t)+ ( x(1) - x~~s) 
>.. (r1 ) = o 

The solution to the constraint is: 

Then we can obtain the expression for >.(t) via multiple factor e131
, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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, ( ) _ 1 ( a l -2fJT1 1 (a (t) (o)] - fJT1 ef3c 
A t -

2
{3 '"'( - {3 e + {3 {3 - x obs e 

__ 1 ("V _ a le -2f3c _ _!._ (a _ x (t) (o)] 
2{3 I {3 {3 {3 obs 

(27) 

The next step is to derive the first-order and second-order partial derivatives of J with respect 

to a, fJ, and 1 respectively. Based on equation 8£/ 8() = 0 , 

where 

Then 

Which gives: 

T aJ 1~ [aFr -=- - (t)dt ae o ae 

= a - ~ [(~ - ; )e-#1 + ; ] 

= (a - ~)e-PI 

oF = e- PI 
oa 
oF =-[!+(a - ~~ )t]e -PI 
a ~ 

oF = - ~ e -PI 
a, 

3.12.5 The Implementation of Control Parameter Searching 

The searching of control parameter ( a, /3, /) is just an application ofNewton-Raphson method. 

Note that the gradient vector is: 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 
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r, 

f)J -J e-fJt ).. (t)dt 
oa 0 

f)J 
r, 

- J b +(a- f3! )t]e -fJ' ).. (t)dt (32) 
8(3 

0 

f)J r, 

a, (3 J e-fJt ).. (t )dt 
0 

Recall that the searching parameters, i.e., (a, j3, /), is actually an assimilating process with 

data sampled and therefore, the integrals in equation 32 should be replaced by the summations 

respectively. In other words, equation 32 becomes, 

8J _ _!_ te-fJi)..(i) 
8a n i = I 

8J = _!_ tb+(a-f3!)i]e-fJi)..(i) 
8(3 n i = I 

f)J 

a, 

Then the second-order partial derivatives can be obtained. 

a2~ = _ _!_te-rn a)..(i) 
aa n i = l aa 
a2

J _1~. -fji,(•) 1~ -fjia)..(i) ----~ze A z --~e aaaj3 n i=I n i=l a{3 
a 2 J = - _!_ t e- fji a).. ( i) 

aaa, n i=l a, 
a 

2 

~ = _!_ t (-1 i) e-fi i).. ( i) + _!_ t [ 1 + (a - !3!) i] (- i) e- fi i).. ( i) 
a{3 n i=I n i=I 

+ _!_ t [I + (a - /3!) i] e-fli a).. ( i) 
n i=I aj3 

a2 J = _!_ t [1- f3i]e -fli).. (i) + _!_ t [I+ (a- !3! )i]e-fii a).. (i) 
a {3a, n i=l n i=l a, 
a2 ~ = f3 _!_ t e-fii a).. (i) 
a, n i=l a, 

(33) 

(34) 

In equation 34, it has three parameters, and therefore there are six equations. It is obvious that 
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the first-order partial derivatives of\ with respect to a,~ and 1 are required. Note that: 

The searching is just an iterated scheme. 

-(n+l) 
Q 

j3(n+l) 

-(n+l) 
'Y 

3.12.6 The Principle to Extend GM(l,l) Model 
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(35) 

(36) 

We observe that solution in the variational problem depends upon the formation of the constraint 

differential equat ion. The object function, particularly, the theoretical form of x(') (·) comes from 

constraint differential equation. In Deng's (1985) GM(l ,1) model, the parameters involved in 

GM(1 ,1) model are only two, which reflects the small sample size restriction and secures the 

feasibility of inference based on small sample. Furthermore, the entries of regression model 

matrix, denoted by X=(xy), are calculated by AGO or IAGO operations from sampled data 

sequence .x<oJ = { x (o) ( 1), x(o) ( 2), · · ·, x(o) ( n)} or assigned value "1 " . As to the form of the shadow 

differential equat ion, the requirements are also straightforward: only two parameters involved in 

the obtainable solution form. 

The success of GM( 1,1) model does not prevent us learning from an elementary fact that the 

efficiency of GM( 1,1) model depends upon the sampled data. An important index of the potential 

degree of data assimilation is the class ratio. 
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(o) _ x(o) ( k -1) _ 
u ( k) - (o) , k - 2, 3,. · ·, n 

X (k) 
(37) 

If cr(o) ( k) E ( e -zj (n+Z), i / (n+Z) ) for k=2,3, .. . ,n (Deng, 2002a) then I-AGO can secure the grey 

exponential trend of I-AGO sequence x(tl = {x(tl(I),x(1)(2),··· , x(1\n)} where 

x(') ( k) = 2:::~= 1 x(o) (J) such that the degree of data assimilation will be high. 

However, the behavior of sampling data from unknown system is not controllable or 

predictable and therefore we often face the situations that standard GM( 1,1) model does not fit the 

data well. The diversity of real-world needs us to facilitate more potential grey differential 

equation models satisfying the following principle: 

(i) The shadow (constraint) differential equation dx(')/dt = F (t,x('); B) must be solvable with the 

two parameters, denoted by B, and accordingly defines the form of regression model for 

parameter estimation. 

(ii) The two-parameter regression model defined by the shadow differential equation must takes 

linear form in the two parameters with data sequence xeo) as observation vector y and using 

mean I-AGO sequence z(l l or appropriate transformation 11( z ('l) for the construction of the 

regression model matrix. 

One of the simplest forms of the regression models in accordance with the principle stated is, 

x(o) (k)+fh{z(') (k) ]=a, k=2,3,· · ·, n (38) 

Then the shadow differential equation takes the form: 

(39) 

I.e., 

dx(l) 
dt = a- {Jr; ( x(')) (40) 

Equation 39 gives an induced family of appropriate shadow differential equation satisfying 

Principle (i) and (ii). Hence, it will be worthwhile to investigate the appropriate choice of the 
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couple of regression model and constraint differential equation model for potential extensions to 

Deng's (1985) GM(l , 1) models in the next section. 

3.12.7 Families of Shadow Differential Equations 

In this section, we will explore some families suitable to meet the requirements as shadow 

differential equation. 

3.12.7.1 The Differential Equation with Separable Variables 

The basic form of separable-variable equation is: 

J; (t)g1 (x)dt+ J; (t)g2 (x)dx = 0 

I.e. , 

For example, J; = {31; and g2=g1/y, then a functional of form y = ae-f31 may obtained. The 

regression model coupled by the constraint is, 

x(o) (k) =-J; (k;B)g1 ( z(t) (k) )j(J; (k)g2 ( z(t) (k) )) 

3.12.7.2 The Homogeneous Differential Equation 

The basic form of the homogeneous differential equation is, 

Let u=x/t, then we obtain: 

f du 
lnt = +c 

F(u)-u 

For example, F(u) - u =o:exp( -,Bu)+ 1, then, 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 
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The regression model should take the form: 

For model conveniences, F( ·;B) should generate a linear additive form. 

3.12.7.3 The Linear Differential Equation 

The basic form of the linear differential equation is: 

Then the solution to equation 48 is, 

dx 
-+ p(t)x = q(t) 
dt 

x = exp(- fp(t)dt)[ Jq (t )exp( fp( u )du)dt + c J 
For example, let p(t) =,Band q(t) = t 1(1 + {3t)2

, then 

1 
x= 2 ( )+cexp(-[Jt) 

fJ 1 + [Jt 

This is a direct generalization to GM(l, 1) model , the regression model is: 

x(o) (k)+ p(k)zPl (k) =q(k) , k=2,3,-··,n 

3.12.7.4 Differential Equation of Form x = F(t,dx/dt) 

Let cp = dx/ dt . The equation can take the form, 

( aF) aF qJ-- dt--dqJ = 0 
at a({J 

Assuming a general solution cp = p(t,c0 ) or t = 7j;(cp,c0 ), then: 
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(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 
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X = F ( t, lp ( t, C0 ) ) 

or 

{
l=lf/(<p,c0 ) 

X= F (If/ ( lp, C0), lp) 

(53) 

For example, let F (t,<p) = j)<pt, then <p - &FI &t = <p (1- fJ ) and &FI o<p = j)t, therefore, 

dx = C t lfP-l 

dt 0 (54) 

And therefore, x = c0 j)tlff3 + c1 • The regression model associated with equation 52 takes the form: 

where 8F I 8t and 8F I 8p should generate linear functional form in t and <p . 

3.12.7.5 Lagrangian Differential Equation 

The basic form: 

where <p = dxldt .The Lagrangian equation can be changed to, 

dt 

drp 

Accordingly the regression model could be: 

x(o) { k)- f.. ( x(o) { k); a) 
1; ( x(o) { k); fJ) 

+~--~~~~--~ 

x(o) { k)- /
2 

( x(o) { k); fJ) 

Notice that the regression equation should be linear if). o: and f3 or their functions. 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 
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3.12.7.6 Clairaut Differential Equation 

The basic form: 

x=tx'+F(x') (59) 

The solution form is, 

(60) 

And the regression takes the form, 

(61) 

Where F( ·,0) should be linear in(} (a scalar parameter). 

3.12.7.7 Riccati Differential Equation 

Let cp = dx/ dt , then the basic form: 

cp = p ( t) x 2 + q ( t) x + r ( t) (62) 

Assuming a particular solution x=x1(t), perform the transformation x=x1+ llu, the original equation 

can be converted into a linear differential equation: 

du +[q(t)+2p(t)x1 (t)]u+ p(t) = 0 
dt 

(63) 

Then u=1/(x-x1), and duldt=-(dx/dt-dx1/dt)/(x-x1f Accordingly, the observational sequence 

U(O)(k)=- (x(O)(k)- X
1
(0) (k))/(z(l) (k)- Z

1
(l) (k)r 

u (I) ( k ) = 1/ ( z (l) ( k ) - z ,(') ( k ) ) 

k=2,3,··· , n 

Table 3.14.1 lists the above discussions on the extended GM(l, 1) models. 

(64) 
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Table 3.12.1 Extended GM(l, I) Models. 

Form Constraint Regression 
I J; (t)g1 (x)dt+ J; (t)g2 (x)dx = 0 x(o) ( k) = - J; ( k; B) g1 ( z(') ( k)) j ( J; ( k) g2 ( z(') ( k))) 

2 dxjdt = F(xjt) x(o) ( k) = F ( z(') ( k) / k; B) 

3 dxjdt+ p(t)x = q(t) x(o) ( k) + p ( k) z(') ( k) = q ( k) 
4 x=F(t,cp) ( x(o) (k )-a:; ( k,x(o) (k );B))- ~: ( k,x(o) (k );B)x(-l) (k) = 0 

5 x=if;(tp)+ J;(tp) 1 .t;' ( x(o) ( k); a) h ( x(o) ( k); .B) 
= + 

X( I) ( k) X(O) ( k)- J; ( X(O) ( k); a) X(O) ( k)- J; ( X(O) ( k); .B) 
6 x=ttp+F.(tp) z(') ( k) = c0k + F { c0 ; B) 
7 tp = p(t)x2 +q(t)x+r(t) u(o) ( k) + [ q ( k) + 2 p ( k) z~:) ( k) J z~') ( k) + p ( k) = 0 

3.12.7.8 Other Forms 

Forms of differential equations, for example, t = F(x,x') , or F(t,x') = 0, or F(x,x') = 0 is also 

good candidate to play the role of shadow differential equation. 

3.12.8 Conclusion 

In this paper, we examine Deng's ( 1985) GM(l, 1) model from its component-level models: the 

shadow differential equation, the regression model and the intrinsic difference model. 

Furthermore, we examine the coupling nature ofthe standard GM(l,l) model, i.e., the GM(l,l) 

model is a variat ional problem with differential equation as its constraint. The "coupling" nature 

also restricts the form of the regression model in the object function and associated AGO and 

IAGO operations whenever necessary. Based on these examinations, we state the coupling 

principle for guiding the generalization to Deng's (1985) GM(l,l) model. Seven extended 

GM(l,1) models are proposed accordingly, and they can be used when the standard GM(l,l) 

model does not work adequately. We are expecting this foundational work will provide more 

flexible and feasible GM(l,l) models for fitting small sample data with high degree of data 

assimilation capability. 
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3.13.1 Introduction 

Fuzzy uncertainty problem appeared in system reliability improvement process lies in shorting of 

system structural clarity, shorting of the underlying mechanism of the interaction between 

subsystems and shorting of overall information of the system as a whole. Accordingly, the 

methodology to solve the fuzzy reliability improvement of the complex system should be 

developed in terms ofthe basic concept of fuzzy mathematics. 

Fuzzy mathematics initiated by Zadeh (1965) facilitated a foundation dealing with vague 

phenomena in system modelling. However, the fuzzy mathematical foundation initiated by Zadeh 

(1965, 1978) is membership function and possibility measure based and widely used. The 

possibility measure was originally expected to play the role of probability measure in probability 

theory, but did not because possibility measure does not possess self-duality property as that in 

probability theory. In standard probability theory, random variable and the distribution function 

play important roles for converting set-based arguments into variable-based arguments, which 

result in great conveniences in applications. Kaufmann (1975) first proposed the concept of fuzzy 

variable with the intention of creating the counterpart in probability theory. However, 

unfortunately, Kaufmann's fuzzy variable is another name of fuzzy subset and the mathematical 

operations are difficult to handle. 

To resolve this dilemma, Liu (2004, 2006) proposed an axiomatic foundation for modelling 

fuzzy phenomena, named as credibility theory. The credibility measure possesses self-duality 

property and is able to play the role of that in probability theory. Furthermore, fuzzy variable 

concept and its distribution, which are parallel to these in probability theory, are developed. 

Furthermore, from practical point of view, the revelation of the full functional relation plays a 

critical role in system improvement analysis and therefore fuzzy correlation (i.e., standardized 

covariance) concept based on standard credibility theory, which describes a linear relation between 

two fuzzy variables, cannot facilitate a full relationship analysis between two fuzzy variables. 

However, the defining of full functional relation requires conditional credibility measure concept, 

which is impossible to handle based on Liu's standard credibility theory. 

In this paper, based on Liu's non-classical credibility measure theory, i.e., (v, ·)-credibility 

measure theory, we explore the basic property of uniform-distributed fuzzy variable and explore 

joint uniform distribution for the fuzzy bivariate variables. Then, we propose the concept of fuzzy 

copula on the ground of (v, ·)-credibility measure theory, named as credibility-copula, for the 
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characterization of the full relationship among fuzzy variables. Finally, we explore a 

decomposition of credibility-copula function into product copula and an adjusted dependence 

function. 

3.13.2 A Review of (v,·)-Credibility Measure Theory 

Let 0 be a nonempty set, and s;p ( 0) = i 9 the power set on 0 . Each element, let us say, 

A c 0, A E s;p ( 0) is called an event. A number denoted as Cr (A), 0:::; Cr (A):::; 1, is assigned to 

event A E s;p ( 0), which indicates the credibility that event A E s;p ( 0) occurs. Cr (A) satisfies 

following axioms (Liu, 2004, 2006): 

Axiom 1: Cr(0) = 1. 

Axiom 2: Cr(·) non-decreasing, i.e., Cr{A}:::; Cr{B} whenever A c B. 

Axiom3: Cr(-) isself-dual,i.e., Cr{A}+Cr{Ac}=l forany AEs;p(0). 

Axiom 4: Cr{U;A;} A 0.5 =sup[ Cr{ A;} J for any {A;} with Cr(A;) :::; 0.5. 
i 

Axiom 5: Let set functions Crk 0: 28
' --+ [0,1] satisfy Axiom 1-4, and 0 = 0, x02 x· · ·x 0 P, 

then: 

if min {cr(ek)} < 0.5 
l ~k~p 

for each (e,,e2 , •• .,(:)P) E 8. In this case, we write Cr = C~ xCr2 x ··· xCrp. 

Definition 1: Any set function Cr: s;p ( 0)--) [ 0, 1] satisfies Axiom 1-5 is called a (v, ·)

credibility measure. The triple ( 8, 28
, Cr) is called the (v, ·)-credibility measure space. 

(1) 

Definition 2: The (induced) membership function of a fuzzy variable~ on (0,s;p(0),Cr) is: 

,u(x) = (2Cf{~ = x});d, X E JR. (2) 

Conversely, for given membership function the credibility measure is determined by the credibility 

inversion theorem. 
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Theorem 3: (Liu, 2004, 2006) Let q be a fuzzy variable with membership function J-l . Then 

for'VBC IR, 

c r g E B} = _!_ (suP ,u ( x) + 1 - suP ,u ( x )) , B c JR 
2 xeB xeB c 

(3) 

As an example, if set B is degenerated into a point x, then 

Cr{q=x}=_!_(,u(x)+l-sup,u(y)), VxEIR 
2 y~x 

(4) 

Definition 4: (Liu, 2004, 2006) The credibility distribution <I>: lR ~ [ 0,1] of a fuzzy variable 

; on (e,s;p(e),cr) is: 

That is the credibility distribution <I>(x) is the accumulated credibility grade that the fuzzy 

variable q takes a value less than or equal to a real-number x E lR. Generally speaking, the 

credibility distribution <I> is neither left-continuous nor right-continuous. 

(5) 

Theorem 5: Let q be a fuzzy variable on { e , s;p (e) , Cr) with membership function ll· Then 

its credibility distribution, 

ct>(x)=_!_(sup,u(y)+l-sup,u(y)) , \fxEm 
2 y~x y >x 

Definition 6: Let <I> be the credibility distribution of the fuzzy variable q. Then function 

¢ : lR ~ [0, +oo) of a fuzzy variable q is called a credibility density function such that, 

ct>(x)= [ ,¢(y)dy, \fxE IR 

(6) 

(7) 

We now consider the credibility of an event A after it has been learned that some other event 

B has occurred. This new credibility of A is called the conditional credibility ofthe event A 

given B, denoted by Cr(A I B). 

Definition 7: Let ( 8 , 28
, Cr) be a credibility measure space and let \fA, BE 28

• Then the 

conditional credibility measure of A given B , Cr(A 1 B), 
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_ l[(2Cr(AnB))A1 (2Cr(Acns))A11 
C r (A I B ) = 2 ( 2 C r ( B ) ) t\ I + I - -'----;-( 2----'C-r (.,---B""""))~A'-1 -

Provided Cr (B) > 0 . 

3.13.3 Concepts of Bivariate Credibility-Copula 

In this section, we will explore the basic property of uniform distributed fuzzy variable and then 

the credibility distribution transformation on the ground of (v,.) -credibility measure. 

3.13.3.1 Uniform Distributed Fuzzy Variable 

(8) 

In probabilistic context, uniform distribution and the distribution transformation play very 

important roles. Let us explore whether similar developments exist on the ground of the credibility 

measure theory. We say a fuzzy variable v to be (standard) uniform distributed if its credibility 

density takes the form: 

{
1 O< x < l ¢., x= --

( ) 0 otherwise (9) 

The credibility distribution of fuzzy standard uniform variable v is: 

1
0 x < O 

Pv(x)= X O:Sx<I 

1 X 2:} 
(10) 

And thus the induced membership function for the fuzzy of fuzzy standard uniform variable v is: 

j
2.x O<x< 0.5 

f..Lv (x) = 2-2x 0.5 :S X :S 1 

0 x < Oorx>l 

(11) 

Conversely, the isosceles triangle membership located at (0,0), (0.5, 1 ), and (1,0) characterizes a 

fuzzy standard uniform-distributed variable. 
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3.13.3.2 Credibility Distribution Transformation 

Let ~ be a fuzzy variable with credibility distribution function i.P{ (-). We are interested in the 

distribution for fuzzy variable <P{ (~).Recall that the membership function for fuzzy variable ~ is, 

if cp{ (~) < 0 .5 

if lim <P{ (y) < 0.5 :S <P{ (0 
yj{ 

(12) 

if 0.5::; lim <P{ (y) 
yj{ 

Then for any given value x = <P{ (~), ~ = cp-' (x), thus we obtain the membership function for 

1

2x 0 < x < 0.5 

J.l,tW) (X)= 2- 2x 0.5 ~ X ~ 1 

0 x < 0 or x > 1 

(13) 

In other words, the transformation of a fuzzy variable by its credibility distribution will result in a 

fuzzy standard uniform distributed variable. 

3.13.3.3 Definition of Bivariate Credibility-Copula 

Similar to probabilistic copula theory, copula is a dependence index measuring a couple of two 

fuzzy variables. Let X and Y be two continuous fuzzy variable with credibility distributions <Px 

and <Pr respectively and H xr (-,·) be their joint credibility distribution. Let ][= [0, 1]. 

Definition 8: A bivariate credibility-copula is a function C: ][ x ][ -t ][such that: 

(i) C(O,x) = C(x,O) = 0 and C(1,x) = C(x, 1) = xfor all x E ][; 

(ii) C(·,-) is 2-increasing: for Va,b,c,dE][, a<b,and c<d, 

vc ([a,b] x[c,d]) = C(b,d)-C(a,d)-C(b,c) + C(a,c);::: 0 (14) 

Thefunction vc is called the C-volumeoftherectangle [a,b]x[c,d] . 
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In other words, a credibility-copula is the restriction to the unit square li x li = [ 0, 1] x [ 0, I] of a 

bivariate credibility distribution function whose margins are standard uniform. More formally, a 

copula C induces a credibility measure on li x li in terms of vc, i.e., 

1/ c ([ 0, U] X [ 0, V]) = C ( U, V) (15) 

Now let us state the credibility theoretical version of Sklar's theorem (Nelsen, 1999). 

Theorem 9: Let H be a bivariate-credibility distribution function with marginal credibility 

distributions if>x and if>y respectively. Then there exists a credibility-copula C such that 

H (x,y) = C ( if>x (x ), if>y (y )) . Conversely, for any credibility distribution functions if>x and if>y and 

any credibility-copula C, the function H defined above is a two-dimensional credibility 

distribution with margins if>x and if>y respectively. Furthermore, if if>x and if>y are continuous, the 

credibility-copula is unique. 

Based on the credibility theoretical version of Sklar's theorem, given a two-dimensional 

credibility distribution H(x,y) and marginal credibility distributions if>x and if>y, the credibility-

copula is, 

(16) 

Where the inverse of the credibility distribution denoted by p - ' (-) is defined as: 

F - 1 
( u) = sup { x I F ( x) ::::; u} (17) 

By noticing the credibility distribution transformation arguments, U = if>x (X) and 

V = if>y (Y) are fuzzy standard uniform-distributed variables on [0, 1] , the credibility-copula is the 

joint uniform credibility distribution of two uniform-distributed fuzzy variable on [ 0, 1] X [ 0, 1]. 

Therefore, credibility-copula fully describes the functional relation between two fuzzy variables. 

3.13.3.4 Properties of Bivariate Credibility-Copulas 

If C ( u, v), in nature a joint credibility uniform distribution, possesses a joint credibility density, 

denoted by 8C ( u, v )/ 8u8v, we say C ( u, v) is absolutely continuous. Given a two-dimensional 
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credibility distribution H(x, y) and marginal credibility distributions <Px and <Pr, then it can be 

shown that: 

max{<Px (x)+ <Pr (y) - 1,0} ~ H(x,y) ~ min{<Px (x) ,<Pr (y)} (18) 

Or equivalently, 

w(u, v) = max{u +v-1,0} ~ C(u, v) ~min {u , v} = w(u, v) (19) 

It can also be shown that -w ( u, v) , -w ( u, v), and x( u, v) = uv are credibility-copulas. We also 

note that for continuous fuzzy variables X and Y: 

(i) If and only if X and Yis an increasing function ofthe other, then C(u, v) = w(u, v); 

(ii) If and only if X and Y is a decreasing function of the other, then C ( u, v) = -w ( u, v); 

(iii) If and on ly if X and Yare independent; 

Then C(u, v) = x (u , v) = uv (which is referred to as product copula). 

3.13.3.5 Archimedean Family of Bivariate Credibility-Copulas 

Paralleling to probabilistic copula theory, the Archimedean credibility-copula is a function C : 

li X li ---t li defined by the generator c/J such that, 

C(u, v) = ¢ H ( ¢(u )+ c/J (v)) 

where ¢ H is the pseudo-inverse of ¢ : 

¢ H (t) = ~¢- ' (t) t E [0, ¢ (0)] 

0 t >¢(0) 

(20) 

(21) 

The generator ¢ : IT ---t [ 0, oo] , which is a strictly monotone decreasing and continuous convex 

function. An important property of Archimedean copula family is the associativity: i.e., 

C ( C ( u, v), w) = C ( u, C ( v, w)). A simple example of Archimedean copula is the generator takes 

the form In ( (1- 0(1- t ))jt) and the generating copula is C (u, v) = uv/(1- 0(1- u )(1-v )) . 
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3.13.4 A Decomposition of Bivariate Copulas 

Recently, Dos Anjos (2005) pointed out that in probabilistic context there exists a local 

dependence measure, which provides explicit and precise information of the underlying 

dependence structure and helps to reformulate bivariate distribution and associated copula. Now 

let us to explore the parallel developments on the ground of credibility theory. 

Definition 10: (Expected value and variance) Let X be a fuzzy variable with credibility 

distribution fl>x. If 

lim q} X (X) = 0, lim@ X (X) = 1 
x~-oo x~oo 

~ ~ 

And the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral J xdfl>x (x) is finite, then we define J xdfl>x (x) as the 
- no 

expected value offuzzy variable X and denoted by E[X]. Furthermore, we define 

E[(x -E[XJf] as the variance of fuzzy variable and denoted by V[X]. 

Definition 11: (Covariance) Let two fuzzy variables X and Yhave a bivariate credibility 

distribution H(x,y) and the two marginal credibility distributions fl>x and fl>r with finite 

expected values E[X] and E[Y] respectively. Then E[(x -E[X])(Y -E[Y])] and 

E[(x -E[X])(Y -E[Y])]/(~v[x]~V[YJ) are called the covariance and correlation offuzzy 

variables X and Y respectively. 

Remark 12: Under certain conditions, it can be shown that, 

00 :>0 

E[(x -E[X])(Y - E[Y])] = J J (x-E[X])(y-E[Y])dH(x,y) 
-oo - oo 

Definition 13: Let two fuzzy variables X and Y have a bivariate credibility distribution 

H(x,y) and the two marginal credibility distributions fl>x and fl>y. The underlying Spearman 

(22) 

(23) 

function PH isthecorrelationcoefficientbetween 19{fl>x (X)~fl>x (x)} and 19 {fl>r (Y) ~fl>r (Y)} 

for each (x,y) E[-oo,oo]x[-oo,oo] , 
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( ) H(x, y )- c!> x (x )Pr (Y ) 
PH x, y = ~Px (x)P r (y)(l- Px (x))(l - Pr (y )) 

Similarly, for copulas: 

Pc (u , v) = C(u, v):-uv 
~uv(l-u)(l-v) 
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(24) 

(25) 

Theorem 14: Let two fuzzy variables X and Y have a bivariate credibility distribution 

H(x,y) and the two marginal credibility distributions <Px and <Pr with associated copula C(u, v) , 

then, 

C(u, v) = uv+ Pc (u , v)~uv(l-u )(1- v) (26) 

and 

Furthermore, 

PH ( <l>x (x),<Pr (y)) = Pc (u , v) (28) 

forall (x,y)E[-oo,oo]x[-oo,oo] such that u=<Px (x) and v=<Pr(Y)· 

Remark 15: As a common sense, the product copula, x (u , v) , represents non-dependence or 

independence. The value of product copula, x (u, v) , measures the degree of independence. The 

alternative representation of copula reveals a fundamental fact that the degree of dependence 

between two fuzzy variables is the sum of the product copula factor x (u , v) = uv and an adjusted 

local dependence factor, D(u, v). In this sense, copula is a quantity composed of two factors: 

independence measure and dependence measure. Therefore, the distance between copula, C ( u, v) 

and the product copula, x ( u , v) , D ( u, v) = C ( u, v)- x ( u, v), measures the true degree of 

dependence, i.e. , the degree apart from independence. While Pc is the standardized true degree of 

dependence in a local sense, i.e., at about given point ( u, v) E TI x TI . 

The decomposition of a copula help us a refined understanding of the measure of dependence. 

For example, let C(u, v) = uvj(l- 0(1-u )(1- v)), then D(u, v) = uv(t-1/(1- 0(1-u )(1- v))) 



r 
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measures the pure bivariate dependence. Another is, C ( u, v) = uv + ()uv (1- u) (1- v) , 1()1 ~ 1 , then 

D(u, v) = uv()(1-u)(1-v) and Pc (u, v) = ()~uv(l-u)(1-v) . 

3.13.5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we heavily reviewed the related work on (v, ·)-credibility measure theory. Based on 

the review, we propose the concept of copula for bivariate fuzzy variables, called as credibility

copula, which is a bivariate uniform credibility distribution in the sense of the credibility measure 

theory. Parallel to the basic understanding in probabilistic copula, we regard the credibility-copula 

to be a measure of the full bivariate dependence. Furthermore, we establish a decomposition of 

credibility-copula. The decomposition explicitly reveals that copula is a total measure of 

independence as well as dependence and only the removal of the product copula component from 

the copula could accurately describe the true dependence between the two fuzzy variables. We 

must point out that the mathematical formulation developments for credibility-copula and the 

decomposition are similar to those in the probabilistic copula theory. However, the underlying 

mechanism on the ground of credibility theory is different from that on the ground of probability 

theory because credibility measure theory and probability measure theory describe different 

phenomena: one is fuzzy uncertainty and other is random uncertainty although we did not explore 

the bivariate uniform credibility distribution in details. 
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3.14.1 Introduction 

Fuzzy uncertainty problem appeared in system reliability improvement process lies in the shorting 

of system structural clarity, the shorting ofthe underlying mechanism of the interaction between 

subsystems, and the shorting of overall information of the system as a whole. Accordingly, the 

methodology to solve the fuzzy reliability improvement of the complex system should be 

developed, in terms of the basic concept of fuzzy mathematics. 

Fuzzy mathematics initiated by Zadeh (1965) facilitated a foundation dealing with vague 

phenomena in system modelling. However, the fuzzy mathematical foundation initiated by Zadeh 

(1965, 1978) is based on a membership function and a possibility measure, and are widely used. 

The possibility measure was originally expected to play the role of probability measure in 

probability theory, but did not because possibility measure does not possess self-duality property 

as that in probability theory. In standard probability theory, random variable and the distribution 

function play important roles for converting set-based arguments into variable-based arguments, 

which result in great conveniences in applications. Kaufmann (1975) first proposed the concept of 

fuzzy variable with the intention of creating the counterpart in probability theory. However, 

unfortunately, Kaufmann ' s fuzzy variable is another name of fuzzy subset and the mathematical 

operations are difficult to handle. 

To resolve this dilemma, Liu (2004, 2006) proposed an axiomatic foundation for modelling 

fuzzy phenomena, named as credibility theory. The credibility measure possesses self-duality 

property and is able to play the role of that in probability theory. Furthermore, fuzzy variable 

concept and its distribution, which are parallel to these in probability theory, are developed. 

Furthermore, from practical point of view, the revelation of the full functional relation plays a 

critical role in system improvement analysis and therefore fuzzy correlation (i.e., standardized 

covariance) concept based on standard credibility theory, which describes a linear relation between 

two fuzzy variables, cannot facilitate a full relationship analysis between two fuzzy variables. 

However, the defining of full functional relation requires conditional credibility measure concept, 

which is impossible to handle based on Liu's standard credibility theory. 

In a recent paper, Guo et al. (2006a, 2006b) proposed the credibility-copula concept and 

explored its fundamental decomposition. However, unless the functional form of a copula is 

available, there will be no practical usage of credibility-copulas in system reliability 
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improvements. In this paper, we propose a kernel-estimation based on the maximum entropy 

principle under the framework of (v, ·)-credibility measure theory. 

3.14.2 A Review of (v,·)-Credibility Measure Theory 

Let e be a nonempty set, and \,}3 (e)= 29 the power set on e. Each element, let us say, 
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A c e, A E \,}3 (e) is called an event. A number denoted as Cr (A) , 0 ::;; Cr (A) ::;; 1, is assigned to 

event A E \,}3 (e), which indicates the credibility that event A E \,}3 (e) occurs. Cr (A) satisfies 

following axioms (Liu, 2004, 2006): 

Axiom 1: Cr (e) = 1. 

Axiom 2: Cr(-) non-decreasing, i.e., Cr{ A}::;; Cr{B} whenever A c B. 

Axiom 3: Cr O is self-dual, i.e., Cr {A}+ Cr { Ac} = 1 for any A E \,}3 (e). 

Axiom4: Cr{Ui4}A0.5=sup[Cr{4}] forany {Ai} with Cr(4)::;; 0.5. 
i 

Axiom 5: Let set functions Crk (-) : 2e. ---7 [ 0, 1] satisfy Axiom 1-4, and e = e, X e2 X ••• X e p' 

then: 

if min {cr ( ek )} < 0.5 
l :o:; k :-=; p 

Definition 1: Any set function Cr : \,}3 (e) ~ [ 0, 1] satisfies Axiom 1-5 is called a ( v, ·)

credibility measure. The triple ( 8, 29
, Cr) is called the (v, ·)-credibility measure space. 

(1) 

Definition 2: The (induced) membership function of a fuzzy variable ~ on ( e, \,}3 (e) , Cr) is: 

,u(x) = (2crg = x})l'd, X E R (2) 

Conversely, for given membership function the credibility measure is determined by the credibility 

inversion theorem. 
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Theorem 3: (Liu, 2004, 2006) Let ~be a fuzzy variable with membership function J.L. Then 

for 'VB C lR, 

Cr{~ E B} =.!_(sup JL( x) + 1-sup JL(x )), B c 1R 
2 xeB xeBc 

(3) 

As an example, if set B is degenerated into a point x, then 

(4) 

Definition 4: (Liu, 2004, 2006) The credibility distribution <I>: lR ~ [ 0, 1] of a fuzzy variable 

~on (e,~,p(e) ,Cr) is: 

<D ( x) = cr { e E e 1~ (e) ~ x} 

That is the credibility distribution <I> ( x) is the accumulated credibility grade that the fuzzy 

variable ~ takes a value less than or equal to a real-number x E lR. Generally speaking, the 

credibility distribution <I> is neither left-continuous nor right-continuous. 

(5) 

Theorem 5: Let ~ be a fuzzy variable on { e, l,p (e) , Cr) with membership function Jl. Then 

its credibility distribution, 

ci>( x) =.!(sup JL(y)+ 1-sup JL(Y)J, \fx EiR 
2 y$x y>x 

Definition 6: Let <I> be the credibility distribution of the fuzzy variable ~.Then function 

¢ : lR ~ [0, +oo) of a fuzzy variable ~ is called a credibility density function such that, 

<D(x)= f~ ¢(y)dy, VxElR 

(6) 

(7) 

We now consider the credibility of an event A after it has been learned that some other event 

B has occurred. This new credibility of A is called the conditional credibility ofthe event A 

given B, denoted by Cr(A I B) . 

Definition 7: Let ( e, 28 ,Cr) be a credibility measure space and let 'VA,B E 213
• Then the 

conditional credibility measure of A given B, Cf (A I B), 
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_ 1[(2Cr(AnB))td (2cr(Acns))A11 
C r (A I B) = 2 ( 2 C r( B)) J\ I + I - ~( 2----'C-r(-,--B"""'""') )--'-/\'----1 - (8) 

Provided Cr(B) > 0. 

3.14.3 Kernel Estimation of 1-Dimensional Credibility Distribution 

Finding an estimated credibility distribution based on observed data from a fuzzy variable is very 

critical task in practices because a serious researcher has to defend an important principle, 

objectiveness. In other words, we should establish the credibility distribution in terms of data 

information collected objectively from the fuzzy variable itself. We will explore a nonparametric 

approach, kernel estimation under maximum entropy principle. 

3.14.3.1 Kernel Estimation in Probability Theory 

Definition 8: A kernel is a function K ( x) = Cl'i: (llxln mapping from JRd to [ 0, oo) , where l'i: 0 is 
no 

a piecewise nonnegative monotone decreasing function such that J l'l: (r )dr < oo and c is a 
0 

constant. 

Two common kernels used in statistics theory are Gaussian kernel , (l/ &)exp( -llxll2 
/2), and 

Epanechikov kernel, (3/4)(1-llxllz). For finite support, both kernel reduced to K(x/h) = 0 , if 

llxll > h , where parameter h > 0 is called the bandwidth for the kernel function K. For bivariate 

case, the Epanechikov product kernel takes the form, 

K (x,y;h) = { t6 (I- (i]~~~ I-~~ rJ (9) 

otherwise 

And the Epanechikov radial kernel takes the form: 

(10) 
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where x andy are coordinates. 

For data assimilation purpose, for a one-dimensional data sample {x1,x2 , · • ·,xn} the 

credibility kernel density takes a form: 

(11) 

While for the two-dimensional case, data sample {(xpy1 ),(x2 ,y2 ), ···,(xn,yn)}, the credibility 

kernel density takes the form: 

1 n 

h (x,y) = -l:K(x,y;h) 
nh i=l 

(12) 

It is obvious that in order to have the highest degree of data assimilation an optimal 

bandwidth h > 0 has to be selected. Different from inference in the probabilistic sense, the 

inference on the ground of credibility theory must develop its own criterion. One of the criteria is 

the maximum entropy principle. 

3.14.3.2 Maximum Entropy Principle 

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty. The entropy ofDe Luca and Termini (1972) characterizes 

uncertainty resulting primarily from the linguistic vagueness rather than resulting from 

information deficiency, and vanishes when the fuzzy variable takes all the values with membership 

degree 1. However, we hope that the degree of uncertainty is 0 when the fuzzy variable 

degenerates to a crisp number, and is maximum when the fuzzy variable is an equipossible one, 

i.e., all values have the same possibility. In order to meet such a requirement, Li and Liu (2005) 

provided a new definition based on credibility measure. 

Definition 9: (Fuzzy Entropy) Let ~ be a continuous fuzzy variable defined on credibility 

space ( 8, 28
, Cr), then, 

00 

H[~]= J s(cr({o:~(O)=u}))du (13) 
-oo 

where 

S (t) = -t lnt-(1-t)ln(l-t) (14) 
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Similar to the probabilistic counterpart, given some constraints, there are possibly infinitely 

many members in the family of membership functions. The maximum entropy principle provides a 

guideline that it is possible to select the membership function that maximizes the value of entropy 

and satisfies the given constraints. The selection of membership function is in nature to maximize 

the entropy function by searching the appropriate parameter-values. 

In mathematical language: 

maxH[e] 
n 

s.t. 

where II is the parameter space and the parameter constraint is ((II)= (0 • 

3.14.3.3 Maximum Entropy Kernel Estimation of 1-Dimensional Credibility 
Distribution 

Therefore, the arguments will follow the route, which starts from credibility kernel density to 

credibility distribution, then to the induced membership function and finally reaches the fuzzy 

entropy. 

(15) 

For one-dimensional case, given the sample{x"x2 ,· · ·,xn }, the credibility kernel density is 

n 

J;, (x) = (Ijnh) EK ((x;- x)jh), then the credibility distribution takes the form: 
i=l 

cP x (X) = _l t J K (X; - U ) du 
nh i = l -oo h 

(16) 

Thus the membership function can be determined by, 

_3_t f K[X; -u)du 
nh i= l h -oo 

ifcPx (x) < 0.5 

P,x (x)= if limcPx (Y)<0.5:ScPx(x) 
y Tx 

(17) 

if 0.5 :Slim cPx (y) 
yfx 

Notice that, 
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Cr( { e: e(e) =X})= !(J.L(x )+ 1-sup J.L(Y )) 
2 y<x 

(18) 

Then the fuzzy entropy will be bandwidth-dependent, 

00 

H[e;h]= J sh(cr({e:e(e)=u}))du (19) 
-oo 

However, we notice that the setting of constraints is extracting from data evidences and will 

be difficult for most of the engineering circumstances. Therefore, we suggest an empirical object 

function for parameter searching since the optimal value of the data-dependent object function has 

to reflect the constraints specified by system performance data implicitly. The data constrained 

object function is the average of entropies evaluated at {x"x2 ,··· ,xn }, i.e., 

1 n 

J(h I X 1,x2 ,···,xn) =-LH[~ = x;;h] 
n i = I 

(20) 

Notice that as n -too, Jh -t H[~;h] asymptotically with parameter constrained by data structure. 

Finally, the seeking optimal bandwidth value is just a problem of: 

(21) 

Or alternatively, search the solution of the equation, denoted by h: 

(22) 

Once the optimal bandwidth, h, is obtained, the maximum entropy kernel credibility 

distribution based on sample data {x"x2 ,···,xN} will be obtained, denoted by, <Px,h (x). 

Accordingly, the values ofthe kernel credibility distribution at the points {x"x2 , .. ·,xN } will be 

denoted by { u" u2 , • .. , un} , where ui = Px,h (xi), i = 1, 2, · · ·, n. Similarly, the kernel credibility 

distribution <Pr,h (y) can be obtained and values of the kernel credibility distribution at the points 

{y"y2 ,.··,yn} will be denoted by {v"v2 , .. ·,vn}, where vi =<Pr.h(yi), i=l,2,.··,n. 
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3.14.4 Kernel Estimation of Bivariate Credibility-Copula 

Bivariate credibility-copula is in nature a bivariate joint uniform distribution. However, the copula 

representation has an advantage of its simple form, particularly, the one-parameter copula family. 

This feature may make the data assimilation process easier than that of the kernel estimation of the 

credibility distribution directly. 

3.14.4.1 Bivariate Credibility-Copula and One-Parameter Copula Family 

Similar to probabilistic copula theory, copula is a dependence index measuring a couple of two 

fuzzy variables. Let X and Y be two continuous fuzzy variable with credibility distributions Px 

and Pr respectively and H xr ( ·, ·) be their joint credibility distribution. Let IT= [ 0, 1]. 

Definition 10: A bivariate credibility-copula is a function C: IT x IT---> IT such that: 

(i) C(O,x) = C(x,O) = 0 and C(l,x) = C(x, 1) = xfor all x E IT; 

(ii) C(·,·) is 2-increasing: for \la,b,c, d E IT, a< b , and c < d, 

vc ([a,b] x[c,d]) = C(b,d)-C(a,d)-C(b,c)+C(a,c) ~ 0 

Thefunction vc is called the C -volumeoftherectangle [a,b]x[c,d]. 

(23) 

In other words, a credibility-copula is the restriction to the unit square IT x IT =[0, 1] x [ 0, 1] of a 

bivariate credibility distribution function whose margins are standard uniform. More formally, a 

copula C induces a credibility measure on IT x IT in terms of vc , i.e., 

vc ([O,u]x[O, v]) = C(u, v) (24) 

Now let us state the credibility theoretical version of Sklar' s theorem (Nelson, 1999). 

Theorem 11: Let Hbe a bivariate-credibility distribution function with marginal credibility 

distributions Px and Pr respectively. Then there exists a credibility-copula C such that 

H (x,y) = C ( Px (x ), Pr (y )) . Conversely, for any credibility distribution functions Px and Pr 

and any credibility-copula C, the function H defined above is a two-dimensional credibility 

distribution with margins Px and Pr respectively. Furthermore, if Px and Pr are continuous, the 

credibility-copula is unique. 
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Based on the credibility theoretical version of Sklar's theorem, given a two-dimensional 

credibility distribution H (x,y) and marginal credibility distributions iPx and iPy, the credibility-

copula is, 

(25) 

Where the inverse of the credibility distribution denoted by p-' (-) is defined as: 

F - 1 
( u) =sup {xI F ( x)::; u} (26) 

By noticing the credibility distribution transformation, U = iPx (X) and V = iPy (Y) are fuzzy 

standard uniform-distributed variables on [ 0, I], the credibility-copula is the bivariate joint uniform 

credibility distribution of two uniform-distributed fuzzy variable on [0, l]x[O,l]. Therefore, 

credibility-copula fully describes the functional relation between two fuzzy variables. 

Paralleling to probabilistic copula theory, the Archimedean credibility-copula is a function C: 

IT x IT ~ IT defined by the generator ¢ such that, 

c ( u' v) = q)- IJ ( ¢ ( u) + ¢ ( v)) 

where q;H is the pseudo-inverse of ¢ : 

¢H (t) = ~¢-0
1 
(t) t E [o,¢(o)] 

t > ¢(0) 

(27) 

(28) 

The generator ¢: IT ~ [ 0, oo] , which is a strictly monotone decreasing and continuous convex 

function. An important property of Archimedean copula family is the associativity: i.e., 

C ( C ( u, v), w) = C ( u, C ( v, w)). A simple example of Archimedean copula is the generator takes 

the form In ( (1- 0(1- t ))/t) and the generating copula is C (u, v) = uv/(1- a (1- u )(1- v )) . One-

parameter bivariate copula is not necessarily an Archimedean copula. A typical example is 

C(u,v)=uv+auv(l-u)(l-v) , lal::;l. 
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3.14.4.2 Entropy Kernel Estimation of One-Parameter Bivariate Credibility
Copula 

In terms of the previous arguments, for bivariate sample data {(xP y1 ), (x2, y2 ), · · ·, (xn,Yn )} , the 

entropy kerne l estimated bivariate uniform values are { (up v, ),(u2 , v2 ), · • ·,( un, vn)}. 

Recall that a copula, C (u, v), in nature a bivariate joint credibility uniform distribution, 

possesses a joint credibility density, denoted by 8 2C ( u, v )/ auav ' we say c ( u, v) is absolutely 

continuous. Given a two-dimensional credibility distribution H(x,y) and marginal credibility 

distributions Px and Pr , then its associated copula is C(u, v). Conversely, given a copula 

C ( u, v) and marginal credibility distributions Px and Pr, then the bivariate joint distribution 

H(x,y) can be found. 

The joint bivariate membership function is defined by, 

JL(x,y) = (2Cr((X,Y) = (x,y))) A I 

In terms of the equality: H (x,y) = C ( 4>x (x ), Pr (y )) , we have: 

if C(Px (x) ,4>r (Y)) <0.5 

JL(x,y)= if lim C(4>x (s),4>r(t))<0.5 :S C(4>x (x),Pr(Y)) 
(s,t )J(x,y) 

2-C(Px (x),4>r(Y)) if 0.5 :S lim C(Px (s) ,4>r (t)) 
(s ,t)l(x,y) 

Also, 

Cr({B:(X,Y)(B)=(x ,y)})=_!_(p,(x ,y)+l- sup p,(s ,t)) 
2 (s,t)J(x ,y) 

Accordingly, the entropy takes the form: 

00 ou 

H[(X,Y)] = J J s(cr({e: (X,Y)(e) = (s ,t)}))dsdt 
-I"..CC-00 

where 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

S (t) = -t lnt- (1-t) ln(l-t) (33) 
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Recall that the kernel estimated bivariate joint uniform distribution has estimated s~mple data 

{(u" v,) ,(u2 , v2 ),· ··, (un, vn)} , thus { C(u" v,),C(u2 , v2 ),· ·· ,C(un, vn)} are the observed copula 

values. Accordingly, the observed entropy can be calculated in the form, 

J (a I C ( ui' vi), i = 1, 2, · · · , n) = I_ t H [ (X , Y) = (xi' Y;); a] 
n i = l 

(34) 

Solving equation dJjda = 0 will give the maximum entropy estimation of the copula C(u, v; a ). 

3.14.5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we heavily reviewed the related work on (v, ·)-credibility measure theory. Based on 

the review, we propose the concept of copula for bivariate fuzzy variables, called as credibility

copula, which is a bivariate uniform credibility distribution in the sense of the credibility measure 

theory. Parallel to the basic understanding in probabilistic copula, we regard the credibility-copula 

to be a measure of the full bivariate dependence. Furthermore, we establish a two-stage procedure 

for credibility-copula based on data-assimilation under the fuzzy maximum entropy principle. 
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3.15.1 Introduction 

Today, we often face the problem of fuzzy uncertainty when collecting environmental data and 

performing analysis. Accordingly, methodology to reveal the fuzzy uncertainty in the 

environmental data should be developed, in terms of the basic concept of fuzzy mathematics. 

However, whenever we use fuzzy mathematics for practical modelling, we will face a sequence of 

fundamental issues: 

1. The first one is the self-duality in its theoretical foundation. Fuzzy mathematics initiated by 

Zadeh (1965) facilitated a foundation dealing with vague phenomena in fuzzy modelling. 

However, the fuzzy mathematical foundation initiated by Zadeh (1965, 1978) is membership 

function and possibility measure based and widely used. The possibility measure was 

originally expected to play the role of probability measure in probability theory, but could not 

because it does not possess self-duality property as that in probability theory. 

2. The second issue is the variable-orientation issue. In standard probability theory, random 

variable and the distribution function play important roles for converting set-based arguments 

into variable-based arguments, which result in great conveniences in applications. Kaufmann 

(1975) first proposed the concept of fuzzy variable with the intention of creating its 

counterpart in probability theory. Unfortunately, Kaufmann's fuzzy variable is in fact another 

name for a fuzzy subset, and the mathematical operations are difficult to handle. 

3. The third one is the membership specification issue. During almost four decades, fuzzy 

researchers had to specify membership function and set up the parameter values in terms of 

their own working experiences. Compared to the probabilistic counterpart, for random 

variable and its distribution, very rich (data-oriented) statistical estimation and hypothesis 

testing theory have been developed. The fuzzy statistical theory developed very slowly, and 

its applications are difficult due to the set-oriented foundation. 

To resolve the first three dilemmas, Liu (2004, 2006) proposed an axiomatic foundation for 

modelling fuzzy phenomena, credibility theory. The credibility measure possesses self-duality 

property and is able to play the role of that in probability theory. Furthermore, fuzzy variable 

concept and its distribution, which are parallel to these in probability theory, are developed. 

However, in condit,ional credibility measure based on Liu's standard credibility theory faces 
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fundamental difficulty, and he proposed a non-classical credibility theory for dealing with the 

conditioning related modelling. 

In this paper, we first review the (v, ·)-credibility measure theory. Then we propose an 
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empirical average sample entropy criterion for estimating the parameters associated with 

membership function in terms of maximum entropy principle to achieve the aim offull data

assimilated membership function determination. Finally we propose membership grade kriging as 

an approach to model fuzzy uncertainty and spatially distributed random uncertainty . 

simultaneously. PM10 data (2003) in California, U.S.A. is used as an example to illustrate our 

methodology. 

3.15.2 A Review of (v,·)-Credibility Measure Theory 

Let 8 be a nonempty set, and s,p ( 8) = 29 the power set on 8 . Each element, let us say, 

A c 8, A E s,p ( 8) is called an event. A number denoted as Cr (A), 0 ~ Cf{ A)~ 1, is assigned to 

event A E s,p ( 8), which indicates the credibility that event A E s,p ( 8) occurs. Cr( A) satisfies 

following axioms (Liu, 2004, 2006): 

Axiom 1: Cr( 8) = 1. 

Axiom 2: Cr(-) non-decreasing, i.e., Cr{ A}~ Cr{B} whenever A c B. 

Axiom3: Cr(·) isself-dual,i.e., Cr{A}+Cr{Ac}=l forany Aes.+J(8). 

Axiom4: Cr{U;A;} A0.5=sup[Cr{A;}] forany {A;} with Cr(A;) ~ 0.5. 
i 

Axiom 5: Let set functions Crk (-): 29
' --+ [ 0, 1] satisfy Axiom 1-4, and 8 = 8 1 x 8 2 x · · · x 8 P, 

then: 

(1) 

for each ( ()1, 02 , • • ·,OP) E 8. In this case, we write Cr = Cij x Cr2 x · · · x Crp. 
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Definition 1: Any set function Cr : s.p ( 0) ~ [ 0, 1) satisfies Axiom 1-5 is called a ( v , .)

credibility measure. The triple (8,28 , Cr) is called the (v,·)-credibility measure space. 

Definition 2: The (induced) membership function of a fuzzy variable; on (e,s.p(e),cr) is: 

.u(x)=(2crg=x});d, xelR (2) 

Conversely, for given membership function the credibility measure is determined by the credibility 

inversion theorem. 

Definition 3: (Liu, 2004, 2006) The credibility distribution <I>: lR ~ [0, 1] of a fuzzy variable 

; on (e, s.p(e) ,cr) is: 

<D(x) = cr:{e e el~(e) ~ x} 

That is the credibility distribution <I>(x) is the accumulated credibility grade that the fuzzy 

variable ; takes a value less than or equal to a real-number x E lR. Generally speaking, the 

credibility distribution <I> is neither left-continuous nor right-continuous. 

(3) 

Theorem 4: Let ; be a fuzzy variable on ( 0, s.p ( 0), Cr) with membership function fl. Then 

its credibility distribution, 

<D(x)=!(supp(y)+l-supp(y)) , Vxe91 
2 y~ y>x 

Definition 5: Let <I> be the credibility distribution of the fuzzy variable ; . Then function 

¢: lR ~ [0, +oo) of a fuzzy variable ; is called a credibility density function such that, 

<D(x)= (¢(y)dy, VxelR 

(4) 

(5) 

We now consider the credibility of an event A after it has been learned that some other event 

B has occurred. This new credibility of A is called the conditional credibility of the event A 

given B, denoted by Cr(A I B). 

Definition 6: Let ( e, 28
, Cr) be a credibility measure space and let 'v'A, BE 28

• Then the 

conditional credibility measure of A given B, Cr(A I B) , 
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_ 1 [(2cr(AnB))td (2cr(A< ns))tdl 
C r (A I B ) = 2 ( 2 C r ( B ) ) td + 1 - -'-----;-(-2 C-'-r-:-( B----:)""') /\.:....!...._1 - (6) 

Provided Cr(B) > 0 . 

3.15.3 Maximum Entropy Data-assimilated Membership Function 

A fundamental and thorny issue in fuzzy mathematical theoretical developments and applications 

is the determination of function form of fuzzy membership function and associated parameters. 

Different from its probabilistic counterpart, the data-assimilated parameter specification is very 

difficult to carry on. We use term estimation to refer to the parameter determination based sampled 

data in terms of statistical theory, and we use the term data-assimilation to refer to the membership 

function parameter specification based on observations in fuzzy mathematics. 

3.15.3.1 Fuzzy Entropy 

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty. The entropy of De Luca and Termini (1972) characterizes 

uncertainty resulting primarily from the linguistic vagueness rather than resulting from 

information deficiency, and vanishes when the fuzzy variable takes all the values with membership 

degree 1. However, we hope that the degree of uncertainty is 0 when the fuzzy variable 

degenerates to a crisp number, and is maximum when the fuzzy variable is an equipossible one, 

i.e., all values have the same possibility. In order to meet such a requirement, Li and Liu (2005) 

provided a new definition based on credibility measure. 

Definition 7: (Fuzzy Entropy) Let ~ be a continuous fuzzy variable defined on credibility 

space ( 8,2e ,Cr) , then the fuzzy entropy, H[~] , is defined by: 

00 

H [ ~] = J S ( Cr ( { () : ~ ( ()) =u})) du (7) 
-00 

where 

S(t) = -tlnt-(1-t)ln(l-t) (8) 

For convenience, we name S(t)as entropy density at point t. 
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3.15.3.2 Maximum Entropy Principle 

Similar to the probabilistic counterpart, given some constraints, there are possibly infinitely many 

members in the family of membership functions. The maximum entropy principle provides a 

guideline that it is possible to select the membership function that maximizes the value of entropy 

and satisfies the given constraints. The selection of membership function is in nature to maximize 

the entropy function by searching the appropriate parameter-values. 

In mathematical language: 

s.t. (9) 

where II is the parameter space and the parameter constraint is ((II)= (0 • 

3.15.3.3 Entropy Estimation 

For example, if we take the hyperbolic tangent membership function proposed by Guo et al. (2003, 

2006c ), which takes a location-scale parametric form: 

(10) 

where parameter t5 is the location and 17 is the scale parameter. 

Recall that the entropy function is: 

'Xl 

H[Z]= J s(cr({e : z(e)=z}))dz (11) 
-oo 

and that the credibility measure for event { e : Z (e) = z} takes the form 

Cr({e: z(e) = z}) = .!_(tt(z)+ 1-suptt(Y)) 
2 y~z 

(12) 

It is obvious that for the hyperbolic tangent membership function ttO is monotone increasing 

and thus sup tt(Y) = 1 holds for any z value. Therefore we have the credibility measure for 
y~z 

event { e : z (e) = z} : 
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cr( { B: <(B)~ z}) ~ ±~>(z) ~~(tanh[ z ~ .5] + 1] (13) 

The maximization of entropy function is reached by searching for ( 8, TJ), which is the solution to 

the nonlinear equation system defined by the theoretical fuzzy entropy, 

with appropriate constraints. 

1

8H[Z] =O 
88 

8H[Z] 
--=0 ory 

(14) 

However, what we aim at is not obtaining parameters from the theoretical entropy expression 

rather we must determine the parameters based on observations of the fuzzy variable Z. In other 

words, we need to develop a criterion to obtain data-assimilated membership function. Therefore, 

we suggest an empirical object function for parameter searching since the optimal value of the 

data-dependent object function has to reflect the constraints specified by observational data 

implicitly. The data assimilated object function is the average of entropy densities evaluated at 

{zpz2, ···,z.} respectively, i.e., 

where a finite interval [-LI' L2 ] , L2 > L, 2 0 is defined for the domain of entropy. Note that with the 

finite entropy as n -> oo , J[- Ll' L2 ]-> H[Z;(6, 1J)] asymptotically with parameter constrained by the 

data structure and Z E [- LI' L2 ] , L2 > ~ 2 0, which guarantees the theoretical entropy H [ZJ exists 

and finite in general. 

Therefore, in environmental modelling circumstances, we will work with the problem of 

maximizing object function J ( ( 8, TJ) I z1, z2 , • • · , zn ) subject to constraint imposed to membership 

function J.L 0. For example, for PM w, at the pre-set threshold value of PMw, z
0 

= 46 with 

membership grade J.L ( z0 ) = 0.995 , because the Environmental Protection Agency regards 50 as the 

danger level for residents. 
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Thus the constraint on parameter pair ( 8, TJ) is: 

6 + 2.998ry = 46 

Then we need to solve a constrained maximum entropy problem: 

max {J} 
6.~ 

s.t. 

8 + 2.998ry = 46 

28::; 8::; 34 
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(16) 

(17) 

We use Matlab optimization toolbox for the parameter searching and obtain the data

assimilated parameters ( 8, i]) and thus the full data assimilated hyperbolic tangent membership 

function takes the form: 

~ 1( (z-28)) f..Lz ( z) = - tanh -- + 1 
2 6.004 

(18) 

3.15.4 Ordinary Kriging on Membership Grades of PM10 Values 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 

pollutants considered harmful to public health and the environment. PM10 is one of the seven air 

pollutants the EPA regulates, under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Particulate 

Matter (PM) is a type of air pollutants that include dust, dirt, soot, smoke, and liquid droplets, 

Environmental Protection Agency' . PM10 is particulate matter that is very small , and remains 

suspended in the air for long periods of time. They usually consist of smoke, dirt, and dust 

particles, as well as mold, spores, and pollen, Rocky Mountain Center9
• PM10 is easily inhaled into 

the deep lung. Exposure to high outdoor PM10 concentrations causes increased disease and death. 

In this example, we used the PM10 air pollution data of California, U.S.A., for applications. 

The current EPA standard for PM10 has set an annual allowable arithmetic average ofPM10 not to 

exceed 50 flg/m3 i.e. micrograms per cubic meter of air, Environmental Protection Agency 1
• The 

PM10 samples were collected in 103 locations in California (figure 3.15.1). 
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• PM10 Sample Locallons 
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Figure 3.15.1 PM 10 Sample Locations in California. 

3.15.4.1 Membership Kriging 

The fuzzy membership grade semivariogram (Guo et al., 2004) is given by: 

3-170 

(19) 

where h represents the distance between two spatial locations x; and X; +h, and z is the threshold 

value, and the sample values z(x;) and z(x; +h) are observed at x; and x; +h respectively. The 

experimental fuzzy membership grade semivariogram is used in fuzzy membership grade kriging 

and is defined by: 

(20) 

where Nh is the neighbourhood total sample number of diameter h. 

Equation 2 1 represents the fuzzy membership grade kriging equation as an ordinary kriging 

on membership grades: 
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n 

-L A;Yz (x; -x1;{zm})+ Yz (x0 -x;;{zm})-m = O,i = l, ... ,n 
j=l 

(21) 

where m is the Lagrange multiplier. The fuzzy membership grade predictor is then defined as: 

p(,u(z(x;));B)= f;.;,u(z(x;)), f;.,; =1 (22) 
i=l i=l 

where B is the neighbourhood surrounding the location x. Accordingly, the intrinsic hypothesis for 

p(J.1;B) to be an unbiased estimator should be: 

(23) 

3.15.4.2 PM to Air Pollution Example 

The membership function being considered for fuzzy event A ={High hazard level of PM10 in 

California} is assumed as hyperbolic tangent data-assimilated membership function. It offers both 

the curvature catching capability of the evolution from stratum to stratum, and smoothness over 

the whole range of PM10 value. 

Pz (z)=_!_(tanh(z-
28 )+1) 

2 6.004 
(24) 

The two unknown parameters (O,TJ) specify the location and the scale of the membership 

function. We use maximum entropy principle for obtain a data-assimilated membership function 

with parameters (8,ij) = (28.00, 6.004), the maximum entropy is 0.3577. 

It is observed that there are 20 out of 103 sampled PM10 observations with the data

assimilated membership grades being larger than 0.953014, while there are 9 of 103 sampled PM10 

observations with the data-assimilated membership grades being less than 0.007013. When PM10 

concentration is 50 ~g/m3 (hazard level) or more, the membership grade value will be 1.0 (figure 

3.15.2). 
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PM10 

Figure 3.15.2 Hyperbolic Tangent Membership Function with 

Data-Assimilated Parameters ( J, f}) = (28.00, 6.004) . 

We perform the ordinary kriging on the 103 PM 10 observations over California, which were 

collected in year 2003 by using ArcGrS. As an intuitive model goodness-of-fit measure, a QQ plot 

is generated (figure 3.15.3). The QQ plot shows the middle observational values are reasonably 

close to the dashed straight line although the extreme upper and lower values do not really fit the 

dash line wel l. 
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Figure 3.15.3 QQ Plot of Hyperbolic Tangent Membership Function. 

In the membership grade kriging standard error map (figure 3.15.4), the class divisions are 

refined and detailed too, which is very consistent with PM 10 observational site allocation pattern. 

The light yellow areas are areas of low error, and the dark brown areas are areas of high error. 

When one looks at the sample locations, one can understand the errors much better. Since most of 

the sample locations are near the coast, it is obvious that the errors are less in the sampled 

locations, and more errors in the unsampled locations. 
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Figure 3.15.4 Standard Error Map Using the Hyperbolic Tangent Membership Function. 

3.15.5 GIS Analysis of PM10 Concentrations and Comparisons 

Having produced the fuzzy memberShip grade kriging results, the interpretation of the fuzzy 

membership grade prediction map is not an easy thing, particularly for those who do not have 

adequate background in fuzzy mathematics and statistics. Therefore, the predicted fuzzy 

membership grades are required to be converted back to PM 10 concentrations to provide a more 

understandable format. The fuzzy membership grades are defined in terms ofPM10 hazard levels. 

The membership functions are monotone-increasing continuous function, and so the inverse 

functions exist 

The hyperbolic tangent sample membership function takes the form: 

(25) 

For any given membership value f.i.o E [ 0, I]: 
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(26) 

Then: 

(27) 

which leads to: 

(28) 

The class limits for PM10 predicted value with hyperbolic tangent sample membership function is: 

In terms of Equation 29, we convert the membership grade prediction map into PM10 

concentration prediction map (figure 3.15.5). 
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Figure 3.15.5 PM10 Concentrations Predicted by a Membership Grade Kriging in terms of a Fully 
Data-Assimilated Hyperbolic Tangent Membership Function. 
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In figure 3.15.5, the last three classes are high hazard areas since we believe once PMw 

concentrations are over 30.35 1-1g/m3
, then it will pose a high hazard to human health. Areas of 

higher PM 10 concentrations are in the middle regions of California and the bottom of California. 

The upper area of California and parts of the coastline are shown to have very low PMw 

concentrations, and are the safest areas. 

As a source of comparison, we have produced a kriging map ofPM10 concentrations using the 

original unadjusted PMw data. One can clearly see that the membership grade kriging predication 

map (figure 3.15.5) shows a finer division and contains hidden patterns that were not found in the 

normal kriging map (figure 3.15.6) . 
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Figure 3.15.6 Ordinary Kriging Map Predicted Using Original Unadjusted PMw Data. 

3.15.6 Discussion 

As a continuous efforts of the earlier developments by Guo et al. (2004, 2006c), in this paper, we 

do not only put the mathematical foundation in solid credibility measure theoretical framework 

(Liu, 2004, 2006) but also propose a full data-assimilation approach for obtaining membership 

function in terms of maximum entropy principle. In other words, the membership function form is 
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hypothesized but the parameters are determined in terms of observational data information. We 

emphasize again that different from statistical estimation based on sampled data, we use term data

assimilation for using observational information to specifY a membership function. 

We should notice that for the data-assimilation convenience, the functional form of 

membership function is a priori. Distributional priori is commonly accepted in statistics and 

therefore using a priori membership function form could be blamed as too subjective. As to the 

form of membership function should be continuous one and avoid piece-wise definition. It is 

obvious the hyperbolic tangent membership function with two parameters suits our purpose. Our 

computation experiences showed that the constraints are to be selected by the nature of the 

problem. However, the choice of initial values is very tricky and decided in a manner oftrial and 

error. 

The critical and practical importance ofthis paper lies on the development in full data

assimilated membership function determination. Therefore, fuzzy mathematics can totally walk 

out of the shadow of subjective image which is often attached by some researchers. Definitely, 

credibility measure theoretical foundation proposed by (Liu, 2004, 2006) offered an axiomatic 

mathematical foundation for fuzzy mathematics, which finally paves the way toward a rigorous 

fuzzy mathematical age. 

3.15.7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we used a credibility measure based fuzzy membership grade kriging approach for 

the spatial prediction of the PM10 concentrations in California. It is an exploratory data analysis. It 

is noticed that credibility measure theoretical foundation proposed by (Liu, 2004, 2006) put all the 

mathematical developments in a rigorous way, and therefore we have the chance to develop the 

maximum entropy data-assimilated membership function by assuming a hyperbolic tangent form. 

The membership function is no longer semi-statistical as Guo et al. proposed (2004, 2006c). In 

order to seek an optimal data-assimilated membership with solid mathematical foundation , it is 

necessary to extract membership function from the data itself. As we emphasized at the beginning 

ofthe membership grade kriging we aim at its convenience of application not the mathematical 

rigidity. A fu lly rigorous approach should use credibility-chance measure theoretical framework, 

proposed by (Liu, 2004, 2006) for dealing random fuzzy spatially distributed observ.ational data. 
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Chapter 4. Discussion 

4.1 Summary and Critical Assessment 

This chapter summarised the developments and shortcomings of the fifteen thesis papers given in 

chapter 3. 

1. In the paper, "Integrating GIS with Fuzzy Logic and Geostatistics: Predicting Air Pollutant 

PM 10 for California, Using Fuzzy Kriging", we explored the concept of using Fuzzy Kriging 

in GIS. This method is illustrated using PM10 air pollution data of California, U.S.A. We 

integrated GIS with fuzzy logic and geostatistics to predict PM 10 concentrations for California 

from existing sample data. A methodology of fuzzy variogram and fuzzy kriging is proposed, 

based on the indicator vaiogram and kriging developments in the literature. Fuzzy kriging is 

developed as a natural extension of indicator kriging, and then ordinary kriging is performed 

on the membership results. This way fuzzy kriging would have the advantages of both 

indicator and ordinary kriging. Unlike previous studies that used assumed membership 

functions, in this paper, a sample membership function is extracted from the data itself. 

Therefore, the fuzzy methodology used in this paper is more solid and objective. However, 

the parameters for specifying membership are still not fully data-assimilated. 

2. In the paper, "Grey GIS", we looked at the possibilities of Grey Spatial Analysis. We 

proposed a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology in terms of Grey System 

Theory, and the new methodology can be implemented and combined with Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS), and we call it Grey GIS. Grey GIS is a system dealing with grey 

geographical data or analyzing spatial data in terms of Grey System Theory. Facing the 

challenge of data shortage, we developed a small-sample based spatial data analysis 

methodology based on Grey System Theory, called Grey Spatial Analysis. The newly 

established Grey Spatial Analysis methodology is particularly suitable for small area spatial 

predictions with a few observations. The Grey Spatial Analysis results are imprecise (grey 

numbers) in nature. The grey predictions prediction results have shown to reflect well the 

local reality, and consistent with local sample information available. 

3. In the paper, "Grey Spatial Prediction of Fuzzy Air Quality Index", we explored the air 

quality index, and discussed the application of Grey Spatial Prediction. The main theme of 

this paper was to develop a small-sample based grey spatial prediction approach based on 
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order-less spatial observations. This methodology enable spatial analysis to be free from the 

shadow of traditional large-sample based semivariogram- kriging spatial prediction 

methodology. We have developed a small-sample based spatial data analysis methodology 

based on the spirit of grey differential equation theory. The key contribution is the conversion 

from order-less 2-dimensional spatial data into ordered data sequences. Furthermore, we 

follow the idea behind the grey system theory- modelling process is the one of enhancing the 

degree of information sufficiency. The way to add grey temporal prediction on three sites is 

just increasing information. It is clear that the grey spatial prediction results reflect well the 

local reality . However, the grey spatial prediction developments need to be improved. We will 

need to use differential geometry to further solidify the mathematical foundation. However, 

the applicability is limited because the fuzzy measure is not u -additive while probability 

measure is in general. 

4. In the paper, "A New Very Small Sample-Based Non-Linear Statistical Estimation Method", 

we looked at non-linear statistical estimation based on small samples. We developed a new 

approach to facilitate a statistical estimation of a scalar field function defined on ann

dimensional space with very small sample. The methodology combined concepts from 

differential geometry and data treatments from the least-square estimation at differential 

equation level. The estimated response function takes non-linear forms on then-dimensional 

region where data information are available, and therefore it offers potential improvements 

over that of multivariate regression which is a super-plane on the same region. We call it a 

grey state model because the approach does not involve the underlying probab_i lity 

distribution, and directly seek the state law in terms of grey differential equation GM(l, 1 ). 

The term grey indicates the estimated non-linear function with exponential functional as core 

part is imprecise. 

5. In the paper, "Optimal Data Transformations in Grey Analysis", we explored the 

transformation of the discrete data sequence in Grey System Theory. The fact that the 

accuracy of GM(l , 1) model is not automatically guaranteed causes concerns of the 

applicability in spatial modelling. One of the solutions is to explore the transformation of the 

discrete data sequence. The transformation, different from other data analysis methodology, 

must preserve trend and order, and at the same time, it is expected that the transformed data 

sequence c n have a class ratio approaching 1. Deng's (2002a, 2002b) three transformations 

are reviewed and two new transformations are proposed. lfType II transformation can be 
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applied universally and obtain satisfactory GM(m,N) models at transformed data sequence 

_y{O) level, then it is would be a major contribution to grey data analysis, particularly, residual 

analysis. The new transformation development may expand the grey data analysis to any 

number system, say real number system and complex number system and even further into 

vector space, matrix space and tensor space in general. However, so far it is still a theoretical 

frame and whether or not a transformation is successful is in general not guaranteed although 

the solution sets for them are given. 

6. In the paper, "Grey Reliability Analysis of Complex system", we investigated a way to obtain 

the dynamic version of grey system reliability with sparse data availability, in terms of grey 

differential equation models. We explored the grey characteristics of complex system 

reliability and investigated the evaluation approach in terms of the generalized load-strength 

concept, and the grey characterization of load-strength as two-fold whitenization event. A 

detailed theoretical framework is established for the mathematical treatments of the two-fold 

whitenization event and the static version of system grey reliability is obtained. We point the 

way to obtain the dynamic version of system grey reliability with sparse data availability in 

terms of grey differential equation models. As to how to extract the generalized load-strength 

functional and applications, it will be a future research topic. 

7. In the paper, "GM(l , l)-Kriging Prediction of Soil Dioxin Pattern", we addressed the problem 

of ill-designed sample data. Today, we often face the circumstances where a set of data is 

collected already, although from the viewpoint of kriging analysis the data is insufficient, but 

re-sampling is impossible because ofthe cost and time limits. Therefore, a solution must be . 
found to address ill-designed spatial data, and provides a better spatial analysis results. In this 

paper, we proposed a mixed approach by combining grey differential equation models, 

particularly, GM(1, 1) model and ordinary kriging approach together and called GM(l , I)

kriging. We expanded the existing limited sample data available to produce GM(1 ,1)-kriging 

maps. This approach is illustrated using a small sample of soil dioxin collected from Midland 

County, Michigan State, U.S.A. 

8. In the paper, "Predicting Air Pollution Using Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging", we 

explored the spatial analysis technique- fuzzy membership grade kriging with semi-statistical 

membership, in order to address fuzzy spatial data recorded as crisp numbers. A practical 

situation often facing us is that fuzzy spatial data are recorded as crisp real-valued numbers, 

e.g., a PM 10 record is 15.1 , but we do know that it is an imprecise and vague observation. We 
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proposed a fuzzy membership grade kriging approach for the spatial prediction of the PMw 

concentrations in California. It is an exploratory data analysis. Three semi-statistical 

membership functions are produced and fuzzy membership grade kriging was performed. It is 

noticed that the newly-introduced hyperbolic tangent membership function offers a refining 

feature over the other two sample membership functions. The membership functions are semi

statistical because their sub-optimal nature. In order to seek an optimal statistical membership 

with solid mathematical foundation it is necessary to extract membership function from the 

data itself. However, the parameters for specifying membership are still not fully data

assimilated. 

9. In the paper, "Rationale of GM(l , 1) Modelling - A Variation Approach", we investigated the 

underlying mechanism ofGM(l , l) model, particularly, the lifetime partition into average 

functioning time, (average) repair-improvement and random error via GM(l, 1), in terms of a 

variational viewpoint. From the analysis performed in this paper, we conclude that standard 

GM(1 ,1) model is a variational problem with differential equation as its constraint. 

Furthermore, the efficiency ofGM(l,l) model depends upon the choice ofthe constraint 

(shadow) differential equation. We also point out that a variational treatment of GM(l , 1) 

model is al ready complicated, and if we go further to investigate the asymptotic distributions 

as well as model efficiency from small asymptotic theory, it would not help us to get a better 

probabilistic modelling treatment. The clear message from the variational analysis is GM(l , l) 

model proposed by Deng (1985) do enjoy the easiness and efficiency in modelling the 

discrete positive data sequence as long as the 1-AGO data sequence possesses grey 

exponential trend. For GM(1 , 1) modelling improvement, there are two ways: the first 

approach is the GM(l , 1) modelling on residuals proposed by Guo and Cui (2006) and the 

second approach is using the extended GM(l , l) model based on the coupling principle (Guo 

et al. , 2006a, 2006b ). 

10. In the paper, "Generalizations to Standard GM(1 , 1) Model", we examined the GM( 1,1) 

modelling mechanism from its component-level models, and proposed families of extended 

GM(l , l) models via the coupling principle in GM(l , l) model. We explored Deng' s (1985) 

GM(1 ,1) model from its component-level models: the shadow differential equation, the 

regression model and the intrinsic difference model. Furthermore, we examined the coupling 

nature ofthe standard GM(1 ,1) model, i.e. , the GM(1 ,1) model is a variational problem with 

differential equation as its constraint. The "coupling" nature also restricts the form of the 
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regression model in the object function and associated AGO and IAGO operations. Based on 

these examinations, we stated the coupling principle for guiding the generalization to Deng' s 

(1985) GM(1,1) model. Seven extended GM(l , l) families are proposed accordingly. We are 

expecting this foundational work will provide more flexible and feasible GM(l ,1) models for 

fitting small sample data with high degree of data assimilation capability. 

11. In the paper, "Rationale Exploration of First-Order One Variable Grey Differential Equation 

Model via Variational Approach", we developed a data-assimilation measure in terms of the 

concept of c- -similarity measure. We examined the nature of GM( 1, 1) model in terms of a 

variational view. Form the analysis performed in this paper, we conclude that standard 

GM(l , 1) model is a variational problem with differential equation as its constraint. 

Furthermore, the efficiency ofGM(1,1) model depends upon the choice ofthe constraint 

(shadow) differential equation. The clear message from the variational analysis is GM(l , 1) 

model proposed by Deng (1985) do enjoy the easiness and efficiency in modelling the 

discrete positive data sequence as long as the I-AGO data sequence possesses grey 

exponential trend. However, the classical GM( 1,1) does not warrant the model accuracy as 

well the extrapolation capability, therefore it is necessary to use the best-fitted polynomial of 

order (n -1) as constraint function in order to reach high data-assimilation requirement, 

although the convenience of GM(1,1) model will be totally lost. A possible remedy is to use 

the extended GM(l,l) model based on the coupling principle (Guo et al. , 2006b, 2006c), in 

which the differential equation constraint function is chosen in terms of e -similarity measure 

between the constraint function and the best-fitted polynomial of order (n -1). 

12. In the paper, "The Coupling of Regression Modelling and Differential Equation Model in 

GM(l , l) Modelling and Extended GM(1 ,1) Models", we examined the GM(l , l) model from 

its component-level. Furthermore, we explored the coupling nature ofthe standard GM(l , l) 

model, i.e., the GM(l , l) model is a variational problem with differential equation as its 

constraint. The "coupling" nature also restricts the form of the regression model in the object 

function and associated AGO and IAGO operations whenever necessary. Based on these 

examinations, we state the coupling principle for guiding the generalization to GM(l, 1) 

model. Seven extended GM(l , l) models are proposed accordingly. We are expecting this 

foundational work will provide more flexible and feasible GM(l , l) models for fitting small 

sample data with high degree of data assimilation capability. 
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13. In the paper, "Bivariate Credibility-Copulas", we explored the concept of fuzzy copula on the 

ground of (v, ·) -credibility measure theory, called credibility-copula, for the characterization 

of the full relationship among fuzzy variables. The credibility-copula is a bivariate uniform 

credibility distribution in the sense of the credibility measure theory. Parallel to the basic 

understanding in probabilistic copula, we regard the credibility-copula to be a measure of the 

full bivariate dependence. Furthermore, we established a decomposition of credibility-copula. 

The decomposition explicitly reveals that copula is a total measure of independence as well as 

dependence and only the removal of the product copula component from the copula could 

accurately describe the true dependence between the two fuzzy variables. We must point out 

that the mathematical formulation developments for credibility-copula and the decomposition 

are similar to those in the probabilistic copula theory. However, the underlying mechanism on 

the ground of credibility theory is different from that on the ground of probability theory, 

because credibility measure theory and probability measure theory describe different 

phenomena: one is fuzzy uncertainty and other is random uncertainty. 

14. In the paper, "Kernel Estimation for Bivariate Credibility Copulas", we developed a kernel

estimation based on the maximum entropy principle under the framework of (v,·) -credibility 

measure theory. We extensively reviewed the related work on (v, ·)-credibility measure 

theory. Based on the review, we proposed the concept of copula for bivariate fuzzy variables, 

called credibility-copula, which is a bivariate uniform credibility distribution in the sense of 

the credibility measure theory. Parallel to the basic understanding in probabilistic copula, we 

regard the credibility-copula to be a measure of the full bivariate dependence. Furthermore, 

we established a two-stage procedure for credibility-copula based on data-assimilation under 

the fuzzy maximum entropy principle. 

15. In the paper, "Credibility Measure-Based Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging", we proposed 

an empirical average sample entropy criterion for estimating the parameter associated with 

membership function in terms of maximum entropy principle. It is a convenient spatial 

modelling with fully data-assimilated membership function. We used a credibility measure 

based fuzzy membership grade kriging approach for the spatial prediction of the PM10 

concentrations in California. It is an exploratory data analysis. It is noticed that credibility 

measure theoretical foundation proposed by (Liu, 2004, 2006) put all the mathematical 

developments in a rigorous way, and therefore we have the chance to develop the maximum 
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entropy data-assimilated membership function by assuming a hyperbolic tangent form. The 

membership function is no longer semi-statistical as Guo et al. proposed (2004, 2006c). In 

order to seek an optimal data-assimilated membership with solid mathematical foundation, it 

is necessary to extract membership function from the data itself. As we emphasized at the 

beginning ofthe membership grade kriging we aim at its convenience of application not the 

mathematical rigidity. A fully rigorous approach should use credibility-chance measure 

theoretical framework, proposed by (Liu, 2004, 2006) for dealing random fuzzy spatially 

distributed observational data. 

4.2 Future Developments 

In this thesis, we explored fuzzy membership grade kriging and grey spatial prediction. Our future 

research will be more focused on variable modelling of spatially distributed data, with random and 

fuzzy uncertainty. It has the advantages of easy understanding, convenient implementation, and 

easy to combine with GIS analysis. 

The spatially distributed observations may be recorded in the form of real-valued numbers, 

interval-valued numbers, or fuzzy numbers (i.e., fuzzy subsets) etc. Random uncertainty and fuzzy 

uncertainty coexist in spatial data intrinsically and inherently. Quite often, it causes modelling 

difficulties and non-suitability for the implementation with GIS. Therefore, it is still a long road to 

pursue variable modelling methodology within GIS. 

There are some fundamental problems waiting for us to address: 

1. How to present fuzzy variable and its credibility distribution on maps extracted from fuzzy 

subset data. 

2. How to present random fuzzy variable and its chance distribution on maps extracted from 

random fuzzy subset data. 

3. How to present hi-fuzzy variable and its chance distribution on maps extracted from random 

fuzzy subset data. 

Facing the problem of sparse environmental data, we need to merge differential geometric 

theory, grey theory, differential equation theory, and other approximation theory together for 

spatial analysis and predictions of small sample data, and to present it on maps. In other words, 

Grey GIS will still be a crucial part of our future research direction. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

The research objective of this thesis is to model spatial environmental data with fuzzy uncertainty, 

and to explore the use of small sample data in Geographic Information System (GIS). This central 

objective was reached through the fifteen thesis papers, which were written in contribution, to the 

development of spatial uncertainty modelling. Fourteen of the peer-reviewed papers were already 

published, and one paper is under-print. There are a total of three journal papers and twelve 

conference papers. 

Methodologies such as geostatistics, fuzzy mathematics, Grey System Theory, and (V,·) 

Credibility Measure Theory; have been merged together and applied to two datasets, PM10 air 

pollution data and soil dioxin data. The thesis papers were classified into two broad categories 

according to their aims: fuzzy spatial GIS modelling and grey spatial GIS modelling. 

1. In fuzzy spatial GIS modelling, the fuzzy uncertainty in environmental data is addressed. 

Spatially distributed fuzzy data is in nature in the form of fuzzy subsets (Zadeh, 1965), and 

therefore is difficult to perform spatial modelling and presentation using GIS. The thesis 

papers aim at creating a convenient fuzzy kriging methodology. This led to the development 

of fuzzy membership grades kriging approach by converting fuzzy subsets spatial modelling 

into membership grade spatial modelling, which is easy to handle and implement into GIS. 

Although the early papers (chapter 1, 3, 8) used classical fuzzy mathematics concepts and 

methodology, it emphasized the data assimilated membership function by determining 

parameters of membership function in semi-statistical manner. In the later papers (chapter 13, 

14, 15), the fuzzy membership grades kriging is put into the foundation ofthe credibility 

measure theory, and approached a full data-assimilated membership function in terms of 

maximum fuzzy entropy principle. The variable modelling method in dealing with fuzzy data 

is a unique contribution to the fuzzy spatial GIS modelling literature. 

2. In grey spatial GIS modelling, spatial predictions using small sample data is addressed. The 

papers started with a projection approach (chapter 2, 4), however, the two-dimensional order

less spatially observations are converted into two one-dimensional ordered data sequences, 

and therefore the grey differential equation models can be successful applied. After the earlier 

Grey GIS modelling applications, it is found that there are a series of fundamental issues 

affecting the creation of grey spatial GIS modelling with small sample data. Therefore, the 
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later papers (chapter 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12) explored foundational problems such as the 

transformations, rationale underling GM(1,1) model via variational calculus, and €-similarity 

measure between two geometric curves (i.e., functions) etc. It is discovered the coupling 

feature of grey differential equations together with the help of e -similarity measure, 

generalise the classical GM(l,l) model proposed by Deng (1985) into more classes of 

extended GM(l,l) models, in order to fully assimilate with sample data information. The 

development of grey spatial GIS modelling is a creative contribution to handling small sample 

data. 

Our future research will be more focused on variable modelling of spatially distributed data 

with random and fuzzy uncertainty. It has the advantages of easy understanding, convenient 

implementation, and easy to combine with GIS analysis. However, Grey GIS will still be a crucial 

part of our future research direction. 
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Appendix A: Grey Temporal-Spatial GIS 

This draft paper "Grey Temporal-Spatial GIS" is still under writing. The authors are Danni Guo, 

Renkuan Guo, and Christien Thiart. 

A.l Introduction 

Collecting environmental data is a very costly and difficult process, and quite often the sampled 

data are insufficient for any practical analysis. In this paper, we will further extend Grey Spatial 

Analysis proposed by Guo et al. (2005) into "small-sample" based Grey Temporal-Spatial 

Analysis. PM10 data of Santa Barbara County, California, U.S.A. is used for illustration. 

The newly proposed Grey Temporal-Spatial Analysis methodology will util ize available 

information on an area interested from three aspects: a few historical time sequences at specific 

site; predicted or directly observed values on locations surrounding interested area; and general 

trend over the study area. The results are imprecise (grey numbers) in nature. However, practically 

the grey predictions are unexpectedly consistent with local sample information available. 

A.2 PM 10 Distribution in Santa Barbara County 

PM10 is one of the seven air pollutants the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates, and 

exposure to high outdoor PM10 concentrations causes increased disease and death (Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2005a). The California Air Resources Board has 55 air quality monitoring sites 

located within the Santa Barbara County (figure A.l). 
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Figure A.l Air Quality Monitoring Sites in Santa Barbara County. 
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However, due to the cost and manpower involved in the sampling process, very few samples 

are actually collected each year. In 2002, only 4 PM 10 samples are collected within Santa Barbara 

County (figure A.2). 

r------,._, ...\ 
,.,... N 

. ..... 
D Santa Barbara County 0 .,_ ... 

Figure A.2 PM 10 Sample Locations for 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 
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In GIS software, kriging prediction maps can only be constructed under the condition that 

there must be 10 or more sample points. In this case, only 4 samples were collected in 2002, we 

utilize the newly developed Grey Spatial Analysis methodology to estimate the PM10 in different 

locations within Santa Barbara. For convenience, in this case, we estimated the PM 10 

concentrations in the other 51 monitoring sites within Santa Barbara County. 

The Grey Spatial Analysis method only predicted 34 locations in Santa Barbara County, and 

there are J7locations (brown dots) in the southeast of the county are unpredicted (figure A.3) . 
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Figure A.3 Grey Prediction for PM 10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

We examined further the air quality data of Santa Barbara County further and realized that 

there were two sites, site 17 and 38, containing historical PM10 data time sequences, which only 

reached up to 1999 and 1997 respectively (table A.1). 

Table A. I PM10 Time Sequences from year 1988 to 1999 at Monitoring Site 17, 38 and 57. 

Site /988 /989 /990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 /998 1999 
17 * 36.871 * 30.058 * * * * 29.747 26.079 29.49 
38 * 27.573 26.452 * 25 .267 26.131 26.42 24.971 25 27.42 * * 
57 33.712 36.073 34.157 32.417 * 26.539 24.799 22.082 * * * * 
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As a record, site 17 and 38, are within Santa Barbara County, but site 57 is the nearest one 

outside the county, and it has historical data up to 1995. The purpose for adding site 57 is to 

strengthen the interpolation area coverage (figure A.4). 

~ ~., ....... 
N ~ 1$,500 JI.OOO !!$,000 

Figure A.4 Three Samples Sites with Historical PM10 Data in Santa Barbara County. 
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In addition of site 17, 38 and 57 in 2002 are available, we choose PMw values (grey

predicted) at site 2, 23 and 45 respectively. Then, with these 6 PM10 values a Grey Spatial Analysis 

can be performed for the prediction of the remaining PMw concentrations at the 17 sites. 

Table A.2 Information of the Six Sites for Next Grey Prediction of the Remaining 17 Sites. 

Site Latitude Lon~itude PM10 Value 2002 
2 34.4622 -120.0258 19.23121493 
17 34.4166 -119.6999 * 
23 34.5136 -120.0055 26.91565579 
38 34.4147 -119.8788 * 
45 34.4691 -120.0394 15.79061345 
57 34.4480 -119.2420 * 

If we can predict PM10 2002 values at site 17, 38 and 57 respectively, the remaining analysis 

is relatively easy. However, by examining the three data sequence in table A.l , the site 38 has 8 

years of interrupted data, and site 17 has 5 years of interrupted data. Therefore, classical time

series analysis methodology will not properly work here because the data sequence is too short and 

even not equal-time spaced, i.e. , some "missing" values between them. 
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A.3 Grey System Theory 

The Grey System Theory (Deng, 1982) was rooted in modern control theory, where system 

dynamics are classified by the degree of information availability, and accordingly the different 

methodologies are developed for each of them respectively. For a general picture of commonly 

faced three uncertain systems, we give a brief comparison in table A.3 (modified from Liu and 

Lin, 2006). 

Table A.3 Comparisons of "Grey", "Probabilistic" and "Fuzzy" Systems. 

Aspect Grey System Probabilistic System Fuzzy Set System 
Set foundation Haze sets Cantor sets Fuzzy sets 
Connotation and Connotation haze Random event with cognitive uncertainty 
extension with clear boundary connotation and (clear connotation but 

and extension extension well-defined vague extension) 
Core concept Grey derivative and Probability distribution membership function 

differential equations 

A-5 

Data treatment (inverse) Sampling statistics & Membership grade, .A -cut 
accumulative asymptotic distribution set & extension principle 
generating operation 

Data Small sample size Large sample size empirical(+ sampling 
requirements data) 

A critical feature of grey system is information incompleteness. The task of establishing 

model under the guidance of grey system theory is inevitably to seek model building based on data 

of small sample size. Its target is establishment of grey differential equation and emphasizes the 

exploration, utilization and processing dynamic information containing in data (Guo, 2004; Guo 

and Love, 2005a, 2005b ). 

A.4 Grey Temporal Analysis 

Let us formally state that equation 

(1) 

is called a one-variable first order grey (temporal) differential equation with respect to time series 

sequence x (o) = (x(o) (l),x(o)(2), .. ·,x(o)(n))' where 
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z<'> ( k) = ~ [ x<'> ( k) + x<1> ( k -l) J, k = 2, · · ·, n 

k 

x<'>(k)= Ix<0>(i), k=2,-··,n 
i= l 

The unknown parameter values (a , fJ) can be determined in terms of the classical least-square 

method. We rewrite equation 1 as: 

Then a standard matrix form of the equation 1 can be formed in terms ofleast-square theory, 

where 

X= 

x[;] = Y 

1 - z<'l (2) 
1 - z<'l (3) 

1 - z<'l (n) 

x<0> (2) 
x<OJ (3) 

andy= 

which leads to the estimate for parameter (a , f3) , 

But considering the three time sequences are not equal-time spaced (containing missing 

valued), it is necessary to take a second round of least-square to estimate the remaining 

parameters. The a has no influence in the second round estimation, because the second round 

estimation works on derivative of x0>(t) directly. 

Let us assume that x (o) (t) takes the form 

Then 

where 

A-6 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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exp( -/Jt,) 

1 exp( -/Jt2) D= 

1 exp( -/JtN) 

and 

x<0>(t,) 

y= 
x<Ol (t2) 

X(O ) (tN) 

Therefore after two-stage least-square fitting, the estimated response function is 

which offers the grey temporal prediction at each site. 

A.S Grey Temporal Prediction Results 

The predicted PM 10 values from 1997 to 2002 follow a sharp decreasing trend because the 

observed values demonstrate such a local trend (table A.4). 

A-7 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Table A.4 Grey Temporal Predictions ofPM10 from 1992 to 2002 at Site 17,38 and 57. 

Location 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
17 30.058 29.606 28.971 28.62 1 28.428 29.747 26.079 29.49 28.214 28.204 28.199 
38 25.267 26.131 26.42 24.971 25 27.42 25.705 25.630 25.558 25.490 25.424 
57 30.056 26.539 24.799 22.082 17.353 I 7. 353 17.353 17.353 17.353 17.353 17. 353 

As a reference, the Santa Barbara County's kriging map (figure A.5) shows a general trend of 

increasing values inland. 
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Figure A.5 Ordinary Kriging Prediction Map for PM10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

A.6 Grey Temporal-Spatial Prediction Results 

The latest information for grey spatial predictions is summarised (table A.5). 

Table A.5 Information of the Six Sites for Next Grey Prediction of the Remaining 17 Sites. 

Location Latitude Longitude PM 10 Value 2002 
2 34.4622 -120.0258 19.23121493 

17 34.4166 -119.6999 28. 1986600 

23 34.5136 -120.0055 26.91565579 
38 34.4147 -119.8788 25.4244800 
45 34.4691 -120.0394 15.79061345 
57 34.4480 -119.2420 17.3531 780 

A-8 

With this data information, we now use newly the developed Grey Spatial Analysis 

methodology (Guo et al. , 2005) to make the predictions for the remaining 17 sites. As a record, we 

choose ( -120.040, 34.4000) as the new origin for setting up a 2-dimensional Cartesian Coordinate 

system. The prediction results are shown in figure A.6. 
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Figure A.6 Grey Temporal-Spatial Prediction for PM 10 in 2002 in Santa Barbara County. 

The grey predictions and kriging predictions are consistent in general trend. However, grey 

predictions reveal better local properties. The Grey PM10 predictions are shown to be very 

sensitive to local observations. 

A. 7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed a small-sample based temporal-spatial data analysis 

methodology, called Grey Temporal-Spatial Analysis and combined with GIS. The results have 

shown that the grey predictions reveal the both general tendency and locality reasonably well. 

A-9 
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Appendix B: Summary of Contributed Papers 

Table B. I Summary ofThesis Papers. 

Paper Title 1: Integrating GIS with Fuzzy Logic and Geostatistics: Predicting Air 
Pollutant PMIO for California, Using Fuzzy Kriging 

Main Aims: Develop a convenient mathematical approach for fuzzy observations 
spatial modelling and implement with GIS. The key ideas are using 
membership grades for kriging by avoiding complicated fuzzy 
subsets kriging and setting parameters for membership function by 
semi-statistical method in terms of data sampled. This paper is a 
logical extension of indicator krig_in_g. 

Methods used: kriging, fuzzy mathematics, GIS 
Contributions to literature: Spatially distributed fuzzy observations (in nature, fuzzy subsets) are 

difficult to model and present with GIS. This paper creates a 
convenient methodology by converting fuzzy subset spatial 
modelling into membership grade spatial modelling, which is easily 
to handle and im_Q_lement with GIS. 

Contributing portion: 65% 

Paper Title 2: Gr~ GIS 
Main Aims: To develop a convenient mathematical method for modelling spatial 

data with very small sample size, in the case of where the traditional 
kriging is not applicable. The ideas are argued from three aspects: (i) 
The problem of modelling spatially distributed data with very small 
sample size is a practical one, (ii) Traditional statistical distribution-
thinking is not suitable and we need to utilize small-sample-oriented 
highly predictive GM(l , 1) model, suitable for ordered positive data 
sequence. (iii) Projecting two-dimensional order-less observations 
into one-dimensional ordered positive data sequence and use 
GM(l , l) model to establish two-dimensional prediction map, which 
is implemented and combined with Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS), and this method is Grey GIS. 

Methods used: GM(l , 1) model, GIS 
Contributions to literature: This work creates a non-probabilistic Spatial-GIS modelling 

approach. Its nature is a delicate conversion of two-dimensional 
spatial problem into one-dimensional modelling and thus the 
approach is convenient to use. 

Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 3: Grey_ S_Q_atial Prediction of Fuz~ Air _Quality Index 
Main Aims: Develop a conve!liently handled fully data-assimilated membership 

function. Air pollutant measurements are fuzzy quantities and then it 
is necessary to determine the membership functions in order to 
prepare the membership grade kriging. We use the link between 
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distribution and membership function under certain assumptions for 
determining parameter settings statistically from data. 

Methods used: Grey System Theory, fuzzy mathematics 
Contributions to literature: The approach offers a full data-assimilated membership function 

determination solves the subjective exercises in fuzzy mathematics. 
Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 4: A New Very Small Sample-Based Non-Linear Statistical Estimation 
Method 

Main Aims: To investigate a n~w least-square theory based estimation technique 
under very small sample circumstances. We call it as a grey state 
model because the approach does not involve the probability 
distribution underlying and directly seek the state law in terms of 
grey differential equation models. 

Methods used: differential geometry, grey differential equations, GIS 
Contributions to literature: Raise the idea and propose various ways to merge grey differential 

equation with differential geometry theory together for creating a 
non-probabilistic state modelling. 

Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 5: Optimal Data Transformations In Grey Analysis 
Main Aims: The fact that the accuracy of GM(l , 1) model is not automatically 

guaranteed causes concern ofthe applicability in spatial modelling. 
One of the route is to explore the transformation ofthe discrete data 
sequence, in Grey Theory. Two new transformations are developed. 

Methods used: Grey Theory, transformation, grey differential equation models 
Contributions to literature: Type II transformation can be applied universally and obtain 

satisfactory GM(m,N) models at transformed data sequence y(O) level, 
then it is a major contribution to grey data analysis, particularly, 
residual analysis. 

Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 6: Grey Reliability Analysis of Complex system 
Main Aims: To investigate a way to obtain the dynamic version of grey system 

reliability with sparse data availability, in terms of powerful grey 
differential equation models. 

Methods used: Grey Theory, degree of whitenization, whitenization function 
Contributions to literature: The dynamic nature of grey events and the two-fold whitenization 

approach could be converted a Grey spatial modelling approach, for 
example, local environmental evaluation under damaging factors and 
regenerating factors. 

Contributing portion: 50% 

Paper Title 7: GM(l, 1 )-Kriging Prediction of Soil Dioxin Pattern 
Main Aims: To develop a mixed approach by combining grey differential 

equation models, particularly, GM(l , l) model and ordinary kriging 
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approach together, and call it GM( 1,1 )-kriging. 
Methods used : kriging, GM(1 ,1) Model, GIS 
Contributions to literature: A creative approach to spatial prediction under sparse data 

availability ofthe areas under investigation. 
Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 8: Predicting Air Pollution Using Fuzzy Membership Grade Kriging 
Main Aims: To develop a new spatial analysis technique- fuzzy membership 

grade kriging with semi-statistical membership, in order to address 
fuzzy spatial data recorded as crisp numbers. 

Methods used: kriging, fuzzy mathematics, GIS 
Contributions to literature: This is journal paper version of paper 1 with substantial revisions 

according to referees ' comments. 
Contributing portion: 75% 

Paper Title 9: Rationale of GM( 1,1) Modelling- A Variation Approach 
Main Aims: To investigate the underlying mechanism ofGM(l ,1) model, 

particularly, the lifetime partition into average functioning time, 
(average) repair-improvement and random error via GM(1 ,1), in 
terms of a variational viewpoint. 

Methods used: Grey System Theory, calculus of variation 
Contributions to literature: Solidify the theoretical foundation ofGM(1 ,1) models. 
Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 10: Generalizations to Standard GM(1 ,1) Model 
Main Aims: To examine GM(1 ,1) modelling mechanism from its component-

level models, and propose families of extended GM(1,1) models via 
the coupling principle in GM(l , l) model. We will state the coupling 
principle for guiding the generalization to Deng' s (1985) GM(l , 1) 
model. Seven extended GM(l , 1) families will be proposed 
accordingly. 

Methods used: Grey System Theory, difference equation, differential equation 
Contributions to literature: Creative generalizing the standard GM(l , l) model to extended 

GM(l , l) models, and thus enhancing the data-assimilation capability 
with implications on GIS spatial modelling. 

Contributing portion: 55% 

Paper Title 11: Rationale Exploration ofFirst-Order One Variable Grey Differential 
Equation Model via Variational Approach 

Main Aims: To develop a data-assimilation measure in terms of the concept of e-
similarity measure, and explore the evolving behaviour of best fitted 
polynomial and a set of constraint functionals defined by ordinary 
differential equations in order to select the suitable functional 
satisfying the e -similarity measure during GM(1 , 1) modelling 
process. 

Methods used: Grey System Theory, grey relation, polynomial spline curves 
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Contributions to literature: Create a geometric curve based e -similarity measure for the 
selection of high data-assimilated GM(l,l) model as well as grey 
relation analysis, which pays the way for spatially distributed 
covariate modelling. 

Contributing portion: 55% 

Paper Title 12: The Coupling of Regression Modelling and Differential Equation 
Model in GM(l,l) Modelling and Extended GM(l,l) Models 

Main Aims: To examine the GM(l,l) model from its component-level and 
therefore identify the interactive coupling nature of differential 
equation model and corresponding regression model constituting of a 
GM(l,l) model. Based our analysis, we state a coupling principle for 
establishing an extended GM(l, 1) model and further explore certain 
families of extended GM(l, 1) models. 

Methods used: Grey System Theory, differential equations 
Contributions to literature: The first time identifying the coupling nature ofGM(l,l) model and 

paying the way of generalizations 
Contributing portion: 55% 

Paper Title 13: Bivariate Credibility-Copulas 
Main Aims: To develop the concept of fuzzy copula on the ground of ( V, ·)-

credibility measure theory, called credibility-copula, for the 
characterization of the full relationship among fuzzy variables. Then 
we explore a decomposition of credibility-copula function into 
product copula and an adjusted dependence function, because for 
direct fuzzy variable modelling, the relation between two fuzzy 
variables has to be facilitated. 

Methods used: fuzzy mathematics, credibility measure theory 
Contributions to literature: A creative contribution to credibility measure theoretical framework 

because credibility-copula concept is first proposed in this paper. 
Contributing portion: 60% 

Paper Title 14: Kernel Estimation for Bivariate Credibility Copulas 
Main Aims: To develop a kernel-estimation based on the maximum entropy 

principle under the framework of (v,·) -credibility measure theory. 

We propose the concept of copula for bivariate fuzzy variables, 
called credibility-copula, which is a bivariate uniform credibility 
distribution in the sense of the credibility measure theory. 
Furthermore, we establish a two-stage procedure for credibility-
copula based on data-assimilation under the fuzzy maximum entropy 
principle. 

Methods useo: Grey System Theory, credibility measure theory 
Contributions to literature: First time work on the data-assimilated credibility distribution. 
Contributing portion: 55% 




